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Preface 

The 7-th KEK Summer School was held on August 10 - ll», 1979 at the 
Tsukuba Training Centre in the Tsukuba Scientific City. About fourty 
graduate students and physicists attended the school from various 
districts in Japan. 

Both theoretical and experimental lectures were directed mostly on 
interactions of hadrons. Examples of two recent experiments at KEK were 
described together with a brief summary of the other various experimental 
activities. In order to give a general knowledge about accelerator 
system, lectures were given on the KKK accelerators including the future 
projects and on basic concepts of beam optics. Two lectures among nine 
in total are not included in the present proceedings due to a delay in 
time. 

We express our deep thanks to the lecturers, the attendants, the 
chairmen (Dr. H. Yoshida of Fukui University and Dr. T. Kashiwa of Nagoya 
University), the other members of organizing committee, the typists and 
all those who supported the present school. 

Editor: Masaaki KOBAYASHI 
Shin-ichi KUROKAWA 
Atsuto SUZUKI 
Tetsuyuki YUKAWA 
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EXPERIMENTAL MESON SPECTROSCOPY 

Satoshi OZAKI 
Physics Department, Brookhaven 
National Laboratory, Upton, 

N. Y., 11973, U. S. A. 
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1. Overview of Meson Spectroscopy 
Hodels 

A classif ation of species, were It be of plants, animals, elements 
or hadrons, is one of the iaportant scientific studies of our tiae. Proper 
classification often reveals the organization of the structure which foras 
these eleaent. 'tne typical exaaple which ia very cloae to our heart ia the 
"Periodic Table o "leaents", which revealed a clear atomic structure to us. 
At the tiae, when tne numbers of hadrons are rapidly increasing, it is natural 
for us physicists to sesrch for a specific signature In these particles and 
start the gaae of the classification and to build the model by which these 
hadrons are formed. 

Now lot us review a history of these models briefly. 
Extending an earlier model which showed that a plon, only known aeson at 

that time is a combination of nucleona and antlnuclsonsjthe SAXATA model was 
Introducad In 1956. In this nodal the fundamental particles ware assumed to be 
a triplet (p, n, A) and their antlpartlclea. Namely: 

it • pn , H • pn 

K + - Ap , K" • Ap 
£ - Apn , I " Apn, etc. 

In 19cd-60, a model based on c SU(3) representation using SAKATA 
triplet was introduced. In this model, a aeson can be repreaented by a product 
of the 3 and 3 representstion of the triplet as 3 * 3 • 8 ± 1. Thus it was 
found that the aesons could be represented by an Octet (one triplet, two doublet 
and one singlet) and a singlet. For instance, in 0 nonet, pseudoscaler aesons 
can be grouped into five sub-aultiplets, i.e. a triplet (it *°if~), two 
doublets (K , K ) and (K , K~), one ainglet (n) and to a remaining iso
tropic slgnlet (n')- This early SU(3) representation, in aplte of it seeming 
success for mesons, failed miserably for baryons. A baryon, in this aodel, 
is thought to be a composite of two fundamental baryon and one anti-baryon of * * SAKATA triplet. Corresponding SU(3) representation la 3 x 3 x 3 - 1 5 + 6 + 
3 + 3 . The octet and decuplet which are thought to characterize the classi
fication of baryons are obviously missing. 
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In their "eight-fold way", Ne'eman and Gall-Mann. Independently, 
proposed that the symmetry group SU(3> waa universally applicable to baryon 
as well, and lnvarlance under SU(3) waa of baaic Importance. Their argument 
waa that, if we observe that both baryoea and aeeona vera represented by the 
octet representation experimentally, then wa ahould accept thla aa a fact and 
not be reluctant to uaa It, even If wa could not aac how to construct the 
bsryon octet froai the baalc SAKATA triplet. 

3 a 
These considerations lead a way into "quark model". ,? In thla 

model tha SAKATA triplet waa replaced by an Imaginary fundamental triplet and 
its conjugate. Tha element of tha triplet la named "quark", and haa a 'vary 
interesting charactarlatic of carrying a baryon number 1/3. Tha property of 
tha fundamental triplet (quarka) and ita conjugate (anti-quarks) ara abown 
in Table I-l. In thla representstioo masons are constructed by quark-amtlquark 
palra, similarly to early SU(3) representation ualng SAKATA triplet, as 

3 x 3* • I + I. 
Baryon, however, can be constructed ualng three quarka, leading to a repre
sentation 

3 x 3 x 3 - 10 + 8 + 8 + 1 
which contain two octeta, one decaplat and one singlet. Success of tha quark 
model, with SU(3) representation, aa one of the waya to explain the hadron 
apectroacopy aa well aa the hadron dynamics gained the popularity elnce. 
However, acknowledgement of quarka aa a constituent of hadron did not come 
until the dlecovery of J/+ particle and ao-called November (evolution. 

Soon after the discovery of a new atate J/», one at fcrookhavcn 
and the other at SLAC, a picture emerged such that the narrowness of the 
width of auch high mass state is due to an existence of new fundamental entity 
who'a strong decay into ordinary meson waa suppraaaed by a need to annihilate 
these entities to create new fundamental cntitiea (OZI Rule). Thla atatamant 
already implies the existence of auch entity aa a pseudo-physical constituent 
of a meson. The remarkable agreement between predictlona given to a family 
of atatea related to J/+ on an assumption that they are bound states of 
massive quark and antlquark (charmonlum) and discovery of narrow and higher 
mass state *', T", x's in a good agreement with prediction gave strong 
aupport for the notion of quark aa a building block of these particles aa 
well aa other hadrons. The aucceas of the charmonlum spectroscopy, backed 
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by the notion already existed for old mesons and baryons, an.1 other accunu-
o 

lating experimental evidences lead to our currently conventional view that 
a meson is a bound state of a quark and antiquark and a baryon is a bound 
state of three quarks. 

A quark is spin 1/2 Feralon and is distinguished from one another 
by "flavor". At present, existence uf five flavors (up, down, strange, chars 
and bottom) is known and the sixth (top) highly probable. As was the case 
with earlier "imaginary quarks" each of these quarks have 1/3 unit of baryon 
number. As far as we know, the quark is a aasslve point-like object whose 
mass depends on it's flavor. Suae of the other characteristics of the 
quarks are listed in Table 1-2. Quarks are thought to carry also a strong 
interaction charge called "color". There are thrao such colors, which wa 
take as red, yellow and blue. An exchange of gluons which couple to color 
was introduced to explain quark-quark fore*. This coupling la necessary to 
explain experimental observation that thu forcu between quark and quark in a 
baryon seem to have the same sign as between quark and antiquark In a meson. 
As a principle, it la assumed that the color is confined, i.«. only bound 
states which are colorless can be seen. 

Mesons 
As diacussed above, a meton is assisted to be a bound state of quark-

antiquark pairs, each quark having spin 1/2. Coupling thla to the orbital 
angular momentum I. of the pair, total angular noeentum cf the system J -
L + S can be formed. Leaving the bottoa quark aside for a time being as it 
is so heavy and its observation is so new, four flavora of quarks and four 
flavors of antiquarks can fora 16 combinations of quark-antiquark pairs for 
each L, S and J combination. Furthermore, additional sets of 16 can be 
found for radially excited states of each S, L and J combination. Since the 
quark and antiquark have opposite intrinsic parity, a meson thus formed has 
parity p - (-1) . For self conjugate meson states which are formed by uu, 
dd, as, cc and their linear combinations the charge conjugate quantum number 
C - (-1) L + S. 

As stated above four flavors of quarks give rise to 16 combinations. 
With fifth quark the combination becomes 25 and with sixth quark the combi
nation becomes 36. If u and d quarks are degenerate in mass and have the 
same strong interaction, there is an SU<2) symmetry of strong Interaction, 
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or isotonic spin invariance. Similarly, to the extent that u, d and s 
quarks may be regarded as degenerate and have the same strong interaction, 
one sees SU(3) symmetry. Thus, 16 states formed by a combination of four 
flavors of quarks and anclquarks may be represented by multiplets corres
ponding to the irreducible representations of these groups as shown in 
Table 3. 

Quark Configuration in Mesons 
For the sake of this discussion, we will first consider the classical mesons 

which are formed by original three quarks (u, d, s) and then expand It to "charm" 
mesons. In the first case, only the octet and one of the singlet in Talbe 3 can 
be occupied, forming a series of nonets of given L, S, J and P assignment. In 
what follows, we try to assign the mesons we know to two well known nonet. 

The Psoudoacaler Nonet (0 . ground state, 
L-0, S-0, J»0, I>- -1, I.a. S state. The quark contents and some of 

the properties are listed below for conventional mesons. 

Mesons 
+ 

Mass (MeV/c2) I J* s quark combination 

140 1 1 0 du 

13S 1 0 0 (ZuSi)//2 
140 1 - 1 0 du 

494 1/2 1/2 1 su 

49B 1/2 -1 /2 1 s i 

498 1/2 1/2 -1 sd 

494 1/2 - 1 / 2 -1 su 

549 0 0 0 (u\i+dd-2is)/> /6 

958 0 0 0 (uuMd+ss) / / 3 
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Extending the list of pseudoscaler to charm •ember, ve can add the 
following assignments: 

Musons Mass (MeV/c2) I I. S C quark combinations 

D + 1868 1/2 1/2 0 dc 

D° 1B68 1/2 -1/2 0 uc 

F + (?) 0 0 1 ic 
5° 1868 1/2 1/2 0 -1 dc 

D" 1868 1/2 -1/2 0 -1 uc 

F~ (?) 0 0 -1 -1 •c 

n„ 1.3000 (?) 0 0 0 0 cc" (?) 

As can be aeon from the listing* above, 0 meson (roup 1* quite complete 
except for n which ha* been prj<Ucted to have a aw** of ̂  3 G*V, Tuo 

c + more state* in this group, F and P are alio not found to date. 

The Vector Meson* (1 statne) 
3 1-0, S-i, J-l, P- -1, i.e. S. state. The quark content* and cone 

property are listed below for the conventional vector reson*. 
2 

Mesons Mass(MeV/c ) I I g S quark content 
+ 
P 770 1 1 0 ud 
o 

P 770 1 0 0 (uu-dd)/^ 

P »70 1 -1 0 du 
K*+ 892 1/2 1/2 1 us 

K*° 892 1/2 -1/2 1 d* 

ic*° 892 1/2 1/2 -1 *d 
K 892 1/2 -1/2 -1 *u 

u 783 0 0 0 (uu+dd)//? 

* 1019 0 0 0 *s 
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An assignment of s s to • Is to explain • properties l ike • -» KK being the 
dominant decay nude (84Z). In view of the fact that the next largest decay 
•ode i s i i i (14X), <t i s thought to have a small amount of (uu) and (dd) 
components mixed in I t . Extending th i s l i s t further to Include charmed 
p a r t i c l e s , we get : 

Hesons Mass (GeV/O I I 
—z 

S c quark combination 

D*+ 200B 1/2 1/2 0 1 dc 
D*° 2006 1/2 -1/2 0 1 uc 
f*+ (?) 0 0 1 1 •c 
5*o 2006 1/2 1/2 0 -1 dc 
*-D 2008 1/2 -1/2 0 -1 uc 
*-F (?) 0 0 -1 -1 ac 

J/* 3097 0 0 0 0 ce 

Fro* the known mass of varloua mesons and assigned quark combinations 
for the*, and with a certain s impl i s t i c assumption on the binding energy 
between quark and antiquark palra, one can estimate the ao-cal led "constl-
tuent •as ses" for each quark f lavor. They are: 

H -
u 
M 

M. 0. 385 MeV/e2 

° 2 •v. 500 KeV/c 
M •v. 1550 MeV/c2 

«. 1 5000 MeV/c2 

A simple example of aass relat ionship can be ver i f i ed . 
*t_* - M • M - H. - 122 MeV/c2 

* P » d , 
M - M - M. - M « 12 MeV/c 

u p d o 2 
JT - M - 2M - 2M. - 249 MeV/c 

• P » a -
M - 2Ms - 1019 MeV/c 
M,,., - 2M - 3097 HeV/c 2 

J/* c 
These simple mass relat ionships work very wel l for the vector mesons. 
Regrsi.ably, however, i t does not work wel l for the pseudoacaler mesons. 

In the examples above, we saw the r e l a t i v e l y simple and orderly 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of mesons which are attributed to the a-wava quark-antlquark 
system. The quark, being a spin 1/2 Fermloo, these combinations can be 
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extended to P-wave (L«l, J7C'i**, 1 H", O** and I**), D-wave (L-2, J P C -
3 , 2 , 1 and 2 ), and so on, aa Is the case In the atomic spectroscopy. 
As It will be discussed later, P atata la In a reasonably good shape except 
for the 0 nonet. There are many atatca yet to be found for D atata. 

Likewise, one would expect radially excited atatas which are ststes 
PC with same J but In (eneral with hither aaaa. The clearest example of the 

radial excitation can be seen in a aeriea of f a discovered by the e «~ 
collision at SPEAK detector. They observed a narrow state +'(3664) which 
clearly Is a radial excitation of J/*(3100). Two other states *(*030) and 
*(«15) which were observed in • e~ experiment also war* coaelderad to be 
the radially excited atate of J/*(3100). In the case of "old" mesons, the 
situation is more confused because of a large width which usually Is common 
to hie,h mass atate. Thar*, however. It reasonably convlnclnf examples, of 
radial excitation making ua to believe that the radial excitation does 
exist in the apectr;^- of th* masons. Aaaumlng a certain potential for 
quark-antlquark interactions <takln| • alaple harmonic oscillator for now) 
the enerty level of th* atataa (or mass of aesonu) 1* axpacted to follow 
the relationship 

E « (2n + L)a - Ha 
where n la a radial excitation quantua number. 

Figure 1-1 shows the energy levels of the qq mesons. 



TABLE 1-1 

"Quark" and "Antiquark" Propertl«« 

N«. qx-p <I2"n q3-X î p q2"» ij-X 
1 1/2 1/2 0 1/2 1/2 0 

h 1/2 -1/2 0 -1/2 1/2 0 
B 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 
Q 2/3 -1/3 -1/3 -2/3 1/3 1/3 
J 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
S 0 0 -1 0 0 +1 

TABU 1-2 

Known Fractionally Charted Quark* 

They all have baryon nuabtr 1/3 and apla 1/2 

Flavor u d a c b 
old naae P n X - -
£ 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 
JP 1/2* 1/2* l/2+ l/2+ 1/2H 

I 1/2 1/2 0 0 

h 1/2 -1/2 0 0 
Q +2/3 -1/3 -1/3 +2/3 -1/3 
S (atrangencaa) 0 0 -1 0 0 
C (chara) 0 0 0 1 0 
b (bottoaneaa) 0 0 0 0 1 
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TABLE 1-3 

Quark Antiquark I'airs and SU(2) and SU(3) Hultlplat 

Flavor Combinations 

du (uu-3d)/^2 du 

su sd 

ad su 

(uu+dd-2ii)/>^ 

SU(2) 

3 

2 

2 

1 

SD{3) 

3c 
tc 

dc 

•c 

(Gu+3d+i»)//3 
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II. Current Status of the Meson Spectroscopy (light ouarka) 
The current situation on the classification of aesons Is shown in 

Fig. II-l. In this figure, aesons are arranged according to their prin
ciple quantum number N - (2n + L) where n la radial excitation, and I. orbi
tal angular momentum of quark-antiquark system. In this representation, 
energy of the level (or mass) should show an increase as N and I. increases. 

FC A resultant large box is divided into * x 4 matrix by J of the nonet and 
isospin of the multiplets which should occupy small boxes. 

States with S-0 
They are the ground state of L"0 states. As discussed In detail 

In Chapter I, mesons in both 0 and l " nonets are well known and classi
fication is well established. 

States with N-l 
These states Include the lowest state of W level*. 
[2 nonet] This Is another nonet In which the mesons are well 

established end classification veil understood. From the KX decay which 
dominates f decay branching ratio, f • la considered ti be • like object. 

(1 nonet] Situation on this nonet had not been clear for 
some time with rather ambiguous experimental situation with A,, Q, and Q,. 
Earlier experimental studies of these mesons were in the dlffractlve chan
nel with high Deck type background. With recent high stetlstics experi
ments and studies in the non-diffractlve channel with smaller background, 
the situation has improved. 

A }: A number cf analyses of diffractively produced p* final state 
required a resonance in the mass region 1.2 •>• 1.4 GeV with a width of 300 

9 MeV. However, there has been no agreement in its mass value among the 
experiments. In addition, these analyses failed to observe a change of the 
phase which is typical of most of resonance production. Recent high statis
tics bubble chamber experiment o n K p - * I~(3x) has observed a 3* enhance-

P + ment in the backward direction with J « 1 . With a resonance interpretation, 
the mass and the width was determined to be 1.0* GeV and 230 MeV respectively. 
Decay of T~ (T~- •» VJT~H n~) g*ve further evidence on this evasive A.. This 

F + 3it system is predominantly in the J • 1 »p state and Breit Wigner resonance 
fit gives mass of 1.1 GeV and width 400 MeV. In summary, evidence for the 
existence of A, is now strong. Only problem is that its mass and width is 
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yet to be determined. The most recent report at Geneva Conference on the 
result of phass shift analysis on 600,000 events on the reaction * ~p •» (3*)p 
put its mass value at 1.28 GeV and P % 300 MeV. 

12 * 
Q : Recent analyses of data on Ko and K i resonances showed * that the observed Kp resonance at "v 1280 KeV (Q.) and K « resonance at 

* 1400 MeV CQ 2) were indeed a mixture of the SU{3) state Q. - Q-. Namely, 
|Q1> - cosB Q|Q A> + aln8 q|Q B> 
|Q2> - einO Q|Q A> + coa. Q|Q B> 

These SU(3) analyses of the decay coupling of Q, and Q, present a coherent 
picture. In a recent partial wave analysis, a clear resonant peak for 9, was P + * observed in J - 1 K i partial wave (aee section 111-7) 

D: Vhis relatively narrow enhancement has been observed In KK 
+ - 13 

and n* * decay modes. A. recent partial wave analysis of the data from 
»"p •+ » i"nn ahowed a prominent peakini of the amplitude and phase varla-P + •.Ion In 1-0 J • 1 P» wave confirming this assignment. 

E: ftacent experiment on »~p * K K°i n at 3.9 GeV/c showed a 
clear E signal at the mass of 1431 i 3 KeV and a width of 26 l 8 MeV, 
establishing the existence of this resonance well. Howavar, a determina
tion of Its spin-parity Is still to be done before a definite assignment 
of this meson to this multlplet can be made. The width observed la rather 
rirrow when it Is compared with SU(3) prediction for that of 1 state. 
The narrowness of the width may be due to the fact that this resonance lies 
very close to KK threshold and if so, the narrowness Is not necessarily an 

PC ++ evidence againat the assignment of J - 1 . 
[1 nonet] In thia nonet, B is relatively well established by 

early bubble chamber experiments. B is also observed in the backward pro
duction from K~p interactiona in the x u spectrum. Q , which is an SU(3) 

* 12 state of Q and Q_ is also become clear from analyses of Kp and K i data. 
However, two singlet states are completely missing. 

(0 nonet] The assignment of mesons with J • 0 is not clear 
yet, although recent experiments shed some light on this nonet. Problem Is 
that many of these states are wide end the production croes section are 
generally small. Therefore, the experiment Is very difficult and in addi
tion the results of the analysis depends critically on the specific para
meterization used. The multiplet assignment of these mesons are of extreme 
importance since we might expect flrat evidence of glueballa (a color singlet 
pair of vector gluons) or multlquark exotic mesons. 
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Rather well-known states In this nonet are 6(980) 1-1, which 
Is seen in nil and KK decay and S (980) 1-0 which is seen In K°K° decay. 
c(1300) I'O Is also quoted to be seen according to the Particle Data Table. 
Recent analysis on K K° system Indicates a broad enhancement in s-wave 
auplitude Indicating possible I»l resonance at *»> 1300 HeV. Another analysis 
on K°K° found enhancement in the same suss region. Authors of this analysis 
seems to favor I«l for this enhanceaent, but on soaewhat weak ground. From 
an amplitude analysis of * p + K K n and * n •» K K p, 1-0 and 1-1 amplitude 
can in principle be separated. However, due to an aabiguity, there are 

19 eight solutions. A solution of thass eight, which Is most favored by the 
authors, contains I»0 s-wave enhanceaent at 1300 MeV. The author claims 
that the S*(1300) which is seen in K*K~ channel la not the aaae as c(1300) 
which, according to SU(3) consideration, should predoalnantly decay 
into " + "~ and negligible In KK. 

Additional contributions to the confusing scat* of 0 mesons 
caae froa the partial wave analysis of ** and X* data done recently. One * 
of the analyses on it »~ systea allows a broad c(1200), a narrow S (993) 

21 and E(800) resonances. Another analysis on wit, nK and KK data favors 
c(B0O), S*(100S) and c'(1540) and allows 4(960) and possibly 4'U300) as 
candidates of 4 quark bound states. This analysis allows. In addition, one 
and only one I - 1/2 state K(1S10). 

Summarizing the above, we have the following candidates to 
fill the nonet boxes. 

18 

1-1 £ (980) H - 980 HeV P ~50 HeV 
o'(1300) M 1.1300 HeV broad 

1-1/2 K(1510) H 1-1500 HeV P i>260 HeV 
1-0 c(800) M 1.800 HeV P 1-1000 HeV 

S*(980) M 1.980 HeV P 1.40 HeV 
c(1300) H 1-1300 HeV P 1.200-400 HeV 

S*(1300) H 1-1300 HeV broad 
E ' ( 1 5 4 0 ) M M.540 HeV P 1.250 MeV 
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Here, one should note that e(1300) and S (1300) could be the saae state in 
spite of the statement above on their distinction by the decay mode. Due 
to its enormous width, e(800) is also doubtful. As it can be seen above, 
there are More candidates to fill the multiplet box than we can accommodate 
except for 1 - 1/2. One assignment which can be Bade is i, K, c(B00), S (980) 
for triplet, doublet and two singlets. This assignment, however, gives some 
difficulty of a very large nass difference between K(1540) and 5(980) com
pared to Che other nonets. Another difficulty is that the ratio g™/*,. for 
S is % 2 instead of /J/3 expected of SU(3) singlet assignment. A notion of 
two 0 nonets, one of qq bound state and the other of qqqq bound state was 

22 ++ 
offered by Jaffe. This assignment classifies the 0 meson as follows: 

Multiple! Name Candidate Malor Quark Content 
1-1 6(980) 5(980) udsi 
1-1/2 K(BOO-llOO) Not found usdS 
1-0 c(700) c(B00) uudd* * 
1-0 S*(993) S*(980) ss(uu-d3)/>^ 
1-1 6•(1270) 6'(1300) ud 
1-1/2 K'(IAOO) KU510) us 
1-0 c(1300) c(1300) (uu+dd)//2 
1-0 S*( ? ) S*(1300)t ss 

Trouble with these assignments, however, is that there ia no known K state 
in the mass range 800-1100 MeV and that the mass of qq mesons in 0** nonet 
becomes somewhat higher than those of 2 and 1 nonet which is hard to 
accept in the quark-antiquark context. In summary, there ia a lot to be 
understood for 0 nonet and further experiments are being awaited. 

States with N-2 
PQ —— —— —4-

J - 3 , 2 and 2 mesons in this group naturally belong to PC -+ nonets with I.-2, whereas mesons with J - 0 belong to the radial excita-PC — tion state of L-0. Mesons with J - 1 can be assigned to either L-0 or 
L-2. 

[3 nonet] There are three well established mesons; i.e. g(1680), 
K*(1780) < 2 3 ) and u(1670) all have J P C - 3 ~ and belong to this nonet. 

(2 nonet] There are no mesons known to fall in this category. 
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[2 nonet] Although not well established, there is an evidence 
PC —+• 

for A, with J assignment of 2 seen as a 300 HeV wide bunp of ft s-wave 
systea in the diftractive process iN -*• (3«)N. Like A , A, is rather evasive 2A resonance. Although resonant behavior is seen in aany analyses, the 
resonance-like change of phase is aissing in most of thea. To date, there 
is no other meson found for this nonet. 

[1 nonet] There are collections of experiments which clala K 
resonances with natural spin-parity in the mass region of 1700 HeV. If any 

p . 
one of these resonances becoae well established vith J asslgnaent of 1 , 
it can be aasigned either 1-0 or L-2. Kacent partial wave analysis on the 
data Eton an MPS experiment on K~p •» K°» »~n at 6 GeV ' shows an enhance
ment at * 1500 HeV and "»> 1800 MeV both in 1~~ state. Recently a broad 
enhancement of 1-1 was observed in • a" •* 4* state centered around 15S0 

25 + -
HaV. For 1-0 atata, • a experiment found two narrow resonances, one with 
3 standard deviation at 1660 HaV (r t 40 HaV) In 3* and 5* final state and 
the other with 5 standard deviation at 1770 KaV (r •>• 50 HaV) in 5* final 25 state. Latter does not show prsferanca Co K decay, indicating it to be u 
like atate though the width may be too narrow for it. Confirmation of thaas 
states are badly needed as these masons and many others are called for to 
fill 1 nonet for both L-2 and radial excitation state of L-0. 

-+• — + 
[0 nonet] A partial wave analysis of data on K>x indicate 0 

+ 26 
K resonance at •<• 1400 HeV hidden under large 2 K(1430) peak. Another 
partial wave analysis of the **n data from reaction x~p » nw *~n show a 

—4- 13 
tentative evidence of 0 resonance in *£ mode at ^ 1260 HeV (r •»• 100 HeV). 
These evidences need a confirmation and, if confirmed, can be placed in this 
radial excitation state of 0 nonet. 

States with N £ 3 
PC +4* 

In these groups, I»0 meson h(2040) with J asaignaent of 4 la 
well established. I»l resonance at 1.95 GeV, r t- 200 HeV, la also reported 
in the reaction ir+p •+ K +K°p ( } but high atatistlcs confirmation ia desired. 
This experiment confirms earlier observation of similar atate in the reac
tion "~p •+ K~K°p, confirming the existence of 1-1, J »4 state. Still 

8 + - 29 
higher mass resonance was reported in K K system at the mass of 2.216 ± +200 .11 GeV, r . 281 *rz HeV. This experiment also observed a clear enhancement 
* G. Otter et_al. [Hucl. Phya. B147. 42 (1979)1 report observation of 2~ 

K*(890)n resonsnee at the aaae of 1.58 GeV with width 110 HtV. 



of K +K~ spectrum at 1.982 1 0.09 GeV, r - 118 t 40 HeV, presumably J P - 4 + 

and possibly a mixture of 1-1 and 1-0 states. Unfortunately, no reliable 
spin-parity assignment is given to this state. A yet higher spin object 
at a mass of 2.3 GeV is reported by ACCMOR collaboration in the reaction 
- + - 30 TT p -»• K K n. From recurrence of the mesons, this object Is thought to 

PC — be 1-1 J - 5 state, which is N»4, L-4 In terms of quark-antlquark 
picture. It is highly likely these two experiments are observing the same 
states. 

A description of meson spectroscopy cannot be complete without a dls-
31 cussion on the current status of the baryonlum. In 1966, an experiment 

on n~p •» pX~ with CERN missing mass spectrometer observed a series of narrow 
peaks in the missing mass spectrum, SU929), K2195) and U(2382). Recently 

32 an experiment at CERN Omega spectrometer which studied the reaction * p •• 
(x~Pe)pp observed two narrow resonances in pp system when »"p. formed 4° 
or N* and came out in Che forward direction. One of these resonances were 
at the mass of 2020 HeV and Che other at 2204 KeV (T). Another evidence 
of narrow pp resonance came from an observation of structure in pp tocal 

33 cross section measured in 1974 at BNL. Corresponding mass of the resonance 
from this formation process Is 1936 HeV (S). There were several other 
experiments, particularly the measurement of total cross sections which 
observed one or the other of these narrow states, giving a credence to the 
existence of high Bass narrow state which couple strongly to nucleon-anti-
nucleon system. There, however, was a number of experiments which did not 
observe such narrow enhancement, creating a vivid controversy. Such high 
mass narrow state is not In the ordinary picture of mesons as a bound state 
of quark-antiquark pairs. Therefore, discovery of these states created 
excitement and many speculations within the high energy phyaics community. 
Included is a speculation that these baryonlum states are exotic four quark 
or six quark states. 

The experimental situation in baryonium, however, has changed within 
the last year. Not finding any structure in the pp charge exchange process 
and elastic scattering cross section, pp total cross section measurements 
was repeated in the energy range in question but with more suitable setup. 

35 The new experiment, to everyone's surprise, failed to observe any structure 
in the cross section, casting a very serious doubt on the believability of 
earlier experiments and existence of S meson at 1935 HeV. Another experiment 
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at MPS investigated the backward production of baryonium using the reac-
+ + tion n p -*- (IT p)pp. This process is similar to the reaction studied by 

the Omuga spectrometer experiment except that the upper vertex of the 
exchange diagram shows n -+ A with p or A exchange instead of n -*• & 

with p or A exchange. Data from this experiment is now being analyzed, but 
preview of the results show no significant structure in pp mass spectrum 
in the mass region of 2-0 - 2.3 GeV. With these two experiments, the 
existence of narrow baryonium state is currently very much questioned. 

As it is clear from Fig, II-l and the description above, lower mass 
mesons are in good shape in terms of a picture based on mesons being bound 
states of quark and antiquark. Situation that there are more 0 mesons 
than number of boxes available may mean one or more of the following: 

a. There indeed are more than one N-l nonet; one for qq and 
the other for qqqq state. 

b. Some of seen 0 state may well be glueballs. 
c. 0 mass difference between N-l states and N-3 states is 

much smaller than we think and some of the 0 mesons belong to N-3 0 
nonet. This however is rather unlikely, 

d. Some of the experiments and their Interpretations are wrong. 
For the high mass levels, situation clearly Is far from ideal. At 

present, the difficulty is not in the assignment of mesons to boxes. 
Instead, we still find that many more mesons are needed to fill the avail
able boxes. A search and study of these mesons, however. Is very difficult 
for the following obvious reasons: 

a. Most of low mass meson spectroscopy was done using bubble 
chambers at low energy where production cross section for these mesons 
were relatively high and background was low. Also, at low energies, the 
number of waves involved in the analysis is relatively small and therefore 
a good analysis can be made with relatively low statistics data. For high 
mass mesons, production cross section is relatively low. In addition, the 
analysis requires a large .number of waves in general, requiring a set of 
data with high statistics. This makes the bubble chamber almost useless 
for the study of high mass mesons. 

b. In order to overcome the deficiency of bubble chambers above, 
a large solid angle spectrometer with electronic readout such as Omega 
Spectrometer of CERN and MPS of Brookhaven was developed. Although these 
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spectrometers provide more than one order of magnitude Improvement over 
the bubble chamber, they present another problem; namely, in spite of the 
intention to cover a large solid angle (y Alt) for the reaction products, 
the coverage over the angular distribution is never uniform. This diffi
culty is more enhanced for a study of high mass objects due to a large 
opening angle in the decay. This unfortunately will add further compli
cation on the analysis of the data. 

c. Although these spectrometers have been In operation during 
the past several years, the attention of physicists who used them has been 
directed toward more glamorous field of charm. 

d. In terms of physics involved, these high mass states, in 
general, are wide and have many decay modes. In addition, there are many 
of them overlapping each other. This requires more complex multichannel 
analysis of the data, 

In spite of these difficulties, Importance and interest of physicist 
are there to study the high mass state, I have no doubt-) chat new high 
mass states would be discovered and studied. 
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III. MPS and Experiments at the Spectrometer Facility 
As an example of detectors used for the study of meson spectroscopy, 

1 will discuss the MPS (Multiparticle Spectrometer) at BNL and its experi
mental program with it. The MPS, in brief, is a large aperture spectro
meter to detect the particles in the final state of an interaction with 
close to 4n solid angle, allowing us to reconstruct the entire event. In 
this sense, some people call this kind of device as an electronic version 
of bubble chambers. The bubble chambers, as we know, made numerous early 
contributions to the study of meson spectroscopy. The MPS has an addi
tional advantage. That is, the detectors in this device has short resolv
ing time (or memory time) compared to the bubble chamber. Furthermore, 
these electronic detectors are triggerable, allowing us to selectively 
detect and analyze only those events which ve consider to be a candidate 
for further study. Therefore, we can handle large numbera of interactions 
in a short time giving us much higher sensitivity in the study of pheno
mena than was possible with bubble chambers. For instance, early bubble 
chambers studied the phenomena with *>" ub cross sections. Present spectro
meter can reach to ^ 10 nb. 

A schematic layout of the spectrometer which is located In the north
west corner of the AGS experimental area, is shown In Fig. III-l. The 
ma In part of the spectrometer Is a 700 ton C-magndt with a large field 
volume (1.82m x 4.55m poles with a 1.21a gap), whi-.h is equipped with 
a set of wire spark chambers giving a good multiparticle handling capa
bility for particle trajectory detection. It also Includes a number of 
proportional chambers and counter hodoscopes to generate a trigger. 
With a target which is placed In this magnet gap and with a set of tar
get area detectors, a large solid angla coverage (i4w) to the reaction 
products can be obtained for an investigation of complex multiparticle 
final states. The main spectrometer is fallowed by a set of large spark 
Cham! ;rs, scintillation counter hodoscopes and Ocrenkov counter hodo
scopes for improved momentum resolution and particle identification of 
those particles which emerge from the MPS magnet. In addition to the 
basic detectors, the MPS is outfitted with special electronics for 
trigger logic (RAH), dcte -or readout electronics, data acquisition and 
recording devices and thf ^n-line computer (PDP10). 
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The MPS Is, at present, serviced by two beau; the MESB from B 
target station and the HEUS from A targtt station. The MESI la a medium 
energy separated beam with a maximum aoaenta of 10 GeV/c. A good K/» 
separation can be obtained up to 6 GeV/c and p/» separation up to the 
aaxiaum momentum. The HEUB Is a high intensity unseparattd beaa with 
a maximum momenta of 28.5 GeV/c. The magnet can b* rotated around its 
pivot by i IS*. This accommodate* MESB and HEUB lints which coae froa 
different directions, but also optlaixec the detector gtoattry for toae 
experiments. 

At present there art 46 main spark chambers placed In the aagnet 
gap downstream of the targtt. They art grouptd In 8 each of two types 
of modules, one type btlng aadt up of ont X, one U, one V, and ont X 
Measuring chamber* whtrt U tnd V art l 15* froa tht X coordinate, and 
the other of two Y's. As they are Installed in a nodular font, the 
configuration can ba altered with rtlatlv* tltt. loth high voltage and 
ground planes are read out by aagnecoatrlctlvt lints to glvt better 
readout accuracy. The scaler system whlek encodes these readouts can 
handle up to IS aparkt for each raadout. 

The resolving tlae of the spark chaabar tyattm Is ̂  2 ueec. This 
Halts the maximum beaa flux to tlO /sec. Tht dead tlae of tht syatca 
for clean operation is ̂ 30 asec, thus creating SOZ dtad time with IS 
triggers per AGS pulse. If one takes 3 X 10 particles per AGS pulst 
incident on 60 cm long hydrogen target, and the trigger rata of 10 , 
simple arithmetic gives an attainable sensitivity of 0.4 evtnts/ub/pulst, 
or 0.5 events/nb/hour. The resolutions of tht forward dtttctor system 
is as follows: 

momentum &• % /(.O025) 2 + (.O0l2p)2 

angular 46 °* 3-'5 " up to p 1. 7 GtV/c. * P 
Typical effective mass resolutions art: 

K° 4-5 MeV for 0.5 •>. 15 GeV/c 
K°x* or K°K° 20 MeV for 4 GeV mass. 

s s 
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DeLector configuration which surrounds the target is expected to be 
very much experiment-dependent. In fact, with this In Blind, the systea 
has been designed to have a maximum flexibility In the area. Currently, 
two types of detector assembly are available as described below. How
ever, this is the area where the user's imagination and Ingenuity will 
play an important role. 

The MPS has been in operation for the high energy physics research 
program at the AGS since late 1974. To data It has run flva experiments 
in the MESB beam line and four experiments In the UEUB beam line. The 
experimental program includes the studies of conventional hadron spectro
scopy, the measurement of very small cross section phenomena and the search 
of new narrow states such as an exotic baryonium state and the charmed 
particles. This demonstrates the effectiveness and the versatility of the 
MPS. 

In what follows 1 will discuss some of the experiments which vera 
run in the recent past. 

1. ACS Experiment 679 (BNUCCHY) 
Limited, but still high data handling capability of tha MPS 

was used to Investigate very small cross section phenomena. The reaction 
studied was: 

»"p •* K +K~ + K +K" + n at 23 GeV/c 
"V • 

The experiment was run In August-September of 1977 and the prcllni-
nary data were published. A principal motivation of this experiment was to 
study the spectroscopy of the •• system. Possible states which may be found in 
this system are isoscaler bosons which are even under charge conjugation of any 
spin and parity. Such states as strangeonium (si state) arc of particular 
interest. Another motivation was a search for n through its possible decay into 
M final state which is expected to present a low conventional physical background. 
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Figure 1 shows the way MPS vaa equipped for thla experiment. The 
trigger was designed to select evcnta with three or aore charted kaons 
produced <n a 60-cm-long llquld-hydrogen target. The X-meson signature 
waa a truck eaerglug froa the target with a aoaentua between 4 ana 12 
UeV/c, as measured by the proportional wire chaabera TPX2 and TPX3 and 
the counter hodoscope H5, with no signal froa the corresponding cell In 
C6, a Frvon 114 threshold-Cerenkov-counter hodoscope. The threshold of 
C6 for plons was 2.8 CeV/c, and the efficiency was aaasurcd to be 99.31 
Cor momenta above U GsV/c. Thus, the contamination of plons la the 
sample is saall, although, of course, the counter does not distinguish 
between kaons and protons. The above selection criteria were achieved 
using a special trigger ayatea, designed and built at M L . Tha system 
used a fast random-access aeaory (MM) with two ail lion bits In a 128 * 
128 x 128 three-dimensional array. Each dleansIon represented one of 
tliu three trigger detector elements (TPX2, TPX3, and Hi • En). The 
memory Is preloaded to contain "ones" at all three-dimensional point* 
satisfying the chosen criteria. The detector outputa are strobed into a 
fast register which serves to address the MM'a. 180 nses later the 
overall OK tree la strobed to see if any of the addressed combination 
contains logical "ones". 

The hardware is arranged so thst the outputs In one dimension are 
added linearly to give a signal proportional to the number of combina
tions satisfying the trigger criteria. For thla experiment we chose to 
use HS • C6 as this dimension, since at that point the spatial separa
te n between kaons of positive and negative charge is alaoat complete; 
by dividing the aemory Into two sections, we were able to determine the 
number of particles of each charge. We triggered the spark chambers on 
events with three or aore "kaons" with at least one of each charge. The 
trigger requirements were satisfied for one in approximately 4S,000 
incident particles; we recorded 1.3 million triggers. As can be seen in 

mV + — 
the scatter plot (Flg.*7) of the effective mass of a pair of K K vs. 
the other pair of 4-kaon final state, there is a surprisingly clear en
hancement of •• production. The Integral of the •• mass spectra shown 
In Fig. 3 gives a cross section of 23 1 2 nb (30Z systematic error). 
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The spectrun shows marked enhancement in the low effective mass region 
but wlthuut a clear indication of structure. The upper Halt on the 
a • BR for n , If the mass Is •>• 2.B GeV, is •>> 2 nb. 

One thing which la remarkable In our data Is a strong enhancement 
of *• production which Is expected to be OZI suppressed. A comparison 
of Integrated 44 production cross section with OZI allowed fKK produc
tion, give a ratio of £ 10 (not i< 100 as one might expect). The other 
observation made was the enhancement of K K mass spectra at 4 mass 
over background. The degree of the f signal enhancement when the re-

+ — III" 
malnlng K K pair is in the 4> mass band (Fig. 4a) is nlmllar to, if not 
stronger than that when it Is nai, in the f mass band (Fig. 4b), This 
certainly is not the behavior one would expect if the ft production Is 
suppressed by the OZI rule. We therefor* have the unusual situation 
thut the "forbidden" reaction produces a higher • •nhanceaent over K +X* 
background than the allowed reaction, although equal enhancement* cannot 
be ruled out because of the possible contamination of Che data with pp 
pairs. 

The MPS has been active In the searches of exotic states and 
charmed particles. Three experiments (E6B6, E668 and E682) were run recently 
searching for the associated production of charmed particles. (E662 is also 
Investigating the baryonlua states as veil as charmed particle production.) 
As the analysis of data from these experiments Is now In progress, and the 
results are not yet available; I can only present how these experiements were 
run and what one might expect In the results. 

2. ACS E686 (Brandeie. BML. U. Penn.. SUMY. Syracuse) 
lt~p •» D ~ C 

»• e + anything U all charged 
A pair of transition radiation detectors. Which were deve

loped at BNL and located in the MPS gap downstream of the target was 
used, in conjunction with a shower detector which was located at the 
downstream exit of the MPS gap for electron Identification. The overall 
hadrem rejection ratio of this combination was 1/30K. A good trigger 
rate of 1/100K was obtained using the electron detectors above and a 
Judltious use of the RAM trigger system mentioned above. Their antici
pated sensitivity is such that 20-30 events are expected if the asso
ciated production croas section is "v 100 nb. This assumes the branching 
ratio for D~ and C to be 1 10X each. 
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This experiment also collected extensive data on n~p -» e e~ + 
X. The e e" effective mass spectrum which la measured down to the mail 
of 20 MeV with an excellent mass resolution Inherent to the MPS should 
prove very significant. They also have data on e e~Y to Investigate 
the Dalltz decay of 11 . 

3. ACS E688 (Brandels. BHL. Cincinnati. Syracuse) 
a - p - B " C+ 

U K°|Tv ^ ail charged 
The Identification of u~ wab doen using two Cu abeorbers with 

total thickness of i> 30" placed in the MPS aiagnet. The lncraaae In the 
multiplicity gave K signature. The aenaltlvlty of the experiment la 
said to be 1 ev/nb (o-B). Therefore, If tha K°u~v branching ratio la 
101 and C •<• all charged branching ratio la 10^301, 100 lib associated 
production cross section should yield 'w 1-3 eventa. 

*. ACS E682 (Brandela. BHL. CCHY. U. Hiss. SHU) 
Thla la an experiment currently In progress at MPS. One 

objective of thla experiment la to Invaatlgate the baryonlum production 
and tha other la to aearch for the charmed partlclea. 

The reactlona uaed for the baryonlum atudy and the expected 
sensitivities of the experiment are: 

»~p -• 4° + pp i> 30 ev/nb 
I (forward p trigger) 

- O, — Ot 
» p •* t (ppii ) 

•» a° (pn*~) i< 2 ev/nb 
U pm" (forward p trigger) U(elde p trigger) 

For the charm experiment, the reectlon and aenaltlvlty are: 
n~p -f D C 

U D°x" * 20 ev/nb 
I* K +»~ (forward K + trigger) L-(o-B) 
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5. E716 (L'arneKle-MclIon, Southeastern Massachusetts University. 
BNL) 

— 32 
Motivated by the observation of narrow pp state at CERH, and 

encouraged by seeing a possible candidate for this state in their 
earlier pp experiment, this group undertook a search of the exotic baryo-
nium states. The reactions used were: 

« p -»• A 

UPT 
+ x*+ 

*• reconstructed 
U) 

1 + 
+ X° 

U p P 

(2) forward p 
trigger 

*A° 
U p*~ 

+ s^ (3) 
+ „o j. «++ » p -»• X + A 

U pp <*> forward p 
- p + a> (5) 

trlitar - p + a> 
reconstructed 

Again the RAM trigger was used to Improve the trigger ratio, chut 
gaining a high sensitivity of the experiment. A post run estimation 
of the sensitivities of this experiment art: 

pfwd 
pfwd 

for » p •• p ( w d + one or more prongs \ 18 ev/nb 
for » p + p, . + 3 or more prongs •>, 30 ev/nb 
for n p • p, . + one or more prongs t> 40 ev/nb. 

Reactions (1) and (3) are of particular interest. If a narrow resonance 
peak is observed in the spectrum, It must mean that a manifestlngly 
exotic state Moists which cannot be accommodated by a simple qq meson. 

The result'- of a preliminary analysis of the A° forward data shows a 
striking lack of peak in the missing mass X . This result, together with 
the disappearance of S(1920) in the new measturement of pp total cross 

35 section cast great doubt on the existence of narrow nucleon-antinucleon 
state, so far called baryonium. 

In the area of more conventional meson spectroscopy, the MPS program 
includes the following experiments. 

6. AGS E7Q5 (BNL. CCSY, Michigan State. Tufts. Vanderbilt) 
Another experiment which utilises the capability of the MPS 

at Its best is the high sensitivity study of the reaction 
»"p -• V°V° + neutrals at 23 GeV/c. 
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This experiment searches for 0 , 2 ... state decay into K ^ and I - 0 
state decaying into t\h. With anticipated SO ev/nb sensitivity up to the 
effective muss of 4 CeV, we expect new Interesting feature* In the aass 
spectrum which may lead us to an observation of new resonances. A 
trial run of this experiment was done in conjunction with E679 above. 
The main run is expected to take place in the Fall of 1979. 

7. AGS E594 (BHL.CCNY) 
In this experiment, a study was made of the reaction: 

R p + K IT w + n 
using 6 CeV/c K~ beam from MESH to search for strange meson resonances. Unlike 
the/iwo-bbdy final states, K * *~ state can be fed by natural as well as unnatural 
spin parity resonances. Also charge exchange reaction suppressed a large Deck 
type background common to the dlffractiva processes. The K mass spectrum, 
however, is very complex In the mass range studied due to the fact that it 
ie populated by a large number of wide and narrow overlapping resonances. 
We therefore have to perform a partial wave analysis of the data using Isobar 

39 + * 
model. The results shown in Fig.III-5, a,b,c, shows a cleav- peak for 2 K (1430) 
resonance and strongest evidence to dste of the 1 Q, (1400) resonance. Although 
Q_ was seen in dlffractlve processes, interpretation was not clear due to a 
presence of large Deck background. Ue also find a convincing evidence for a new 
1 state at around 1450 MeV. In the high mass region, the experiment is short 
of statistics. However, we see a clear peak in 3 wave at K (1600) through its major 
decay mode and not strong but promisable enhancement in 1 wave at i IB00 MeV. 

8. AGS E557 (BKL Brandeis. CCNY. U. Mass.. U. Penn.) 
23 * 

In this experiment a production of high mass K was studied with 
high statistics using a reaction 

K~p •* K~7i+n at 6 GeV/c. 
K TI mass spectrum is shown in Fig. II-6 and the results of the moment analysis is 
shown in Fig.III-7. From these results, it was concluded that this experiment 
showed the best K (17B0) signal to date in K~i?~ mass spectrum and that there 
exists a K* state with mass 1786 + B MeV, width 95 + 31 MeV and J P - 3~ (or higher) 
which is produced predominantly, but not entirely, In the diffractive dissociation 
region at this energy. 
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Meson Table 
Kuril i<j;u 

III a.Mitlun tu tin- rnCrtv. Ill tne Keson T.ble. tfte Heson Uiti Cird Listing, ctml.ln i l l 
iiil.-.l.iilul iliiuft loi iw.011 resonances. See Contents ol Neson uttt Cird u s i i n j i Wlon. 

I..I,I« jlutn/,,1 In i»or« chin one roMJ aunjuni J m i i i u n «i...-« Apri/ i»»e. 

rartUI deny mode 

• pr fp lettafc. 
Mua 

H 

run 

WUtk 

IM.V) 
N N i ftium It) 

[Upper l u u u m l e (t)) Pi {MeV/c] 

«• I'.L'IJ.*. Hi.57 
154.*, 

(1.0 
7.95 «V 
i .S5«V 

0.019479 
0.01421S [ See Stable Particle Table 

it »'(0*)« S4li.ll 
s0.6 

ii.IS keV 
1.12WV 

0.J01 
1.000 

Neutral 71.o Sea Stable 
Chariad 29.0 Partlcl* Tabic 

p(7?l>> 

M iilkl T rixm net i i n 

<Ui."JL: 

77oJ 
13' 

ll Wkl«. 

13* 
0.602 
t.120 

«• «100 
•IT 0.024 1.007 
e*e" O.OM31.0MS (d) 
U V 0.0M74.MU (d) 
nv a»e*' 
For upper l i a i t i , see footnote <•) 

362 
37S 
344 
373 
1*4 

u|741> 

rixm net i i n 

<Ui."JL: 712.6 
11).I 

SM.3* 

10.1 
l . J 

0.612 
1.0M 

«*»*«• M.9t0.» S - l .2 ' 
i N - l .JtO.l W . S * 
i«v i . n o . t 

a V 0.O074I.O01 J S«l.»* 

For upper l imits , aa* footnote (f) 

327 
3M 
344 
391 
i t* 

n'tas») u'lO"!*' 9S7.6 
_ A - J - JO.i 

| ' ( 0 V 98o ' h > 

i s ' 

0 * ( o V % 9 S 0 ' C ) S 

tlO 

on * • aiid KE S wave . 

« J 0.917 
<.001 

m i 64.211.7 
p'Y 29.IU.7 S - l . l 
MY t.110.4 
YY 2.010.3 
For upper 1 sa l t s , tee footnote ( j ) 

231 
163 
159 
479 

A«V)UO> 

u'lO"!*' 9S7.6 
_ A - J - JO.i 

| ' ( 0 V 98o ' h > 

i s ' 

0 * ( o V % 9 S 0 ' C ) S 

tlO 

on * • aiid KE S wave . 

S0<h> 
110* 

0.960 
1.049 

n» seen 
nt aaan' 

311 

S" ('.HO) 

See note 

u'lO"!*' 9S7.6 
_ A - J - JO.i 

| ' ( 0 V 98o ' h > 

i s ' 

0 * ( o V % 9 S 0 ' C ) S 

tlO 

on * • aiid KE S wave . 

, 0 ( c ) l 
ilO* 

0.960 
1.039 

Kt wen 1 

n seen 470 

• 111)20) i i D ; 1019.6 
tO.J 

S-l .S' 

4.1 
1.2 

1.040 
t.004 

K V 4 4 . 6 4 . 2 S-1.3* 
U.KS 3S.1U.2 S-l.S* 
*»•"«• ( inc l . on) 14.tio.7 S-1.2 
irr 1.610.2 
1>Y O.MtO.OS 
» V .0311.001 S- l . l* 
u V .0251.003 
For upper l imits , sea footnote (1) 

124 
111 
462 
362 
501 
S10 
499 

A,(1100) »"(>> % i i o o ' i, Mo' 1.21 
t .3J 

(X -v 100 249 

* :2JS) r»v 1231. 
no' 

124, 
l lO 1 

1.S2 
« . l* 

ut only aode seen 
[1J/S amplitude ratio • .29«.0S] 
For upper l imits , I M footnote (j) 

347 

f(!270) 0 * < 2 > 1271, 
i s ' 

110. 
t20" 

1.62 
4.23 

n »o.3io.r 
2« ,2e* 2.410.3 S « l . l * 
a t 3 .U0 .4 S « l . 3 ' 
i*i~2»" seen 
For upper l i a i t s . Me footnote ( ( ) 

620 
557 
395 
560 

11(1285) 5l»*)i 1212. 
is" 

2 a l 
« 0 * 

1.64 Kb SMI 
4.03 q n s t n 

t[*« . ^ 4«an] 
lt»2i* (|irob. p V » " ) * • » 

301 
441 
231 
S63 

c(1300) 

See note 

0 > V 

on iiw and 1 

1. 1300 

tit S Have*. 

ioo-ioo mi seen 
ft —*n 
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i| o I« -V*. H 
IH.V) 

Meson Tabic (cont'd) 

Itt.v) A 
Partial decay "ode 

rv*ctlt«[t) 
(Upper limits are 1 . ( t ) ) (HaV/c) 

M ' J I O I l"(2*)» 1512! 102, 
~^~^ IS* *S' 

1.72 
t.13 

P» 
W 
VMM 

u 

70.512.1 
14.410.9 
10.(12.5 
4.710.5 

<1 
0.1H0.11 

411 
S31 
SS6 
410 
211 
M9 

'£(1420) 0 (A J* 1416, 60. 
*10* 120* 

Not • w l l established resource. 

2.01 
i.Ot 

Kite 
i[irr< 
nws r* seen 

possibly seen] 

421 
130 
S64 
349 

f'{1515) **<*> 1516, 
no' no* i:8 KX 

For uftjttT H a l t s , 

dominant S72 
•sen 745 

see footnote (k) 

p'(1600) l * ( l > •v 160n' % too* 18 
4« 

« [ p a V 
n 

Ji ' tK* 731 
reen with •!«* in Snavel 572 

U'tU* 711 

A, (1640) ! ' (»')» % 1*40 •<• 300 

Not • well establish*! resonance. 
•1:8 fe eomlnant 304 

•(1670) 0*(3')- 1 6M ( «10" 
2.71 
1.17 Si 

•Jan 
possibly seen 
possibly seen 
possibly seen] 

645 
•06 
740 
61S 

1(1610)* 1*(I~)- 1MI, 110, 
"~ 120" 130' 

J * , M and r f roa the 2« mode. 

2.15 
1.30 

2t 24IS* 
4t ( incl. snp,pp,A,«.wi) larae 
n . small 
• f t ( Incl. K*K) M i l 

•(3100) 
or J OTfc. 309712 

•S2 
716 
612 
623 

S(193S) f 

J < 4 
IMS, ,:• J.74 

t.02 
hff dominant 236 

h(2O40) »*(<> 2040 
120 

193 
ISO 

4.16 
1.39 

n 
XX 

seen 
seen 

1010 
•90 

T(2190)' ilCOi lltl. 
110" 

1*0? 
« o ' 

4.M 
1.33 

hfi dominant 
eaen 

S64 
1016 

U(2350)' 0 > * ) . MM? 
US' 

•v. too* 5.S2 
t.47 

NfJ 
we 

dominant 
eeen 

707 
1167 

0.06710.012 9.S96 e*e" 7 l l 1549 
i .ooo i i V ? l l 1545 

hadrons •612 
• | ^ 2 ( ^ • . - ) » • 3.7S0.S 1496 

3J«*«-)«' T.. HO.? 1433 3J«*«-)«' 
1.110.3 1369 

< " . 1.1 to.2 1441 
4(«*e-)»' 
lt*(190) f\\ 

0.$S0.3 I M S 4(«*e-)»' 
lt*(190) f\\ 1430) 0 . (750 . i f 1007 
KT O.OIlO.Of 1373 

0.4110. Ot I K K 
*(«V) 0.410.1 1517 
3(»*n") 0 .410.1 1466 

2(«*e_)s*r 
O.MlO .0 * 1174 

2(«*e_)s*r 0.31 ill. 13 1320 2(«*e_)s*r 
O.ttlO.O? 1440 

••*>- o.mm.ot 1365 
pp o.siio.ns 1232 

0. l$!t>. 01 9 H 

««* 0.ifllrt. OR 1176 
An t). I « » . \ /Ifl 1D7S r-"- O. H11.04 i c m r-"- o.lo'-'.riT. 1175 
•n o. io> >. <w] 1 V I I 

l£w' rt.P.S* '.fW MU1 

>r 0. */.• '. i>? !.'«• 
> X ( 2 « 3 0 ) » J T n.ie • ' . ( ! « ] .*r.ti 

for smaller branch linp r-t t ios, "iptn'i l imi t * . . ,i-kl . . ' . i . 
nana* sulichanncls o f th< . V I K W rw.'lfs, M* r I r t n i i : . ' 
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Meson i Tat jle (cont' d) 
««* 

PirtUI decay mode 
««* 

H-Jl'-l' i V * . K m WaM< «?, M:- — M 
l»«evl r 

(NeV) (cvi» 
•*•*• rraca** (1) 

(Upper l iaits era la ( l ) | (KeV/«) 

><tmi i > V ' V 14Ui5 11.649 2(»'V1 Unci. 
i f V j Y O a c l . 
rJ/+(31(K» 
3I»*l-l 
••a-
IV 

t ip) «.«»0.1 
mci') j . 7 t i . e 

J.3I I .0 
2.(.0.7 
1.0.0. J 
1.CI0.J 

l*7» 
1579 
300 

1*32 
1701 
1*34 

»•*»' o.jtc.a 131* 

1' .ir u'lAc 351MH4 12.306 ,J/*(3100) ».<«?.< S-J.4 ' 3H 
«I3SIU| 3(»«.-) 

2(««t-)Uncl.i 
J.110.4 

Itp), l .J.ff.l 
1U2 
1727 

/ - 1* iireft. rod. 
»•«-«•*- (incl . «O*)0.»l0.« 1U2 

/ - 1* iireft. rod. ••«-»* 0.24.0.11 1311 

xisssi o*(N|. 35S4iS 12.631 VJAK31001 . l# t * S - l . i * 427 
••«"IC*C''lK*. 
M i V l _ 
• • i - end W 

• a « ) i . ( t o . « 
1.JW.7 

O.MiO.lf 

16SS 
17M 

J1" - 2* preferred. 
• * » " l * *.»10.1« 14M 

J1" - 2* preferred. 2( i '»-) ( i K l . n p ) « . M i e . H 1750 

KJOlS) 0"ll")- 3646.3 0.22li0.0S6 13.517 •V O.ftO.l 1*42 
i.001 

haarons 
0.H0.2 

M.U0.1 
33.3] 

113* 

474 

Vsb lS) " %(3I00) * SU.ttO.I t[J/» »•«' 

l C » V l t Y 
l [ 2 ( i V ) 
tCr X (M») 
ICT x(JSio) 
I £ T * C « S S ) 

1712] 
4.210.7] 
0.4.0. l ] 

I . I W . N ] 
f .MtO.M] 

7.2] 
7.2] 
7.2] 

471 
I H 

17N 
172S 
1111 
2*1 
172 
121 

• (3770) ( 1 > 2771 
i t 

» 
t f 

14.211 
t . io * £' « . M » U . « M I 

M m 
INS 
1M 

*(441S) C D - 4414.7 33.10 M.4I3 
».146 haarona 

0.0013:0.0003 
dominant 

2207 

T(9500) ( !" ) - % UOO 

Seen split into no peals a, • 9410113 
Additional stnicture n y be present1. . V 

90.25 

•10060.30. 
•V zz 4750 

47S0 

f, v.'<p-> 493.«7 
497 .*7 

0.244 
0.241 S M Stable Particle Table 

K-(«92) 1/2(1") 192.1 
.0.4 

M aid r froa charged aode; a* 

49.5 
.1.5 

-v.. 
0.796 
..044 

1.1.0.6 HeV. 

KIT 
Kt 

• 100 
< 0.2 

0.1St0.07 

2H 
216 
309 

0,(1210) 1/2(1 ) •>.]»» -v. U 0 1.64 bra 
..19 

t[Ke 

iixistence of a second resonance. Q,(1400), _ 
decaying aainly into I t , not Hell established . Ku 

poaaiMy N n ] 
poeaiaZy aeen 

62 
307 

«(14(K>) 1/2(0*) 1400-MO iOO-300 

See note on Id S wave . 

K (1430) 1/2(2*) USti loo! 2.06 K» 
. S ' 110' *.14 IT» 

Kp 

«•. J1I.4 623 
(7 .0U . I 424 
J'.SU.s 374 
6.6.1.S 327 
3.7.1.6 320 
2.5.2.S 492 
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-Vic. 

Meson Tabic (cont'd) 
Ptr tUI »«cty ma* 

F t * 
H«M WMck " \ M r i r t ' l 

I H . V I i»»«Vj lev)* 
f t M i » ( t ) »W.l ' ) 

[Upper limits aie U ( I ) ] (HtV/c) 

I.IH70) 1/ilA ) 17t>S, 14il, 
til)* til l ' 

Nut ii well established rusonuwc . 

1.11 k" daiiMnt TU 
t.25 «••« M M - 757 

1£K (HJO)i wd otter tubrMCtiau 1 ] 

t'lWDOl* 1/J<1~) J?«. 
no ' 

3.19 Bra 
t.24 1[KP Zaiy*] 

791 
61* 

117 

1/2(0) 1461.J 
1163.3 

J.491 
3.472 

S M Sublt h r t i c l t Ttfelt 

D"(2010) 1/2(1") 2004.0 <2.0 

•y,., - » „ , •14S.JJ0.SMtV 

4.034 
OVi 

D*'(2010) 1/2(1") 2004 < S 
• l .S 

4.024 
o'r 

« « J i 
40tlf 

M i l l 

3* 
37 

1 » 
4S 

1M 

Contwt. of Mm» D»U C M l U t l i y i 

Noi f i tnnt i ( S - 0 , ( ••) Stnm. (|S • I . C«0) 

•ntty IGCJP)C^ •ntiy ft/)^ •Mry ftfv± w i r y I (J*) 

• 1 * ( 0 > A,(1310) 1 * ( 2 > * *V(1100 -31N K IrtlO 
n 0 * ( 0 > E (1420) 0*(A ) t * I (MM) **(*«) l « ( l* ) 
p (770) l * ( i > * X (1410-1440) t (MOO) or J • • ( ! > Q.C12W Irttt*) 
u (7IJ) 0"(l")- f'OSIS) 0*(2*)* X (MIS) • • ( • ' ) • » 0,(44*0) via*) 

• M (940-9S3) ->M1S40) 1 ( A ) * X B45S) - I'umi 1/2(1") 
fl' (9SI) 0*(0")» p'(1600) I ' d " ) . » c or x(3Sll) • * ( * ) • « (»•»•) 1/MI*) 
6 (9M) l"(0*)» A, (1*40) X"(2*)» X (USS) 0*01 )» l*04J») 1/Mi*) 
S* (910) 0 * ( 0 V u (1*70) «"(3")- • KMS) • ' { l > - wm) 1/J 

• H (990) | (1*H) 1 * ( J > * (3770) (»")- L (17N) l/2(A ) 
» (1020) 0 " ( D - • X. (1*90) » • (4030) G > K*U7M) vw' i 

• M (1033-1040) - A , (1*00) I" * H415) (!•)- •»(*(«•«) 
• I^(1M0) 0*(N ) • 

A,(H00) l"(l*)» 
• M (US0-1170) 

• X (1900) T(4* ) t 
S (1*35) 1 
h (2040) 0*(4*)» 

T (9SO0) 
* T (10060) 

O")- - . 1 (26**) • I^(1M0) 0*(N ) • 
A,(H00) l"(l*)» 

• M (US0-1170) 

• X (1900) T(4* ) t 
S (1*35) 1 
h (2040) 0*(4*)» 

T (9SO0) 
* T (10060) 

O")-
Ckuaoi (|C| • I) 

• I^(1M0) 0*(N ) • 
A,(H00) l"(l*)» 

• M (US0-1170) 

• X (1900) T(4* ) t 
S (1*35) 1 
h (2040) 0*(4*)» 

T (9SO0) 
* T (10060) 

O")-

1 (1255) 1*(1*)- T (2190) 1*{3*)- 0 (1170) »«(•*) 
• p'»250) 1 * ( D - U (2350) 0*{4*)« B*(Ml*) WW") 

f (1270) 0 * ( 2 V - itt(23M) 1 • t (2*30) 

D (12*5) 0*(A ) • 
e (1300) 0*(0*> 

* itl(14M-3f>00) 
* X (1900-5400) 

* **{»*•) D (12*5) 0*(A ) • 
e (1300) 0*(0*> 

* itl(14M-3f>00) 
* X (1900-5400) • Btotict 
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Meson Table (cont'd) 

Inai.ates an entry in Mt-san luta did Listings not entered in the Meson Table. Ne do not regard 
t»i«••••• •-• >stanlisliol resonances. All the entries in the Listings can be found in the Table of 
('imU'iits <*l tk.**on liata Card Listings, 

i *ee *lcsun luia Card Listings. 
i.kuiU'U cnor includes scale factor S • A'/CM)• See footnote to Stable Particle Table, 

t siu.Mi iiia.kets indicate a sul.reaction of the previous (unbracketed) decay models). 
i nns is only an educated Kues:.; the error liven is larier than the error of the average of the 

published values. (See Heson Data Card Listings for the latter.) 
(a I IX •' aiiuraiMutely the half-width of the resonance whan plotted H*>"*t H*. 
(I.) I.T decay modes into ! 3 particles, PMX is the maximum momentum that any of the particles in 

the linal state can nave. The ncnentahave bean calculated by using the averaged central mass 
values, without taking into account the widths of the resonances. 

(c) l-'rc" pole position (M - »r/2). 
Id) Hie e*e~ branching ratio is from e*»" » !*•" experiments only. The tip interference is then due 

to <* ailing only, and is expected to be smell. Set note in Meson Data Card Listings. The 
u'u~ branching ratio is compiled fro* 3 experiments; uch possibly with substantial up Inter
ference. The error reflects this uncertainty: see notes In Heson Data Card Listings. If en 
universality holds, r(p' •> u V ) • r(p* * t V ) « 0.W7IS. 

(el Implrical limits on fractions for other decay modes of p(770) IT* i*n < 0.11, t i V i V < 0.1SI. 
s ^ i ' s * < 0.21. 

(F) bapirical limits on fractions for other decay modes of wl7!3) are l V v < SI, wVy < II, 
n • neutral(s) < LSI, u V < 0.021, *Vv~ < 0,11. 

(w| empirical limits.on fractions for other decay modes of n'(*5l): t V < 21, « V i * < tt , 
»•«*«•«- < II, «V«"sV < II, t t < II, » V * V < 0.M, i W < l .Jl . •»*• « l .Jl , 
« V « 41. 

(hi The mass and width are frum the n« mode only. If the It channel Is strongly coupled, the width 
•nay be 300 HeV or more, 

(i) bapirical limits on fractions for othei decay modes of »(1020) tre »*•" < 0.031, e*«"y < 0.71, 
uv « St, pi < 21, 2«*2«-»' < It. 

(i) Uapirlcal limits on fractions for othnr decay modes of K12SS): ft < l i t , tt < 21, *t < SOI, 
S> « l.St, n» < 2St, (RK)1"' < II, msns ? « 21. *S«L «* < « • 

(k) tfepirical limits on fractions for other decsy modes of f(1315) are na «S0t, 
n»» < 301, Kti • If It < 351, 2«*2«" < 321. 

(1) Empirical limits on fractions for other decay modes of fCttA>) are net < II, s°*lcV * c.c. < II, 
nn < 21. 
Established Nonets, and octet-singlet nixing angles from Appendix III, b). (2 1). Of the 
two lsosinglets, the 'taainly octet" one is written first, followed by a semicolon. 

r/)c n Nonet members •ita. •quedr. 

( 0 > ». *• nj n' -2* * l* -U t i* 

«")-' P. a*, •; u M S I * • 0 * 1 ' 

( l V A,, K*U«»). f«j f 2« »J* »«!• 
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51 Introduction 

The Welnberg-Salsm theory of unified weak and electromagnetic 

interactions has achieved a remarkable success in the neutral current 

phenomena, and no one can deny its excellent features as a fundamental 

theory. In contrast to the simplicity of gauge coupling, however, this 

theory contains too many parameters in the interactions with the Biggs 

boson, which generate the masses of quarks and leptons, the Cabibbo 

nixing angle etc, through the spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry. 

Furthermore we do not know how many quark or lspton flavors exist. Thus, 

it can be said that our understanding of the nature still lacks some 

fundamental physical principle which regulates this complication. 

Recent discovery of the T particle, which Indicates the existence of the 

b-quark, has raised the Importance of this problem. 

The purpose of this lecture Is to present a Introduction to overcome 

the above problem. We concentrate ourselves to quark masses and mixing 

angles. How to treat them In a certain extended version of the Weinberg-

Salam (W-S) model will be explained in detail. A basic knowledge about 

the W-S theory is assumed, but not necessarily required. All discussions 

vill be made in the tree approximation, and no renormalization problem 

will be considered since It does not change the essential features of 

the following discussion except finite corrections. 

In S2, the construction of quark mass terms is discussed and the 

number of mixing parameters in the sequential scheme is given. S3 is 

devoted to some phenomenological analyses in the six-quark case. 

In §4, an attempt to obtain relations between masses and mixing angles 

is explained. 
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§2 Quark masses and the generalized Cablbbo Mixing 

2.1 Gauge fields and Hlggs fields 

First, we recall the basic quantities of the W-S model. The model 

is the SU(2) * U(l) gauge theory, which requires four gauge fields; 

A° .... SU(2), Y - 0, (a - 1,2,3) 
B^ .... D(l), Y - 0, (2.1) 

where Y is the weak hypercharge which describes the transformation 

property under U(l). Spontaneous symmetry breaking is realized by 

introducing a Higgs doublet; 

• - Jo Y - 1. (2.2) 

It is useful to notice that 

-• . Y - -1, (2.3) 

is also transformed as a doublet. 
The Lagranglan of this partial system is given by 

L " " I K f - i Fuv + K " *« f A" - *»• 2 V*l 2 " V(*> -
(2.4) 

where 

F» - u ' - l A ' t g E* b cA bA C , 

F - 9 B - 3 B , (2.5) 
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and 

v(<i>) - u 2 « + « - K * + * ) 2 . (2.6) 

In the tree approximation, the vacuum expectation value of 4> i s 

given by 

0 

;/ /2 (2.7) 

where 

v - / / > - (/2G p) - 1 / 2 (2.B) 

The last equality follows from the equivalence with the Fermi's theory 

at the low energy. Then, the shifted fields are expressed as follows; 

[v/Zij 
• 1 2 IX* + X 

Si L * - IX" (2.9) 

where x are the Goldstone modes to be absorbed into the weak bosons 

and 4> describes the physical Higgs boson. The physical gauge fields 

are given by 

+ 1 1 - 2 VT - - ( A + iA ), 
V /2 v u 

Zu- ,, * , ^ - ' V i ^ ,2 
/g + g 

/%- + g" 

(g'A3 + gB ) , (2.10) 
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where V , Z and A are the charged, neutral weak bosons and the photon, 

respectively. 

2.2 Quarks four-quark case. 

In this subsection and the next one, we describe the way of 

constructing the quark parts of the Lagranglan, especially their mass 

terns. We first illustrate it in a staple four-quark case, so called 
2) 

G.l.M. model , so that notational complexity of the general case which 

is discussed in the next subsection may not prevent understanding of 

physical Implications. 

Interactions between the gauge bosons and the quarks are determined 

by the transformation property of the quarks under SU(2) x U(l). Since 

we are considering parity violating interactions, there is no need for 

the left and right components of the quark fields to have the same 

transformation properties. The left and right components are defined by 

* L - f d + Y 5 W , ¥ L - * f <1± Y 5 ) . C2.ll) 
R R 

Note that we have simple but useful relations; 

(2.12) 

In the 6.I.M. model, the assignments of transformation properties 

are as follows 

d" L Y - 1/3, d' - cose d + sine s , * c c 

s'lL , Y - 1/3. s' - -sine d + cose s , 
t C C 

v v Y - 4 /3-
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djj, s R, Y - -2/3. (2.13) 

where u, d, s, c are the usual quark fields which diagnalize the quark 
mass terms. For later convenience we note that we can represent two 
left-handed doblets equivalently as 

|"'|T Y - 1/3, u' - cose u - »ln6 c , 
vU J L , C C 

K ] L Y - 1/3, c' - »in6cu + coa6cc , (2.14) 

since any linear conbination of doublets i» also transformed as a doublet. 
Writing down the Kinetic parts of the Lagrangian, which includt the 

couplings to the gauge fields, is straight forward from the-above 
assignment; 

L - its, a-] ty au - l g f- < - *»' £ V IS-) L + G-* M 
+ iu^O, - ig' f B ^ + <„ + e } 

+ iA£v(iv + ig' j B w)d R + {d - a}. 

(2.15) 
Since, as is seen in (2.13), the left and the right components have 
different transformation properties, any scalar density of quark bilinear 
form can not be gauge invarient. Therefore, quark masses arise only from 
the Yukawa coupling to the Higgs field, through the spontaneous breaking 
of the symmetry. Then, we find that the proper form of the Lagrangian is 

L--g u{S R* +(^] L+[ud'] L*u R}- («*c> 

- «d{ V +[d] L + ["' 'W " W * S ) ' <2-16) 
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where 

•^ » /v, g, - /2 »,/v, etc. (2.17) 
u d d 

Replacing the Higgs field by its vacuum expectation value, we can easily 

check the adequacy of (2.16). Note that other gauge invariant foras, 

such as 

5 R * + [ S ' ) L - «'• <2-18> 

do not appear, since they violate the asumption that u,d,s,c diaganalize 

the mass terms. 

An important fact la that, in this shcene, the requirement of gauge 

invarlance does not impose any constraints on the values of masses and 

mixing angles. 

2.3 Quarks generalized sequential scheme. 

We have already had experimental indications of the existence of 

more than four quarks. The T and T 1 are interpreted as qq states of a 

heavy quark, b. A simple and attractive assignment of b-quark is such 

that b forms another left-handed doublet with t-quark which is not yet 

discovered. In view of this proliferation of the quark flavour, we 

give here a general frame work for the sequential left-handed doublet 

scheme. 

Let us assume that we have K sequences of doublet and therefore 

2N quark flavours. Then, they are denoted as follows; 

j-{d,s,b..J 1 J J 

Y - 1/3 , 
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% 

iR ' 4/3, 

JR ' -2/3, (2.19) 

where flj. and i|i stand for the physical quark fields and i runs over 
u,c,t... and 1 runs over d,s,b... Note that the position of sufficies 
of L and R indicates which set of the flavour Indices they should take. 
The generalized Cabibbo-like mixing is expressed by an N * N unitary 
matrix U, whose 11-coaponent is denoted as U... The nixing matrix U 
must be unitary in order that the kinetic parts of chu quark fields have 
a properly normalized diagonal form (Sec below). Corresponding to 
(2.14), we introduce the following: 

z u i i *i 
i-{u,c,t...} - U i 

JL i-{u,c,t...} 3 i 

d, s, b, (2.20) 

In this notation, the Lagrangian has a simple forn: 

L - 1 I L \ ( 3 U - lg T- *J - ig' f B^L1 + ± * \ l \ - ig' f B^R1 

+ 15K y (3 + i g ' i B )R 
j .1 U U •> U 1 

Z g ^ R 1 * ^ 1 + L i * R 1 } 
i 1 

- f : i < V + L j + W • (2.21) 
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where 

g k - .Tn^/v. (2.22) 

The range of summation will be selfevident from the above notatlonal 

convention. 

To make a further investigation, we rewrite the Lagrangiam in terms 

of the physical fields: 

L -U ,d . . , c . .Y 1 ^Vk-VkViv 

+i5i i-{u.c...,{,,«*iV1" W + ^ v 1 - w;> . 
j-{dU--.} 

(2.23) 

where Q. is the electric charge of •, and 

1 _ on B' 2 + 1 V 2 ^ k 2 . ,2 + 2 Y 5 . k-d,s... (2.2*) g + 8 

We have taken the unitary gauge, so that no Goldstone modes appear in 

(2.23). 

An important fact in this scheme is that flavour changing interactions 

arise only from the last line in (2.23). In such a case, some of the 

phases of U.. can be absorbed Into the phase convention of the quark 
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fields and do not have physical significance. As an example, let us 

consider the case of H • 2. The most general form of 2 » 2 unitary 

matrix is given by 

cose e 
d 

sine e' ,l(a + Y) 

-sine e i ( o " * cose e 1 * 0 " 8> (2.25) 

Then, we change the phase convention of quark fields as 

i*t (2.26) 

with 

•„ " *d " a * »• •„ " •. • ° + y> *u - *c m "» - Y • < 2 ' M > 

In the new convention, V looks like 

d s ' 
cose sinB 

-sine cos e (2.28) 

This is nothing but the G.I.H. model. So, we find that the G.I.H. model 

does not lack any generality in the four-quark (two-doublet) case. 

Now, let us turn to an arbitrary N. An N * N unitary matrix has IT 

parameters. Among 2H phase parameters of 2N quark fields, 2H-1 are 

responsible for the reduction of number of parameters of U. Note that 

the overall phase of quark fields does not affect to U. As a result, we 

find that the number of parameters of the Cabibbo-like mixing is given by 

N 2 - (2N - 1) - (N - l ) 2 (2.29) 
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2.A CF violation. 

Here, we investigate the CP properties of the Lagranglan (2.23). 

Let us consider the following CP-transformation; 

kL(R) o L \L(R), 

'kUR) "* "*kL(R) C Yo, 

V u V 

z + u , 

• •* •. (2.30) 

where C i s the usual charge con'u;.Virf.->t. mttrix with 

T C - -C , 

CY^c - 1 - -Y* ? (2.31) 

and 

" l l 
v - o 

li - 1, 2, 3 . 

It is eaBy to check that the first bracket in (2.23) is invariant 

under the transformation (2.30). Our main concern is the charged current 

interaction part, which is 
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^i-<u.c...}<0iJ*iV1 " W * + W ^ " V* l H" w } (2'32> 

J-id'.s...) 

Under (2.30), this is transformed into 

iki-{u,c...}

{viV1"y^+u«*iV1" w * ' ( 2"33) 

i-{d,'s.'.'.'i 

Therefore, if all U l 1 are real, (2.32) is CP-invariant. Here, however, 

we should remind the problem of the phase convention. In general, we 

can multiply an arbitrary phase factor to the right hand side of the 

transformation of each quark field in (2.30). But this phase factor 

can be removed by changing Che phase convention of quark fields. This 

implies conversely that we can assume CP-traneformatlon of the form 

(2.30) for the field wich phase convention whatever we like. Therefore, 

If we can make all U. to be real by suitsbly adjusting the phases of 

quark fields, then, defining the CP-transformation as (2.30) for the 

new fields which mcke U.. real, we can see that the system is CP-

As we have seen, in the case of H » 2, U can be made real. 

Therefore we have no CP-violation in this case. For a general N, a 

unitary matrix whose elements are real is nothing but an orthogonal 

matrix. The most general N x N orthogonal matrix has N(N - l)/2 
2 parameters. This number should be compared with (H - 1) In (2.29). 

Thus the number of the parameter responsible for CP-violation is given by 

(N - l ) 2 - N(N - l)/2 - (N - 1 K B - 2)/2 (2.34) 

From this we can conclude that for H > 3 we have a possibilities of CP-

violation through the Cablbbo-llke mixing. 
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In the above arguments, our assumption that the Biggs field is only 

one doublet has played an easentlal role. If we have many Hlggs fields, 

we have posslbllites of CF-violatlon through the Hlggs boson exchange, 

even for B - 2. (For example, see ref. 4) To determine what mechanism 

is true, detailed phenomenological analyaes are necessary. 

S3 Phenomenology In the six-quark scheme 

3.1 Parametrizatlon 

As seen from (2.29), wt have four parameters to describe the Cabibbo-

llke mixing for N - 3. Here we adopt the following explicit parametri-

latlonj .3) 
,d B b 

u cl "•lC3 
C 1 C 2 C 3 " «2»3« 
C 1 S 2 C 3 + c2»3* 

•l*3 
c •l c2 

"•lC3 
C 1 C 2 C 3 " «2»3« 
C 1 S 2 C 3 + c2»3* 

c Rc 2c 3 + s 2c 3e 
t •l*2 

"•lC3 
C 1 C 2 C 3 " «2»3« 
C 1 S 2 C 3 + c2»3* C1*2 C3 ~ c 2 c 3 e . (3.1) 

where 

c ± - cosSj. , s « 8in8 , i » 1, 2, 3. 

The phase convention is such that the first low and the first column of 

U are made real. If & vanishes, then U Is an orthogonal matrix and we 

have no CP-violation. 

In the following we investigate to what extent presently available 

experimental informations can determine the parameters. Systematical 

analysis has been done first in ref. S). 

3.2 Nuclear 6-decay and |&s| » 1 semileptonic decays. 

Recently, Shrock and Vang made reanalysis of the above processes 

and obtained 
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|D u d | - IcoseJ - 0.9737 ±0.0025 

|U u g | - IsinSĵ  co»e 3l - 0.219 ± 0.011 (3.2) 

from which they concluded 

+ 0.21 
I sine, | - 0.28 

- 0.28. (3.3) 

He note that 6. is essentially the Cabibbo angle, and 

\ % 13.2* (3.4) 

The magnitude of u-b transition is determined by 

HUI • & - l<U 2 - K..I2 

% 0.06 ± 0.06 (3.5) 

3.3 K,-K_ mass difference 
Direct measurement of the other components of 0.. useful to determine 

the rest of parameters are not yet available. Therefore, we must resort to 
some model dependent arguments. The neutral K-meson system has been 
well Investigated for this purpose. 

decomposed into the dispersive and absorptive parts; 

M - m + |-r, (3.6) 

where m and r are 2 x 2 Heroltian matrices. Since we are cosidering a 
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local field theory, CPT invarlance should hold, and therefore we have 

<K°|M|r.°> - <K°|M|S°> (3.7) 

Then, in our phase convention, £,"*£ B a 8 s difference will be approxi

mately given by 

6M - «(K S) - B O ^ ) % 2Re<K 0|«|?>. (3.8) 

An estimation of <K°|«|K°> has bean aada by considering a simple 

diagraa of Fig. 1. The result is given by 7)8) 

12/2 sin e i , j -u ,c , t " i X d V j A j (3.9) 

where 

x . Inx. x . *nx. 

•« - a - V « - V T ( x i - V [ a - * ±) 2 " a - o 2 (3.10) 

K* 

w 

1 > U,C,t ' ' 

1" 
K" 

Fig. 1 
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with 

2 . 2 
X i " V m w , (3.11) 

and B i s a model dependent factor. The bag model calculation gives 

B j . 0 . 4 . 

In order to see how th i s formula works, we consider the limited 

case of s i n e , - 0. Assuming x. « 1, we have 

2 G F o 1 mc 2 2 
k " KSI * 3sin e VT 1 1 

w w 
2 2 

4 . t ' t , 2 2 1 a t 
* I c 2 + s2 T + c 2 8 2 ! 2 7 7 l n — 

V m 1 - a /a 1 " " c / B t "c ' (3.12) 

which y ie lds 

m 2 2 

4 + 4^ + 44, Vi taT*2-5 <3-13) 

m 1 - m /t m c e t c 
where we have used B *j. 0.4, f. 3. 170 MeV, and m % 1.5 GeV. 

For example, setting m * 15 GeV, we have 

|s 2| * 0.33 (3.14) 

The value of js_| decreases with increasing m . 

As seen from (3.3), sine, in not necessarily small. Therefore the 

required numerical analysis becomes complicated. This, combined with the 

constraint arising from the CP violation effects, has been done recently 

in refs. 9) and 10) (See below). 
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3.4 CP violation 

As we have seen in §2-3, in the six-quark scheme we have a possibility 

of CP violation through the Cabibbo-like mixing. In the following we 

investigate how the observed CP violating phenomena are described in this 

scheme. Allowed regions of the parameters are also discussed. 

It is worth while reminding the follvoing point. Since the effect of 

CP violation is very small, the observed CP violaton may arise from 

other additional interaction which is very weak and practically does not 

change the ordinary weak interaction phenonenology. In such a case, the 

following arguments should be changed substantially. 

Now, we consider again the K°-K system. The mass matrix H contain! 

informations on the CP violation. Howavar, wa can not say anything about 

CP violation from the dispersive part alona. The relevant quantity is 

the phase difference between <K°|m|K°> and <K°|r|K°>. The latter is 

given by 

<K°|r|K°> - 2it£p <K°|T|F><F|T|K°> (3.15) 
F * 

where P is the phase volume factor. Therefore we must investigate first 

the nonleptonic decay amplitudes. 

The K •+ TTTT amplitudes can be written as 

<I|T|K°> - e \ , 

<l'|T|K°> - e h*v (3.16) 

where <I | denotes the final ira state with isospin I, and 6̂  is the strong 

interaction phase shift. Since we have already fixed the phase convention, 

A is no longer a real quantity in general. It is necessary not to confuse 
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with the usual Wu Yang convention in which A is real. 

Let us consider the quark diagrams which contribute to the K •*• TTO 

decay. The contribution of Fig. 2(a) to A^ is real, because no complex 

mixing parameters appear in this diagram. Diagrams (b) and (c) contribute 

only to the AI • 1/2 part, and give rise to the imaginary part of A . 

Therefore, we can consider that in our phase convention only A is complex 
o 

and A. is real. It has been argued that the contribution of (b) may be 

small because of the OZI rule. Then the diagram (c), so called penguin 

diagram, is important for the phase of A , as well as for the AI - 1/2 
o 

rule in nonleptonic decava. Theoretical estimate, however, seems to have 
some uncertainty. Here, we consider an experimental upper bound of the 

phase of A . o 

<a> lb) (c) 

Fig. Z 
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Let UB consider the rat io 

V I E - 2 E ' / e + e ' 
n+_l 1 - 2U / 1 + p (3.17) 

where 

<0|T|V 
E " 

<0|T|K #> , 

Since E ' « E, we have 

< 2 | I | K L > 

>5<O|T|K > , I^<O|T|K > , 

<2|T|K> 
u - _ (3.18) 

J S t -, i . 3 - ^ + 3(0 

, ,A, I 1 (4 , - 6) 

/Z l*o I 
(3.19) 

where a Is defined by 

k (3.20) 

It is known that the contribution of the penguin diagram gives a < 0, 

which implies |l /n^_| < 1. 

Fron the present experimental value of 

11) 

1.02 ± 0.04, (3.21) 

we have 

\T\ < 0.2 (3.22) 
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It is critical whether this bound is compatible with the contribution 

of the penguin diagram. Improvement of data on |n /n. I will provide 

more stringent test of this scheme. 

Now we turn to the estimation of the mixing parameters. In terms 

of the mass matrix elements. E is given by 

In,<K0|n|ic°> - hm<K 0|r|K°> 
-2 + 1 0 

In<K"|nlK 
loa + Jir (3.23) 

where we have used the approximate relation 

Im<K°|r|K°> * air , (3.24) 

which holds because the main contribution to r cones from the I - 0 i™ 

state. From (3.22), t> In (3.23) may be negligible. In this case, E 

is given by in terns of the nixing parameters by using (3.9), and 

experimental constraint on then can be obtained. References 9) and 10) 

made detailed numerical analyses. Results are seen in Fig. 3, which 

show regions allowed by am and e. According to the sign of cosS, 

£ * cos6/|cos6|, we have two solutions for each m and s,. 

Although the constraints obtained above are rather loose, we can 

extract interesting consequences on the heavy quark decays. For example, 

we can say, that the branching ratio of b -»- c decay will be larger than 

b ->• u. Further discussion is seen in ref. 9) and 10). 
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Fig. 3 

Allowed regions of |sine,|.and |sin«| 

(From ref. 10)) 
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14 Relations between masses and mixing angles. 
4.1 Diagonallzatlon of the mass matrix 

In order to understand the close relation between quark masses and 
mixing angles, we investigate again the origin of quark mass terms. 
In 52 we started with the gauge multlplets which are written in terms of 
the physical quark fields. Here we go back to a more fundamental step. 

Let UB consider N left-handed doublets and 2N right-handed singlets: 

P i ] 
•VL , 

riR , "iR . 
Y - 1/3 Y - 4/3 Y - -2/3 (4.1) 

where p. and n. are not yet related to the phyaical quark fields. 

. jilations should be determined by diagonalizing the mass terms. The most 

general Yukawa interaction with the HlggB field invariant under the 

SU(2) * U(l) transformation is given by 

iR> 

(4.2) 

L "" L-i {8 i j' iR i+ fill ^ ^ ^ 
- \ t i m l

 { h y 5 i / [^]L

 + h y t ^ ] i .* n iR } . 

Replacing 4- with i t s vacuum expectation value, we have 

L " " J i , j- l { 8 « i l R P i I - + «*J 5 Jl P « } 

N „ 
" J i.J-1 ^ " U f j l + hiJ 5JL niR } 

{ P R V L + 5 L H P P R + Vn"L + V C V ( 4 - 3 ) 
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where we have used a matrix notation with N * H matrices H and H 
P n 

defined by 

( Vi j -^ 8 y ' ° v « - £ h « (4.4) 

Note that p R and p., as well as n and n,, are independent quantities 

and therefore M and H are not necessarily Hermitian. Diagonalization 

is performed by tha unitary transformations 

(«.S) 

The unitary matrices U , V , U and V are determined so that M and H p p n n p n 
become diagonal; 

V M U + • P P P 

V M U + ' n n n (4.6) 

This is possible, since any complex matrices can be diagonalized by two 

unitary matirces as shown below. 

i.»t us consider en arbitrary matrix H. Since M M is Bermitian, 

usual diagonalization can be performed by a unitary matrix U as 

"l 0 1 

"N (4.7) 

It is easy to see that u. > 0. For the purpose of simplicity, let us 

assume here that no zero eigenvalues exist. Then, we can define 
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V = U UM (4.8) 

Since we have 

- P 1 / 2 ( U M + M U V V / 2 - i , (4.9) 

V Is unitary. Equation (A.8) can be rewritten as 

VMU + - U 1 / 2 , (4.10) 

which coapletet the proof. 
Now the original left-handed doublets are expressed in tens of the 

physical quark fields as 

>- W 

l-{u,c.) <
Up>*i*iL 

I - 1, N . (A.11) 
j-{d,S...} 

By taking linear combinations of them, we can rewrite them in the following 
way; 

j-<d,s,...> P n i J J 1 - u, c,. (A.12) 

This i s nothing but (2.19) with 

U - U tJ+ 

p n (A. 13) 



From the above arguments, vc can see that the original Biggs coupling 

(4.2) completely determines both the quark masses and mixing angles. 

As seen in (4.13), the Cabibbo-like mixing arises from the difference 

between U and U . p n 
In the present scheme, however, no constraints are imposed on the 

mass matrices H and M by the Su(Z) * U(l) gauge lnvariance alone. P n 
Accordingly it has no predictive powers on the quark masses and the mixing 

angles. It is hard to Chink that a fundamental theory has so many 

free parameters. We believe that there exists a missing principle 

which governs Higgs Interactions. 

An attempt, which may provide a hint to this problem, is to derive 

some rslations between masses and mixing angles by imposing higher 

symmetries. This will be discussed in the next subsection. 

4.2 Discrete symmetry and Cabibbo angle 

Gauge symmetry larger Chan SU(2) * U(l) have been considered from 

many motivations. Another possibility of a larger symmetry is a dicrete 

symmetry, which is fully utilized in the following discussions. The 

basic idea is to obtain constraints on the mass matrices aa a result of 
12) certain discrete symmetries. Below we illustrate it in a simple model. 

Let us consider the SU(2), * SU(2) R » U(l) gauge theory instead of 

SU(2) » U(l). To make a discussion simple, we consider the four-quark 

case. Then, we have 

*) He have interesting models within the SU(2) * U(l) gauge theory. 

They, however, require rather involved calculations. 
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•»-&. « ' -a . 1 - 1, 2 

(2, 1) (1, 2) (4.15) 

where (2, 1), f o r example, implies SI)(2), doublet and SU(2)„ ainglet. 
Higgs fields are two complex 2 * 2 matrices; 

* . x 
<1. 1) d. D («•") 

Note that * = T.if T. and X = T.X T, are a lso transformed at (2_, 2) 

representation. In th i s syatan, the most general Higgs-quark coupling 

invariant under SU(2) L « SU(2) R " U(l) Is 

L " " l i m l

 { 8 i jY L J + 8 « 5 i* l J 

+ hyRjXL + h" RjXL.J + h .c . (4.17) 

At this stage we have no constraints on the nass matrices for general 

vacuum expectation values of 4 and x* First we assume a discrete symmetry 

under the following transformation; 

L j * i L j . Rj - Rj , 1 - 1. 2 

• • » - ! • , X "• -IX . (4.18) 

From this invariance we have 
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8 i j • h i j " °- c * - 1 9 ) 

Next, we require a further discrete symmetry under the transformation* 

L l * " • ! • R l " - i R l 
L 2 * L 2 - R J - S J , 

• - • , X + -IX , (4.20) 

from which wc obtain 

«11 " B12 • «21 " hll " h22 " °" <*•"> 

Finally we assume the imparlance under parity transformation: 

V " " * ! . * + *+> X + X +- CA.22) 

Then (4.17) becomes 

L - - g R j ^ - hljXLj - h ^ X l ^ + tuc. (4.23) 

where g is a real constant. 
General vacuum expectation values of 4> and x are given by 

>0 v ^ , \ 0 xj (4.24) 

where v. and x. are coaplex numbers. Replacing $ and X In (4.23) by 
(4.24), we have quark mass terms of the following form: 
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h.c. 

where a, a', b, c, c* end d are complex numbers with 

|s| - l«'l. |c| - |c'| . (4.26) 

Special forms of mass matrices should be noted. 
Now wc diagonalize these mass matirces in the following way: 

MU+-(" U ) V M U + - f " d \ (4.27) 

I t i s convenient to devide the transformation into two s teps : 

it 
I1 ° ) I' * ° \ 

U - U' I i * V - V 1 iC (4.28) 
P M O e P/ , P P \ o e P/ 

with 

• - arg.(b) - a r g . ( a ) , ? - -arg . (a) 

E - arg.(b) - arg.(a) - a r g . ( a ' ) . (4.29) 

Then we have 

V M U + - V , + ( | ° , H V + - (4-30) 
P P P P Vl*l M / P 

Now i t i s easy to see that 
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(cos6 -aln6 \ 

P P 
s ine cose I 

D D ' 

T - I I p p \sme cose I (4.31) 
p 

with 

tane • ^m u /« c . (4.32) 

Similarly we have 

fco.en - . i n e n y l ° \ 
n U n 6 n c o ' e n \ a " * ) , 

with 

It iA (c c + e s s c s - e s c \ 

p n p n p n P n 1 iA . 1A c s - e c s s s + e c c / i n p p n p n p n ' 
where 

(4.33) 

tane_ » •'•.,/»„ n a s 

• - arg.(d) - a r g . ( c ) . (4.34) 

Then, the Cablbbo mixing matrix i s given by 

U - U U + 

P n 

(4.35) 

a - • - » , c - cose , s - s ine , e t c . . (4.36) 
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Reminding the argument* in S2-3, we have 

tanB 
tan6 - e tanB 

1 + e tane tan6 P n (4.37) 

Since /n /m << 1, we can write this as 
u c * 

i c a n 9

0 l s • V 5 ! 

It is well known that this relation is phenomcnologlcally well-satisfied. 

From the arguments on the chiral symmetry breaking we have an estimation 

m d / n s % 1 / Z 0 • (4.38) 

which should be compared with 

|tan6 | 2 % 0.055. (4.39) 

In this way, we have obtained a remarkable relation by requiring 

discrete symmetries. Similar discussions on the six-quark case are seen 

in ref. 14). Although these arguments are very suggestive, the discrete 

symmetries which we have considered are rather artificial and their 

physical meanings are not clear. Further studies are required to reveal ; 

new physical principle. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It seems that the study of multiparticle production in hadronic 
collisions is by far the most difficult to undertake since it deals with 
many degrees of freedom in the initial as well as final states. The 
trend in the study of hadronic interactions is toward that for small 
cross section processes where again only a few degrees of freedom are 
involved, i.e., single quark-quark interactions such as Drell-Yan 
processes, etc. However, with the continuing development of Quantum 
Chromo-_pynamics, it would hopefully be only a matter of short time 
before we again must study the large cross section multi-hadronic produc
tions which in principle a successful QCD theory should be able to deal 
with. 

Although much of what I will discuss deals with higher energies, 
the parameterization and ideas, for the most part, are applicable at KEK 
energies. I have a strong feeling that much more systematic work 
dealing with hadronic interactions can be done at KEK. This is an 
energy regime which much of your Western colleagues had to abandon in 
order to join the ultra-high energy research. Host of what happens in 
strong interactions happen at lower energies, and yet we really cannot 
explain why, in detail. The fact that new particles are discovered at 
higher energies have not really told us much more about the "every day" 
pions, kaons, and the like that are copiously produced at lower energies. 

> buld it be that the ultra-high energy accelerators were built too soon? 
The answer may lie in Ibaraki-ken. 

I will discuss only a few of the many aspects of hadron physics at 
high energies. The lectures will cover three main areas: 

1) A brief general review of the kinematic variables and some of 
the language used in this field. 

2) A short description of the Fermilab Hybrid Spectrometer and 
some of its characteristics. 

3) Discussion of some results obtained from the Hybrid Spectro
meter at *u ISO GeV. 
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Due to the Halted tiae available, these discussions will necessarily 
be brief and I will not discuss nuch of the work carried out in this 
field by other workers but refer you to refs. 1-3 and all the references 
contained therein. The purpose of these discussions are meant to be 
educational for the novice and therefore nay seen trite for the experienced. 

I. KIHEMATIC VARIABLES AND THE PICTURES THEY HELP TO DESCRIBE. 

A. Variables 

Much of what will be described hers is ten or more years old and 
(4-7) can be found in tha literature . Although somewhat archaic and not 

in the contemporary language of QCD, nuch of what follows is nodel 
independent and fomi a good mnemonic for the ganaral description of 
hadronic Interactions. 

Two basic facts underlie hadronic interactions, at lecst in the 
gross sense: 

1) The transverse momentum of particleB produced in an Interaction 
are limited, 
tion energy. 
are limited. <P > •»> 0.3 - 0.4 GeV/c, independent of interac-

2) The number of particles produced in an interaction is far less 
than possible from the available energy. 

^s < n > « — 

where <n> is the average lumber of particles produced in an event, »s is 
the energy available in the C. M. S. and M is the average mass of a 
particle. In fact 

<n> i A + B In s 
(this is an empirical statement and. can be shown to be a consequ
ence of scaling and finite correlation length - see section IIC). 

Due to these two facts of hadronic nature, the longitudinal momentum, 
Pll* °^ Particles produced in an interaction plays a key role in describ
ing an event. Another way of stating this is that in phase space, that 
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region determined by P.. is of greatest importance, A second consequence 
of facts 1) and 2) is that the average longitudinal amentum P 
increases very rapidly with available energy s. This is easily seen 
froa the following: 

<P T> 2
 + < P * 1 > 2 - - 2 7 . - ^ - I (1-1) 

<n> (In s) 
P., • longitudinal momentum in C.M.S. 

2 but since <P_> is constant and independent of s (fact 1), 

< P * > 2 ^ — 2 j - const - <P?,> ""^hr (1-2) 
1 1 (In o) 2 U l n » 

Unfortunately, because of this nature, sow of the particles produced 
in an interaction are very difficult to detect and aeasure in the labora
tory since their production angle 

e % =*• > o (i-3) 
11 s -• large 

One advantage of the Hybrid System is a remedy to this problem, as is 
discussed in Section 11B. 

Techniques to emphasize the longitudinal momentum region of phase 
space have been devised and in particular the Longitudinal Phase Space 
(LPS) plot of Van Hove and the Prism Plot analysis of Pless"' have 
been very useful at lower energies. However, as one goes to higher 
energies, the multiplicity of particles in an event increases, albeit 
slowly, to a level where such plots become difficult to display, especially 
for events with more than four observed particles. At this point, the 
notion of single particle measurements, inclusive of all final states 
("inclusive" measurements) as opposed to complete measurements of 
specific final states, exclusive of all other final states ("exclusive" 
measurements) become very useful. This is especially true from the 
standpoint of experiment since the simultaneous precision measurement of 
several closely grouped particles (see 1-3) becomes difficult. On the 
other hand, much information is sacrificed in inclusive measurements. 

What variables should one use? The basic Lorentz invariant single 
particle spectrum is given by: 



y - | l n 
E + P l l 
E - P u 

E 2 - P 2 E - P u + F^ • M2 

E ̂  - F (?, E, s) U-ft) 
dP 

where E is the energy of the particle, P it3 momentum and s the square 
of the Interaction energy in the C. M. S. 

Since the longitudinal momentum plays such a dominant role, it is 
best to represent (1-4) in tens of some variable representative of P... 
Toward this end, several variables have come into vogue and of these we 
will mention the rapidity variable y and the Feynman scaling variable x. 

The rapidity variable y has long been known to cosmic ray physicists 
but more recently revived and applied in hadronic studies * ' . It 
Is defined for a single particle as: 

(1-5) 

(1-6) 

where E is the energy of the particle with nasi u and components of 
momentum longitudinal (P,j) and transverse (P_) to a given axis, i.e., 

(I-7a) 

(l-7b) 

(1-8) 

The 4-vector of a particle is then: 

P - (E, P x > P y, P!,) - (EjCosh y, P x, P y, EjSinh y) 

where we have chosen P - P,,. z 11 
A nice feature of the rapidity variable is that a Lorentz boost 

along the z direction results in a simple transformation where the new 
y variable is different from the old only by an additive constant. This 
follows from: 

Pn " Y ( pii + B E , ) (I"9) 
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sinh hi 

cosh E cosh 

• ^ • n . 2 



F « p' 
X X > ••• E_ - Si <I-10) P - P' T T y y 

E - Y (E1 + BP^) (1-11) 

.'. EjSlnh y - Y (EjSinh y' + BEjCoah y') 
EjCoah y - y (EjCOah y' + BEjeinh y") 

f roa which follows 

. y - T a + » j ' - (f±-§)i •»' 

."• y - y' + j m <J4T ) = y* + U «-I» 

whara coah u • Y dapanda only on tha boost paraaatera. 
Thus dy • dy' and tharafora distributions of y at* Invariant In 

•hapa and only diaplacad vhan a Lorentz transformation froai one rafaranca 
frame to anothar la parforaad along the z axis. 

Other relations follow easily. Consider the laboratory fraaa: 

projectile = P
P
 - %c0'h V °' °' V1"" V 

Pt.rget B Pt " < V °. »• °> 
2 2 2 then s » (P + P.) » v + 11 + 2u u.cosh y and for y large, p t p t p t ' p P 

S -«, U p V t e p (1-13) 

Since y - 0 , the range of y poss ib le for a p a r t i c l e i s : 

A. * y - y» ~ y *»> i n ( i - M ) 
Tr ' P J t 7 p Vpvt (12 13) Another variable x, introduced by Feynaanv ' ' is defined as 

* 
x H -±±- (1-15) 

P max 
which is the ratio of the longitudinal moaentua to the maxima possible 
momentum in the C. H. S. For high energies, 
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2P 
x •>.—— (I-L6) 

* In terns of y , x can be written as 

x » ey*-Ay/z.e-(y*+Ay/2) 

The choice in use of these variables depends nainly on convenience 
and the nature of what is being studied. 

Considering cross sections, the Invariant spectrum 

Eda. . -Ja la_^ ( I_ 1 7 ) 

d?" dyd?T *dyd(P*) 

d Pll Bince dy » -g— for fixed P T > 

Also, E ^ . E*42_ « % (1-16) 
d i $ * f ^dxdCP^ 

* * dPi i 1-1 2P,, . 11 vsdx 11 . since —y- - — j - , x = 
E 2E Js 

B. Limiting Fragmentation and Scaling 

(14} The notion of "limiting fragmentation" states that in the 
laboratory frame (fixed target experiment): 

E^(P. , P T, s) • E d^(P u, P T) (1-19) 
dp s •+ » dp 

In other words, the single particle cross section becomes independent of 
s as it approaches infinity. In particular this implies that for finite 
but large s and fixed P . and P , the particles should display the same 
momentum spectra independent of s> These particles would be of low 
momentum in the laboratory and thus correspond to target fragments, 
(see Fig. 1) On the other hand, if one makes the observation in the 
rest frame of the projectile a similar statement can be made where the 
projectile fragments would display momentum spectra independent of s. 
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Thus in the limit of large s both the target and projectile fragments 
should display spectra in their corresponding frames that are independent 
of s. This is a form of scaling in the kinematic regions pertaining to 
the target and projectile. What about regions not pertaining to either 
target or projectile? 

(12) 
Feynman has argued from the parton picture that the particle 

spectrum 

E % P * , P , s) • E^(x, P ) (1-20) 
dP " s -• » dp L 

This relation states that as s increases, the single particle spectrum 
will ultimately depend only on the transverse component of momentum and 

* 
2 P 1 1 the scale variable x . For values of x » 2E„/>6" relation (1-20) 

is equivalent to limiting fragmentation in the projectile region whereas 
for x « -2E„/>/s it is equivalent to limiting fragmentation in the 
target region. This is evident from the fact that 

x •<> (P^ + E)/u in the projectile rest frame for x » 2E_/^s~ 

and 

x "v (P., - E)/y in the target rest frame for x << -2E_//s^ 

Thus Feynman scaling (1-20) is consistent with limiting fragmentation 

and therefore is a somewhat more general statement than the hypothesis 
of limiting fragmentation which deals with scaling only In the fragmentation 
regions. 

Evidence for Feynman scaling can be seen in the P-F data from the 
(3) 

CERN-ISR for various inclusive single particle measurements . These 
are shown in Figures 2-6 which display x spectra for fixed P„, and P 
spectra for fixed x, for K±, „*, P 1 from s - 551 to 2800 GeV . The 

(2) bubble chamber data in Figure 7 displays Feynman scaling, at least in 
2 the proton target hemisphere, from s ^ 33 to %200 GeV 
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C. The Finite Correlation Length Hypothesis 

Another aspect of multiparticle production is the hypothesis that 
there exists a fundamental "distance" between two particles in phase 
space beyond which the particles behave independently of each other. 

tt 5) This is usually refered to as the correlation length hypothesis ' . 
Given this hypothesis, touch can be said about the general nature of 
hadronic interactions. 

In the Inclusive reaction 

a + b •* c + X X - a n y other particles (1-21) 
proj targ 

one would expect the rapidity spectrum of particle c to have some form, 
such as the solid curve in Figure 8. The rapidity range allowed for 
particle c is y - y. ^ In . Consider two particles of type c i n a 

"a^i 

given event with rapidity values y and y . The hypothesis of finite 
correlation length then states that for |y - y I » L there is no 

c 2 c l inter-dependence between c and c . L is some value governed by the 
dynamics of the interaction. Consequently, if for a single particle 
c,|y - y | < L, then the behavior of c should not depend on the nature 
of either the target b or projectile a. Furthermore, if |y - y I » L, 

1 2 the behavior of c. should not depend on the nature of c , and vice 
versa. Conversely, if ly - y [ < L, there may be an inter-dependence 

c l ^ c 2 r nature 
statement leads to the notion of local compensation of quantum numbers, 
which is discussed in section IIIC. 

Given the hypothesis of finite correlation length and scaling, can 
we say anything further? The answer is yes. We can argue that the 
rapidity spectrum should display a "plateau" or constant region as shown 
by the dashed curve in Figure 8, if |y - y, | » 2L. The argument goes 
as follows. 

Limiting fragmentation predicts 

- ~ F(y - y , P ) independent of s (1-22) 2 " 3a% T' ndyd(P') a * 



for y > y > y - L (projectile region) 

and 

— £ 2 - 5 - »• F(y - y. P T) (i-23) 
*dyd(P<) b T 

for y. + L > y > y. (target region). 

The hypothesis of finite correlation length then states for y < y - L, 
(1-22) should not depend on the nature of the projectile and likewise 
for y > y. + L (X-23) should be independent of the nature of the target. 
Thus in this "central region", y. + L < y * y - L, 

te-J- * F(P„) (1-24) 
mlyd(Pp 

and the spectrum is independent of y. This leads to the plateau depicted 
in Figure 8, which is an underlying feature of multiperlpheral models 
(see ref. 5). Experimental evidence for a rapidity plateau can clearly 

(3) be seen in the 1SR data shown in Figure 9. These distributions were 
measured at fixed P T • 0.4 GeV/c for the various single particles produced. 

We can also show that the average number of particles of type c 

produced in an event, <n >, has a In s behavior. The average is given 
by: 

• * / 

d g , dyd(p5 (1-25) 
dyd(P^) T 

This follows from the fact that the integral includes the count n of 
c 

particles of type c, produced in an event. The total cross section 
a - Eo c . 

i [ f -4S-J-- dyd(p2) + / -iS-.. dyd(p2) 
a J dydCPib T dyd(P?) T 

Proj. region Targ. region 

— —-dyd(P?)] (1-26) 
dyd(P^) T' 
Central region 
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The first two integrals represent contributions dependent on projectile 
and target particle types whereas the third integral is not and In fact 
from (1-24) we see that it Is simply a constant multiplied by the width 
of the central region. 

do c J • , • dyd(pjp • / rc(P„)dyd(p5 - C if 
dys(p£) T T T , 
Central region 
dys(P_) Central region 

14) We can estimate ty~ ,_ - . from (I-'Central region 

^Central region "v In —— - 2L 
paT) 

••• < V " £ t̂ roj + Bt.rg + C' l n -1 « 

< V - AproJ + Btarg + C * * ( I " 2 7 ) 

This ln s dependence of <n > is an observed fact. More of this will be 
discussed ln section XIIB. 

D. Mueller - Regge Analysis 

Mueller * has shown that the generalized optical theorem can 
accommodate the cross section calculations for inclusive processes. The 
details will not be described here but only some results will be stated. 

The optical theorem states that the cross section for a two body 
interaction 

a + b •*• X (anything) 
is related to the imaginary part (discontinuity in s ) of the forward 
scattering amplitude for 

a + b •+ a + b 
(see Figure 10). 

For the single particle inclusive reaction 
a + b -* c + X 

the generalized optical theorem then relates the cross section to the 
discontinuity in n of the amplitude for 

a + b + c + a + b + c 
(see Figure 11). 
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With the use of Regge theory, some things can be said about this 
cross section, at least in certain kinematic regions. We define the 
usual Mandelstam variables for the reaction 

a + b •* c + d 

<Pa 
+ vl -- v -- v -

C P d + p c > ! 
< Pc 

+ vl -- v -- v - < p d -
< Pc 

+ vl -- v -- v -<v 
It can be shown that for both t and u large (central region), 
2 

tu "" E_s. This is known as the double Regge limit and schematically can 
be shown as in Figure 12. The Regge amplitude can be written as 

« (0) a (0) 
A •«. t C u u f (P T) 

Assuming double Pomeron exchange, this reduces to 

o p(0) a P(0) 
A % (tu) f (P T) % S f (P T) 

where we have taken t, u large. Taking ctp(O) - 1, the spectrum is then 

d c , ap(0)-l 
E ~ - •» 7 A „ S f(P ) •>, f (P ) 
dP s T T 

Assuming the leading singularities to be Regge poles, 

E^|_ * £ ( P T ) , B aB bg(P T) - ag(P T) 

since » > ( ( . . a b 

a dP 

Thus the Regge model predicts that the normalized inclusive spectrum 
in the central region should depend only on P- and not on the nature of 
beam or projectile particle type. This is consistent with the picture 
drawn by the correlation length hypothesis (1-24). 

In the fragmentation regions, known as the single Regge limit, 
t -> -«, u fixed, s -+• <» (target fragmentation) 
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and t fixed, u + ", s •* ~ (projectile fragmentation) 
(see Figures 13, 14). Consider the target fragmentation region where 

* • > • - < — > • 

here E^S- = F V n > P T > SH ^-g— f ( P r P n ) 

. c ap(0)-l 
approaches E — ^ s f(P T, P ) -u f(P P ) 

dp 

again assuming a p(0) • 1. But since 

£ ( p r pii> - »A f f r *u> a n d ° " W ! j f * «b(pT' pu> 
which is a spectrum independent of the projectile and of s. In a similar 
fashion it can be shown that in the projectile region, 

which is independent of the target and s. 
These conclusions are the same as obtained from the purely pheno-

menological arguments of limiting fragmentation and finite correlation 
length. Thus there is some self consistancy in the entire picture. 
whether these pictures based on phenomenology are really representative 
of what happens can be answered only in the context of a dynamical 
theory such as hopefully QCD develops into. 

The basic language reviewed in this section will be used throughout 
the remainder of this presentation and specialized language will be 
introduced, as needed. 

II. THE FERMILAB HYBRID SPECTROMETER 

A. Historical Note 

The apparatus to be described here was built and employed in 1973 
by a consortium of institutions known as the JProportional Hybrid Spectro
meter Consortium^ ' in conjunction with Fermilab. The experiments 
carried out with this system by this consortium are designated as E154 
and E299, for which I. A. Pless of M. I. T. is spokesman. The basic 
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idea behind this system is to incorporate electronic detectors (multiwire 
proportional chambers) in front of and behind the 30" hydrogen bubble 
chamber in order to improve the detection and measuring capability of 
fast outgoing particles and also to be able to measure with high precision 
the slower particles observed in the bubble chamber. Since on the 
average half of the particles in an event have x < 0, the number of slow 
particles in the laboratory (bubble chamber) is substantial despite the 
high energies attainable at Fermilab. Perhaps this point can most 
easily be demonstrated by observing a "typical" event with 150 GeV/c 
incoming projectile momentum (see Figure 15). Note the presence of slow 
tracks (small radius of curvature) as well as fast tracks (nearly straight 
tracks). In order to obtain good momentum resolution, the curvature of 
these tracks have to be precisely measured. 

In addition to using the electronic detectors for spatial measure
ments of particles, the system in the beam line before the bubble chamber 
is used in conjunction with Cerenkov counters to "tag" the identity of 
the incident particles. This is especially useful with positive beams 
since there are no particle separators in the beam and the amount of 
TT and F can be comparable. 

B. Description of the Hybrid System 

A schematic of the system as of 1976 is shown in Figure 16. Ten 
planes of proportial wire chambers with sensitive area 10 cm x 10 cm and 
wire separation of 2 mm are situated in the beam. There are 16 planes 
behind the bubble chamber with 30 cm * 30 cm sensitive area and 2 mm 
wire spacing. 

A scale drawing of the bubble chamber, its magnet, and downstream 
detectors is shown in Figure 17. Despite the relatively small aperture 
of the proportional wire planes, the momentum acceptance of the system 
is quite good as can be seen in Figure 18. This is a consequence of the 
arguments given in section IA which led to relation (1-3) for small 
production angles. 

The magnetic field distribution is shown in Figure 19. The pertinent 
facts to note is that the field is very uniform throughout the volume of 
the bubble chamber, which facilitates track reconstructions, and that 
the fringe field extends considerably beyond the volume of the chamber. 
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The integral of the field magnitude along a particle's path can be shown 
to be related to its momentum and turning angle by 

8 » 2jpl j B d l r a d _ GeV/c/Kgauss - m 

The average value of J Bdl from the center of the chamber is ^22 Kgauss - m 
which allows for a turning angle of ^ m rad for a 100 GeV/c particle. 
The measurement of such a small turning angle in the bubble chamber is 
rather difficult. However, with the 6 meter lever arm of the spectrometer 
the determination of 6 is much easier. In practice the track is measured 
both inside and outside the bubble chamber as depicted in Figure 20, for 
an hypothetical event, and the combined information is used to determine 
the momentum of the tracks. In this manner, the average resolution of a 
track with momentum F is found to be 

|^ ^ 6 x 10" 4 P (GeV/c)"1 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the hybrid system we show in 
Figure 21a the momentum distribution of 147 GeV/c beam particles as 
measured in the bubble chamber alone. Note how broad the distribution 
is due to the poor momentum resolution. When the information from the 
proportional wire chambers is used in conjunction with the bubble 
chamber for the same tracks, the resolution is markedly improved as seen 
in Figure 21b. 

Another highly advantageous aspect of the hybrid technique stems 
from the fact that all charged particles in an event are measured, 
allowing for exclusive as well as inclusive studies. The statistics 
involved with inclusive studies is rather good since a single event 
contributes n (multiplicity) particle measurements. Most pure electro
nic systems are capable of one measurement per event and even then are 
plagued with systematic uncertainties due to limited acceptances, 
detection inefficiencies, etc. Although the average sensitivity of this 
Hybrid System is only 2 events/ub/day, the quality of the measurements 
is excellent and virtually free of systematic uncertainties. 

III. SOME SELECTED RESULTS FROM THE HYBRID SYSTEM 

Many papers have been published by the PHSC on physics results 
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obtained in E154 and E299, utilizing the Hybrid Spectrometer. Only a 
few selected topics will be discussed here, excluding the topological 
cross section, resonance production, diftractive dissociation and other 
studies. A more detailed account of what will be discussed here and on 
the other topics can be found in references 19-28, and those contained 
therein. 

(2R) 
A. Limiting Target Fragmentation 

Since our experiments E154 and E29S dealt with TT~, P interactions 
2 

on protons at only one momentum, 147 GeV/c (s ̂  288 GeV ) , we cannot 
test the scaling hypothesis as a function of s as discussed in section 
IB. However, a good test can be made of the target fragmentation hypothesis 
since the positive beam consisted of a mixture of protons and IT S and 
thus comparing negative and positive particle production from F and TT , 
we can perform systematic free comparisons. Figure 22 displays the x 
spectrum of positive particles produced in PP and TT P collisions. Thi 
agreement of the spectra for x < 0 (target fragmentation region) is very 
good which is an indication of the validity of the hypothesis. A similar 
plot for negative produced particles is shown in Figure 23, again verifying 
limiting target fragmentation. Of course the forward hemisphere (x > 0) 

cannot be compared since the projectiles are diferent (TT » P). 

B. Average Multiplicity* 2 4' 2 5* 2 9* 

As we saw in section IC, the averaged multiplicity in the reaction 

a + b -> X (1II-1) 

depends on ^ln s, due to the following: 

1) The rapidity spectrum has a flat plateau in the central 
region (see Figure 24). 

2 
2) As s = (P + P ) increases, the plateau extends (dashed 

curve) but the fragmentation regions (shaded areas) do not. 
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This follows from the hypothesis that the fragmentation region is 
limited and does not depend on s and that -r~ is constant in the central 
region. The range of the plateau was shown to be w <v In — - — and 

^ b 
thus it was shown that <n> ^ A + B + C l n s (see 1-27). With a change 
in notation, this is oiiown diagramatically in Figure 25. We may then 
state the average multiplicity as 

^ „ „ -Properties. ,Properties-. . dn, . -<n> » n ( _ _ ) + n-t , f , ) + -r—{ const) In a vof a only ' Tivof b only dy ' ^ b 
(29) Within the framework of Mueller - Regge formalism, one can show that 

a + b -* c + X (III-2) 

a similar description evolves for fixed t (see Figure 26) and where 
ac 

ac M ' ij 

To summarize, the average multiplicity for system X in reaction (III-l) 
should be 

<n > = A" + B In s (III-3) 
x 

whereas thct for reaction (III-2) should be 

<n > = A"(t, ̂ ) + B In *£ (III-4) 
x M z x 

x 
The point is that the constant B for both reaction types, is a measure 
of the height of the plateau, and has the same value. Table 1 from ref, 
25 is a compilation of the A" and B values for a multitude of reactions 
of types (III-l) and (ilI-2). The details of this complex analysis can 
be found in ref. 25 and the main point here was to illustrate the extension 
of the finite correlation length and limited fragmentation hypotheses in 
the context of Mueller - Regge formalism. As one can see from Table 1, 
the various B values are the same within statistical errors, for these 
many reactions. 

The interesting result here is that in reaction (III-2) the virtual 
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exchange object E can be treated at a real object whole propertlea 
depend on It* virtual mass, t, and the fraction of energy available for 
the production of the other particlea, —=- . 

K 
C. Charge Tranafer - Local Compensation' °» 3 0' 

The picture of aultl-hadron production a* we have aeen up to now 
seeaa conaiatent with Halting fragmentation and finite correlation 
length. Thu* it aeeai natural to expect the target and projectile 
fragments to reconatitute the quantua number* of their reapectlve parent*. 
By thia we aean that the particlea in the (haded araaa of Figure 24 may 
have net charga and other Internal quantum number* (parity, atrangenees, 
etc.) equal to thoaa of the original particle* a and b. If thl* In fact 
occura, the implication ia that the central region au*t then have quantua 
number* representing the vaccua, i.e., net charge " 0, parity even, 
•traRS*n»«s 0, etc. Of courae If Halting fragmentation has not yet 
occured (» not large enough) the fragments from region a and b aay 
overlap and we cannot .expect to have a totally inert central region. 

Can we expect a central plateau at 1*7 CeV/c? To answer this 
question we need to know the value cf the correlation length L. Indication* 
froa experiment are that limiting fragmentation occur* at P b M _ >, 10 
CeV/c in P-P collisions. This implies s % 21 GeV and since the region 
of fragmentation is n, L, 

L -v. fiy i. In 21 - 3 

The central plateau then begins when 

Iff i» 2L 'vr 6 • In —r-

or s -v. *00 - P b M - -, 2 0 0 ^ ^ 

Theoretical arguments give L -v. 2 which implies that the onset of the 
central plateau occura at P. . •>. 30 GeV/c. Thus the plateau can be 
expected to appear at laboratory beam momenta between n30 and 1.200 
GeV/c. This seems to be born out by the fact that Figure 27 which is 
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plot of the difference of the positive and negative particle spectra, 
for T~ incident on protons at 147 GeV/c (E154), does not show a distinct 
neutral region around y -v 0, implying the fact that 150 GeV/c Is barely 
at the threshold for the existence of a central plateau. However, the 
positive excess (y < 0) and negative excess (y > 0) areas Indicate that 
the original charges of target (F) and projectile (* ) ara associated 
with the appropriate fragmentation regions. 

One way to quantitatively study the nature of the central region is 
to examine the charge transfered across a rapidity gap, as a function of 
the gap length. In doing this, it should be possible to determine the 
region of charge neutrality, and more interesting, is the prospect of 
studying whether quantum numbers such as charge are "locally compensated". 
By this latter statement wa mean whether particles ara produced In the 
central region in groups, or clusters, occupying somewhat small VOIURSS 
of phase space In which the net quantum state is that of the vaccum, 
from which the particles are created. 

The charge transfertd across a rapidity gap Ay Is defined as; 

u(Ay) - i t(q f - q b e „ ) - C, b - q t „ , e t ) l (Ul-S) 

For the case of -i incident on protons, this reduces to 

u(Ay) - j(q f - q b) + 1 

q, and q. are the algebraic sums of the charges forward of the gap Ay 
and backward, respectively. Ay is symmetrically centered about y • 0. 
Thus if u(Ay) • 0, this implies that the net charge in the gap region 
Ay la 0, since the charges of the projectile and target are reconstituted 
by the particles in the regions forward of Ay/2 and backward of -Ay/2, 
respectively. If a neutral plateau exists, one should find u(Ay) • 0 
(ideally) from Ay « 0 to Ay - L where L is the length of the plateau. 
Of course in practice we would expect u(fly) to fluctuate. The behavior 
of the fluctuation is interesting in Itself, especially for Ay centered * about y - 0, because it can be a measure of whether particles are 
formed In groups or "clusters" with fixed internal energies and internal 
quantum numbers * . The fluctuation in charge transfer ran be 
measured by the dispersion function 
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D (fly) - <u(fly) > - <u(fly)> (III-6) 

where Che averaging Is done over events. 
Let us assuae particles to be formed in groups or clusters hiving 

non-zero Internal energy. Assume further thst because of this Internal 
energy, the particles are able to travel In rapidity space a distance 
± Ay 0/2 froa their energy centrold when the clusters "decay". If the 
clusters are produced randomly throughout the central region, as Implied 
by the presence of a plateau, on the average, only those clusters 
sltustsd within ± Ay 0/2 from y • 0 would be able to transfer net 
charge from one hemisphere to the other. The fluctuation in the charge 2 transfer, D (fly), is then expected to be a maximum for fly - 0 and slowly 
decrease as Ay Increases, until fly " fly.. However, for fly > fly-, ss 
much charge is transfered into the gap as transfered out of the gap, 
resulting in a constant value of D (we assume the density of clusters 
to be uniform). The fact that the clutters may themselves be moving 
does not change theie conclusions provided their motion It random. Thus 
the width of the fall-off in D is a measure of the "site" or more 
accurately, the internal energy, of the clusters. An hypothetical 2 D (fly) distribution depicting this situation It shown In Figure 28. For 
this case, flyQ i, l.S. If we assume the clusters to decay into 2* mesons, 
then 

fly- A- in -32 A, 1.5 
"IT 

and the energy available for kinetic energy of the two pions is 

Q - vs"- 2 U - y(e" 7 5 - 2) -v, 16 HeV . 

The internal energy would correspond to •v300 MeV. 
In Figure 29 we display D2(fly) dletributions from E 1 5 * ( 2 0 ) for 

various topologies, and from these curves we can infer the drop off In 
2 D to be il-2 units wide. Thus we conclude that clusters of nl-2 units 2 sre perhaps being formed in this reaction. The drop off to 0 i 0 after 
the relatively constant region is due to kinematic limitations and thus 
is of no consequence here. 

The transverse momenta of particles produced could aleo be considered 
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an Internal quantum number and Its local compensation is expected if 
clusters are formed. In order to study this, consider the quantity 

C(Ay) E - < f T f • ? T ) | >> (III-7) 

which is the average over events of th? scalar product between the net 
transverse momentum vector (P_ ,) forward of the ay tap and the net 
transverse momentum vector (P_ .) backward of the (ap. As Ay Is Increased 
from 0, the contributions of tne correlated P_ of the cluster decay 
particles In the forward and backward hemisphere, which are most substan
tial for ty * 0. should drop off as Ay approaches the "site" of the 
cluster. Beyond this point, the net transverse momenta vector becomes 
steadily random in both direction and magnitude resulting In a steady 
decrease of C(ay). This effect is easily seen in Figure 30, again 
supporting the conclusion that clusters of "site" about 1-2 rapidity 
units are perhaps being formed. 

Thus It seems that In spite of the fact that we do not observe a 
definite rapidity plateau at 147 GeV/c, we are at the threshold of Its 
formation and the possible formation of clusters is evident. Tha picture 
seems consistent with randomly formed clusters, having internal energies 
of a few hundred MeV. 

D. The Leading Charge Model ( 2 6 ' 2 7 j 

As we saw In the previous section, charge seems to be locally 
compensated in the central region despite the absence of a definite 
neutral region. Here we attempt to isolate the central region on an 

(32) 
event to event basis by use of the zone graph and then look into the 
properties of the central region. 

Figure 31 is a schematic of an ideal 10 particle event displaying 
the charges of the particles along with their rapidity values. The zone 
graph Z(y) is then constructed according to 

N 
Z(y) - t q^y-yj) - q be(y-y b) - q te(y-y t) (III-8) 

where q, - charge of i — particle 
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- o y < y ± 

The idea is to form a zone graph for each event and exclude the 
particles in the beam and target zones (shaded areas in Figure 31). The 
particles in the remaining central zones are then defined to be from the 
central region. The question we now ask is, are these particles In the 
central region randomly produced and governed by thermodynamics, as in a 
"fireball" model* 3 5" 3 5 5? To study this question, self-consistent 
checks are made on the data, based on three models: 

1) RCH (Random Charge Model) 
The charges of the particles are randomly re-asslgned in each 
event, keeping the originally measured *-vectors. 

2) K M (Extreme Charge Modal) 
The charges In an event are systematically re-asslgned in a 
+, -, + , - , + , - — alternating sequence starting from the 
target and ending with the projectile. 

3) LCH (Leading Charge Model) 
The charge assignments in the beam and target zones are not 
altered but those of the central region are randomly reassigned. 

These reassignment* of charges for the three models are schematically 
shown In Figure 32 for the same hypothetical event sf Figure 31. 

Artificial data sets are then created for each of these models, all 
utilizing the actually measured 4-vectors, and various analyses are 
carried out on these artificial data sets and compared with the corre
sponding analyses carried out on the real data set. The rational for 
this procedure is that the correct model should reproduce all aspects of 
the data. Figures 33-3S show the results of these comparisons for 
charge transfer, probability for zone population, and zone distributions, 
respectively. In all cases the LCM seems to duplicate the true data 
sample. This implies that the central region, as defined by the zone 
graph method, is indeed random as far as charge distribution is con
cerned (the local compensation of charge is compatible with this state
ment). A further indication of this can be seen in Figure 36 where the 
asymmetry in change distribution 
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do do. 
A(y) - d Y

+ " " y_ (111-9) 
do . do 
dy dy 

Is displayed. In the interaction C. H. S. the distribution does not 
have a neutral region (Figure 36a), as was already indicated in Section 
IIIC (Figure 27). However, if one transforms the particles to the rest 
frame of the central region on an event ot event basis, a clear neutral 
region spanning about 2 units of rapidity becomes evident (Figure S6b). 

We call the rest system of the central region particles the "fireball" 
system. If it truly is a fireball, the particles in it should display 
isotropic distributions of their momentum directions. Figure 37a shows 
the distribution of the transverse (P_) and longitudinal C,,) components 
of momenta in the Interaction C. H. S. whereas Figure 37b allows the same 
distributions in the fireball system. Note how much more similar the 
distributions arc in the fireball system than in the Interaction C. M. 
S. The deviation fro* lsotropy at the higher momentum values |PJ > 500 
HcV/c is probably due to the fact that since neutral particles are not 
Erected, the transformation to the fireball system is only approximate. 
The angular distribution in the fireball system is shown in Figure 38 
for various momentum values. The distributions for particles with 
momenta less than 400 MeV/c are highly isotropic whereas above this 
value discrepancy from isotropy is evident. Again this is probably due 
to the approximate nature of the transformation to the fireball system. 

As a final check on the fireball nature of the central region 
particles, we fit the momentum distribution to a Bose distribution 

AP 2 

F(p> , ; 1 / ; Clil-10) 

for P < 800 MeWc and obtain a value for the temperature T of 131 + 2 HeV, 
which is compatible with the thermodynamic picture. The experimental 
and fitted distributions are shown in Figure 39. 

In closing, I would like to mention that research with the Fermllab 
Hybrid System is continuing with the next experiments utilizing larger 
particle detectors and a charged particle identifier, CRISIS* ' , 

f38) along with a forward gamma-ray detector, FGD . This will enable us 
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to determine the nature of the particles produced in the central region 
and to study strangeness compensation, baryon number compensation, etc. 
Also of interest in our future experiments (E565, E570) is the insertion 
of nuclear targets in the bubble chamber, in the form of thin foils, 
which will enable the study of space-time development in hadronic 

(39) 
interactions . These new features added to the hybrid system makes 
this facility a unique one and the yield of new information in hadronic 
interactions would hopefully be considerable. The experiments will 
involve 4-8 times more events than any previous Fermilab hybrid experiment 
which will allow for good statistics and possibly the capability to 
embark on systematic error free studies of "jet" formations . This 
will then open the doors to sdudics on quark recombination and hadron 

(41-43) 
formation in the context of Field and Peynnan ' and others. Thus 
the path to direct QCD tests in the hybrid system may not be too far 
off. 
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FlRure Captions 

A schematic t channel diagram depicting projectile and target frag
mentation. 

V spectra for PP -• „~ + X, K~ + X, P + X for various fixed x values 
and for /T - 23, 31, 45, 53, 6.8 [from ref. 3). 

More of the same as in fig. 1 but down to i ^ 0.0S (from ref. 3). 

x spectra for PP •» K + X, K~ + X for various P_ values and for 
/i"- 23, 31, 45, 53, 6.B (from ref, 3). 

x spectra for PV * P + X for various P_ valuei and /ff » 23, 31, 45, 
53, 6.8 GeV (from ret. 3,. 

x spactra for "P •» P + X for various P_ values and n - S51, 930, 1995 
GeV 2 (from ref. 3). 

- — + + -x spectra for it P •» n + X and 7t P ->- jt + X for v beam momenta of 
16, 40 and 100 GeV/c and * beam momenta of 8, 16 and 100 GeV/c 
(from ref. 2). 

A schematic of what a y spectrum may look like in general (solid line) 
and with a central plateau (dashed line). 

Experimental y spectra for various P_ and Js » 23, 31, 45, 53, 6.8 
for PP •+ tt+ + X, it" + X, K + + X, K~ + X, P + X, P + X (from ref.3). 

Schematic for cross section calculation for a + b •* X according to 
the optical theorem. 

Schematic for inclusive cross section calculation for a + b •• c + X 
according to the generalized optical theorem. 

Double Regge diagram for a + b •* c + X. 
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13. Single Regge diagram for a + b - t c + X i n the target region. 

14. Single Regge diagram for a + b - » - c + x i n the projectile region. 

15. A typical hadronic interaction as seen in a bubble chamber at beam 
momentum of 150 GeV/c. 

16. A schematic of the Fermilab Hybrid Spectrometer. 

17. Scale drawing of the Fcrmilab Hybrid Spectroaetcr magnet and down
stream detector*. 

IB. Momentum acceptances for the D, G; D, E, F; D, E, F, G chambers. 

19. Magnetic field profile for the 30" bubble chamber of the hybrid 
system. 

20. Illustration of measurement points used in an interaction for track 
reconstruction. 

21. Beam momentum distributions. 
a) Using measured data from bubble chamber alone. 
b) Using measured d&ta from bubble chamber and proportional wire 

chambers. 

22. x spectra for PP -»•(+)+ X and TT P -»(+) + X from the hybrid system 
at beam energy of 147 GeV/c (from ref. 28) 

23. x spectra for PP •+(-)+ X and * P •+(-) + X from the hybrid system 
at beam energy of 147 GeV/c (from ref. 28) 

24. Schematic depicting the growth of the plateau, with energy, and 
constant fragmentation regions (shaded areas) 

25. Schematic for the various regions in which particles are produced 
in the reaction a + b -+ X. 
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26. Schematic for the various regions in which particles are produced 
in the reaction a + b-t-c + X, for fixed t . 

ac 
27. Distribution of the difference in the (+) particle spectrum and (-) 

particle spectrum , 
do da do 

ady dy " dy 

froa E154 (it~P at 147 GeV/i.; from ref. 20. 

2 2". An idealired D (Ay) distribution expected froa formation of clusters 

of "sine" M..5. 

29. D 2(Ay) distributions from E154 (ir~P at 147 GeV/c) token froa ref. 20. 

30. C(Ay) (sea text) fro* E15* taken froa r f . 20. 

31. Schematic depicting the construction of a tons graph taken froa 
ref. 26, 27. 

32. Illustration of charge reassignment* In the XCH ECU and LCM aodels 
(see text}. 

33. Comparison of charge transfer distributions between KCM LCM and the 
data (x points). ECM can only give charge transfer of 0 and there
fore is not shown, (froa ref. 26, 27). 

34. Zone multiplicity distributions for RCH, ECM, LCM and data (x 
points) froa ref. 26, 27. 

35. Semi-inclusive zone distribution comparisons between SOI, LCM and 
. data (x points) for various topologies (froa ref. 26, 27). 

36. The charge asymmetry distributions 

i + J - J + J -
* W My dy m d y dy ' 

for a) the interaction C. M. S. and b) the central fireball systea. 
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37. Inclusive transverse and longitudinal aoaenta distributions in the 
a) Interaction C. H. S. and b) fireball systea. 

38. Inclusive angular distributions in the fireball systea for various 
aoaentua regions. 

39. Bose distribution fitted to the experimental aoaentua distribution. 
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1. Introduction 

A universal aspect of multiparticle final states in high 

energy hadron- and lepton-induced reactions is the presence of 

jets of hadrons. A jet comes out along the direction of an 

incident hadron, or the direction of hardly scattered or produced 

constituent by some short distance interaction. Here, a jet is 

tentatively defined as a group of hadrons collimated along specific 

direction with limited transverse momentum spread characterized by 

finite < P T
> such as 0.4 GeV, and with scaled longitudinal distribution 

as a function of z~pt/P^ with respect to the parent momentum of the 

jet. 

Such properties of jets, first established concerning forward 

and backward jets in soft hadron collisions (Fig. la), were also 

found in quark jets in the e e annihilation (Fig. lb) and deep 

inelastic lepton-hadron scattering (Fig. lc). Although a 

quark does not come out as an isolated particle, the observation of 

the quark jet can be taken as the way of looking at it, as the bubbles 

in the bubble chamber exhibits the track of charged particles. 

Large p„ jets in hard hadron collisions (Fig. Id), also show similar 
2) properties as the quark jets. 

V, 
'L .-dL.. ^t 

/*' ^ 'r 
(«0 (b) (C) (4) 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of jets in C.M.S. 
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In these lectures, I review theoretical attempts to understand 
the dynamics of jet formation, i.e., the mechanism of hadronization 
of hardly deflected (or created) constituent, and the dynamics of the 
fragmentation of an incident hadron into multihadron states owing 
to collision interaction. Since the relation between constituents 
and hadrons is most clearly seen in the distribution along the jet 
axis, I will concentrate on the problem of longitudinal distribution 
and discuss the underlying mechanism of how the total jet momentum 
is devided among produced hadrons. 

It is now widely recognized that high energy phenomena should 
be understood on the basis of constituent dynamics and internal 
structure of hadrons. As for hard interaction at short time and 
distance, quantum chromo-dynamics(QCD) is receiving increasing 
supports concerning various phenomenological consequences of its 

4) perturbative aspects. A remarkable consequence of QCD is the 
existence of gluon jets, which are now showing up in the hadronic 
decay of the upsilon and the three-jet structure of final states 
in the e e annihilation. Furthermore, QCD revised the 
conventional picture of jets with limited <PT> and scaled z 
distribution based on, now so called, naive parton model 
According to perturbative QCD approach, < P T

> of the quark (or gluon) 
jet increases almost linearly with the hardness Q of the short 
distance interaction, accompanied with mild scaling violation of the 

8) z distribution. It is to be reminded, however, that the 
prediction of the QCD jet picture can be tested only for the data 
with wide range in Q, while the conventional jet picture works quite 
well as the first approximation. 

On the other hand, the jet along an incident hadron, as weJl as 
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the soft hadronization process of the quark or gluon jet, cannot be 
dealt with by perturbative QCD method, since they are essentially 
non-perturbative phenomena and inevitably related to the confinement 
problem not yet solved. Therefore, at the present status, it is 
quite important to develop dynamical models based on composite 
structure of hadrons in order to attack the above problems. 
Along this direction, various models have been proposed and partly 
tested; some of them are models of quark-cascade, " 'quark-chain, 
parton-recombination, ' 'dressed quark fragmentation ' 'and so on. 
In these lectures I will try to give a critical survey of these models 
and discuss their interrelations in order to attain integrated 
understanding of the jet dynamics. 

The contents are organized as follows. We begin with the 
uncorrelated jet and parton models in Sect. 2 in order to clarify 
the implication of the kinematical constraint for the scaling. 

t. Sections 3, 5-7 are devoted^the survey of dynamical models. 
A brief introduction of the QCD jet picture is given in Sect. 4. 
Problem of the space-time evolution of hadronization process and 
comparison with nucleus target data are discussed in Sects. 8 and 9. 
Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 10. 

2. Roots of (1-x) behavior — Uncorrelated jet and parton models 

Before going into specific dynamical assumptions, let us begin 
with kinematics of longitudinal phase space. It will be shown 
that the (1-x) behavior (x-2pn//i), valid in various cases, can 

20) be most simply obtained in the uncorrelated jet model , owing to 
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the kinematical constraint. The variation of n according to 
particle species requires more details about dynamics, as we discuss 
later. 

Let us consider hadronic final states with two jet structure in 
the C.M.S. in the reaction 

a + b -» hadrons , 

where a and b are the beam and target hadrons in the case of soft 
+ _ hadron collisions (Fig. la) , or quark and antiquark in e e -> qq -> 

hadrons (Fig. lb). We take the longitudinal axis along the 
momentum of a in the C.M.S., which is defined event by event in the 
+ - + — 
e e annihilation, different from the e e axis. For simplicity, 
we disregard the p distribution and treat p_ as a constant. 

We define light-like momenta p +, rapidity y and transverse mass 
IIL, of a produced hadron as 

p ± = E ± p u = lys* 7 , 
(1) 

m^ = / m + p T , 

where p = (E/(PT , p ) is the four-momentum of the hadron. 
In the following, we regard IL, as a small constant (<1 GeV), since 
we do not go into the p distribution. 

Light-like fractions x + are defined by 

Etp 
* + = - r 1 , (2) 

/s 
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referring to the total energy /s in the C.H.S. 
At high enough energies, x + can be identified with the Feynmarfs 
longitudinal variable as 

2 p » x„ E —S- - x, at x->0, where x -0, 

-x_ at x„<0, where x +-0. 
(3) 

It often happens that light-like fractions become more convenient 
than x n > since they can be written a* 

x + - <E+p„) / (E+p„) a , 
(4) 

x_ = (E-p,) / (E-p„) b . 

which are invariant under longitudinal boost. 
Energy momentum conservation conjtraint in the C.M.S. can be 

written as 

5(/i - IE.)<5(Ip.> « |s(l-Ex.J«(l-Ex 4 ) i i i M s ± 11- x i 

The longitudinal phase space dp^/E, consisting of Lorentz invariant 
phase space d p/E=dp dp„/E, can be written as 

dp dx dx_ 
_^ = d v = _ ± = - _ _ , (5, 

We drop <3p_ in the following discussions, for simplicity. 
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2.1. Independence and democracy in longitudinal phase space 

As a model of multiparticle final state with least dynamical 
assumptions except for the p_ cut off, we first consider uncorrelated 

r 
jet model. For simplicity, we consider only one kind of paticles 
with common m ^ under the assumption of independent emission 
with strength A, the exclusive n-particle distribution is given by 

1 d°n P„ (y1(y2--.yn) ^ i ^ p ^ ; 

" N 0 ST SU-E* i +>*tt-E*iJ » <*> 

where N n is an overall normalization, and o._. • I o_ o tot _ n . n 
in this model, produced particles are completely democratic in the 
longitudinal phase space. 

2 Since x x_ » m_ /s - 0, particles with x +>0 are almost 
separated in phase space from those with x_>0. When we consider 
the distribution at x +>0, the constraint £x._ * 1 works as a cut off 
for x -0, but its exact form is irrelevant. Therefore, we may 
adopt the approximation 

S U - E X j J - n 6 ( x i + - e ) , e-Odn^/s), (7) 

and write dy=dx/x where x=x for brevity. Then from Eq.(6) 
we have 
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. do 
V v V s 5 ^ d x r . ? d x n 

,n , e(x.-e) 
""osr«H^i» ? — t - < 8 > 

One-particle distribution in n-particle state, P (x), and inclusive 
one-particle distribution P(x) are defined as 

P B(x) - n / ^ - Z M x - x ^ . P ^ , . . x n ) ' 

POO - Z P n<x)-
n 

In the approximation e-K), we obtain very simple result 

P(x) = Ax" 1(l-xJ X _ 1. (t) 

For completeness, let us briefly ivv ;?i".» ate the derivation of 
Eq.(9). 

He may express P_(x) as 

N„ X™ n-1 _ dx, n-1 
V*> - i^im ±lj' -sf' d U" 3 C" J 'i x3' . 

Substituting 

. iSd-x-Ex.) 
6( i -x-E X j ) - ^ / . . d e e 3 

and performing the integrations over dx., we obtain 
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V*> - S ( S T / > e i 5 ( 1 - x l I-E« (-«oi»-i. 

where El(-z) is the exponential integral. 

Ei(-Z) - -/" ̂ - dt. 

Summing up over n, we have 

A» 0 .. iUl-x)-XEt,(-i?e> 
p < x ) • ss 0 « e 

XN0 tU(l-») 

since Ei(-i^e) = ln(i£e) a* e-»0 . Then we obtain 

P ( x ) . _J!o_ i ( 1. x )*-i. 
E
Aru) x 

The overall normalization is N.=e r(X), in order to satisfy the sum 
rule 

I dx X Fix) - 1. ' o 

Thus we have reached the result, Eq.(9). 
Now, converting the role of x + and x_, we obtain at x_>0 

where x -0, 

i do , , , 
P(x_)= J^^ndir* X x - < 1 _ x-' • <10> 

tot -
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Since 

g K - x +P(x +) «x_P(x_), 

Egs.(9) and (10) for the forward and backward fragmentation regions 

x >0 and x_>0, respectively, are smoothly connected in the central 

region x ±~0, giving dN/dy - X. Therefore, we may constract an 

overall expression. 

|£ = X(l-x +) X" 1(l-x_) X - 1, (11) 

as an interpolation of Eqs.(9) and (10). In Eq.(11), the 

divergence of P(x ±) as x±-*0 in Egs. (9) and (10) is automatically 

avoided. He may further simplify Eg.(11) in terms of the radial 

variable x as 

| | = A ( l - x ) A _ 1 , (12) 

where 

2E = x ++x_. (13) 

Thus, we have obtained simple results expressed as Eqs.(9), 

(11) or (12) for the inclusive single-particle distribution in 

the uncorrelated jet model, under the energy momentum constraint in 

the longitudinal phase space. We note that the fugacity A gives 

the hightof the central plateau dN/dy = A at x +=0 and determines 
2 

the shape of the distribution. Dimensional parameters m_ and 
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s are hidden in the above expressions, where the scaling relation 
2 m_ /s = x x_ is implicit. Therefore, with increasing s, the central 

plateau prolongs as Feynman suggested, resulting the average 
multiplicity 

<n(s)> - /dy |^ = Xlns + const. . 

Similar to the derivation of Eq.(9), Inclusive two particle 
distribution for a+b -» c+d + anything can be obtained at 
x„. = x_> 0 and x.. = x- > 0 as 
c+ c d+ d 

c d 

An overall expression can be written as 

d N = A 2(l-x„ -x^) X _ 1(l-x„ -x^ ) X _ 1 (15) dy cdy d " A l i *c+*d+' l i *c- "d 

When c and d are produced in forward and backward regions, respectively, 
Eq.(15) satisfies the factorization 

d 2N _ ,2., .. . X-l„ „ ,A-1 _ dN dN 
5 y ^ = X a " x c + ' (1"xd-> = # ; d ^ 

since x ~ 0 and x.^ ~ 0. c- d* 
Thus, we have learned "the dynamics of the kinematics" in the 

longitudinal phase space, in a simple analytic way. More detailed 
studies, numerical as well as analytic, of the uncorrelated jet 

21) model have been carried out incorporating also the p_ spread. 
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2.2. Leadership of valence partons Kuti-Weisskopf model 

In the parton model, a fast moving hadron toward the longitudinal 

direction is regarded as a non-monochromatic .beam of partons 

collimated to the same direction. Namely, the light-like 

fraction x of a parton along the hadron momentum defined by 

(1«) 

is distributed in 0<x +<l, where k and P are the momenta of the 

parton and the hadron, respectively. It is assumed that parton; 

are collimated with k_<0(lGeV), and nearly on-mass shell, i.e., 

k 2 = k +k_ - k T
2 < 0(1 GeV 2) 

resulting 

*_-*.].« k + 

In the following, we concentrate our attention on the x. (=x.+) 

distribution. 
22) In the Kuti-Weisskopf model , the exclusive n-parton 

distribution inside a meson is given by 

,n-2 n , e<x.-e) 

VV--xn>=Vb2T! ̂ ^ W / l~^~ ' U 7 ) 

A 
where the Kuti-Weisskopf factors x. for valence partons denoted by 



i=l and 2 are introduced so that they have larger shares of the 
momentum fraction compared with sea partons (gluons and sea quarks) 
i>3. Except for these factors, the above distribution is quite 
similar to Eg.(8) for the uncorrelated jet model. 

3v 

Fig.2. How a meson looks like in the Kuti-Weisskopf model. 

Through similar manipulations as in 2.1, we obtain the inclusive 
distribution of the valence parton 

x . ^ U - * . ) ^ " 1 

P (X.) = -i i , i-1,2, (19) 
B(A,A+X) 

where B(a,b)=r(a)T(b)/r(a+b), and the sea distribution 

P s(x s) = Xx s" 1(l-x s) 2 A + J l" 1 (20) 

where x refers to any one of sea partor. 
We may obtain the joint distribution of v.. lence partons at 

x. and x, as 

P w ( , = H2A+X) ( X X ) A - 1 ( 1 _ X _,,*-!. ( 2 1 ) 
1 l rtA)'T(A) 1 * . * 

Similarly, other joint distributions such as valence-sea, 
valence-valence-sea are obtained as 
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, A-l -1,. .A+A-l 
vs X x l xs ( 1" xl" xs ) 

PVS(x.,x > ± ? ±-£ , (22) 
1 B(A,A+A) 

P^lx.^-.x) = A r ( 2 f X ) (x.x,)*"1, - 1 (l-x.-x.-x.J*"1. (23) 

1 * s r(A)^r(X) * •* s i ^ s 

Parton distributions inside a baryon can be obtained by 
A 

assuming the factors x. for three valence partons, 1*1, 2 and 3: 
x . ^ U - x . ) 2 ^ - 1 

pv(x ) - -± i , (24) 
B(A,2A+A) 

P S(x s) = Xx s" 1(l-x 8) 3 A + X" 1, (25) 

^l A" 1- S" 1< 1- xl-s> 2 A +"" 1 P v s ( X l , x J = — ± § ±_S ( 2 6 ) 
s 3(A,2A+A) 

Although deep inelastic scattering only measures single-parton 
distribution, joint distributions contain more detailed knowledge 
of the hadron structure. They are utilized in parton 
recombination model for small p_ hadron production, as we come 
back in Sect. 4. 

Finally, we discuss important characteristics of the Kuti-
Weisskopf model. 

In the Kuti-Weisskopf type distributions, the kinematical 
constraint, Z x.=l, and the leading valence effect are built-in. 

i 1 

In the formula of inclusive distributions such as above, the 
exponents of x. and (1-x. -x.) satisfy the valence counting rule, 
i.e., the following factors appear in the formula: 
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xt
 x and (l-x i-..--x j) nX A + X- 1 

where n.=l for i=valence and n.=0 otherwise, and n„ is the number 
of valence partons in the anything state in the inclusive distribution 
as hadron-»i+-•-+j+anything. 

The value of A is determined by the Regge behavior of the 
v -V 0 ) 

valence distribution P (x)-x at x~0. 

A - l-aR(0), (27) 

where aR(0) is the intercept of the vector-tensor trajectory. 
However, the value A=0.5 corresponding to aR(0)=l/2 is quite 
insufficient to make the sea distribution (25) strongly damped as 
x -»1, since it is different from the valence distribution only by 
factor (1-x) . Recent data on nuclecn structure function indicate 

s 6 9 
that the sea-quark distribution behaves as xP (x)-(l-x) ~ , while 
xPv(x)~x * ~ (1-x) . In order to accomodate with the data, 
various versions of the Kuti-Weisskopf model have been proposed by 
assuming more detailed form of the leading factors or 24) phenomenologically changing the inclusive parametrization. 

Anyway, sea partons in the Kuti-Weisskopf model and its versions 
are completely uncorrslated except for the overall momentum 
conservation. Therefore, "the temperature of the sea-partons" 
is very high, in a vague sense that the correlation is absent among 
them similar to the ideal gas limit of real gas at high temperature. 
However, there are strong indications of the correlation and ordering 
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among sea quarks concerning the flavor structure of the hadron 
reactions. We now proceed to discuss "a cold and adiabatic 
evolution of the cloud" from fast moving quark. 

3. Quark-chain model and cascade structure 

3.1. Quark cascade model 

Let us consider meson distributions in a quark jet in a 
process such as e e~ -»qq -»hadrons. In the quark cascade model, "* 
mesons are emitted through the cascade of basic subprocess q(x) -» 
meson+q'(x') as shown in Fig.3, where x and x' are the light-like 
fractions of the quark momenta with respect to the initial quark. 
Assuming that the momentum separation of the subprocess depends 
only on the ratio x'/x, we obtain the following recurrsive equation 
for the meson distribution: 

g(z) = k(z) + /z
ldiig(-|-) f(x), (28) 

where g(z) is the inclusive meson distribution with light-like 
fraction z of the initial quark in the phase space dz/z, while k(z) 
and f(x) are irreducible probability distributions of a meson and 
a child quark, respectively, satisfying k(z)/z=f(x)/x| , ,i.e., 

k(z) = ̂  f (1-z) . (29) 

The recurrsive relation can be described as Fig.4, and follows from 
the relation of probab ility density in dz, 
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^ L = ^ + ; ; d x m ) / ; d y 3 ^ 6 ( 2 . J c y ) . 

- ^ "C* * 
Fij.4. 

For a simple case 

f(x) = XxX, (30) 

we obtain 

g(z) = A(l-z! X _ 1 , (31) 

which is the same form as the distribution zP(z) in the uncorrelated 
jet model, Eq.(9). However, the mesons in the final state are 
strongly correlated as seen from Fig.4, since the ordering in the 
momentum fraction follows the order of emission on the average. 
Especially, the first meson containing initial quark is relatively 
fast. We may introduce different flavors of the quarks, putting 
X=X +Xd+X + — . Then, the above ordering can be easily seen 
from the flavor structure of the final state. For example, K 
and K~ are strongly correlated than K and K~ in the rapidity 
space, where rapidity Y is given by Y= lnp /m =lnz+lnP+/m_, since 
two K cannot be produced succesively. Thus, we may regard the 
meson distribution in the quark cascade model as a consequence of 
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"the evolution of cold meson cloud", keeping the memory of how they 
are produced. 

The above properties of the ordering is a general characteristics 
of the cascade structure. The solution of Eq.(28) can be 
obtained for arbitrary f(x) by invoking the Mellin transformation 
technique. Namely, in terms of 

f(J) = / dzzJ""2f(z), (32) 

and so forth for q and k, we can rewrite Eq.(28) as 

g(J) = k(J) + f (J)g(J), (33) 

and obtain the solution 

g(J) = k(J) / (l-f(J)), (34) 

g(z) = 27J dj-z ug(J), (35) 

where c is an appropriate real positive constant ensuring the 
convergence of the integral. 

If the condition 

/ ^ f (x) = 1 (36) 

is satisfied, the cascade process proceeds with the probability one, 
so that an isolated quark does not come out with finite x in the 
final state. Therefore, this condition for the quark jet in the 
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e e annihilation corresponds to the quark confinement. 
The quark cascade model was also applied to hadronic processes 

9) by Fukuda and Iso, assuming the constituent quark structure of 
hadrons. They have relaxed the above condition so as to 
introduce the recombination probability with other cascading quarks. 
(see Sect.8.1). 

3.2-Quark chain model 

In the naive p:-rton model, the hadronization process of a 
quark jet is treated as if it is the decay of a quark into hadrons, 
leaving a very slow quark which will afterwards join, in the case 
of the e e~ annihilation, with a slow antiquark from the' antiquark 
jet. However, the evolution of the quark jet is not an 
isolated phenomenon of the quark decay, but it must be related to 
the color confinement mechanism in some essetial way. 

In reality, it may be a very complicated process involving 
fragmentation and recombination of quarks and gluons such as shown 
in Fig.5. Still, if we notice the net flavor flow among find 
hadrons and initial quark and antiquark in the case of e e -»qq-» 
hadrons, we may reasonably assume the quark chain structure as 
shown in Fig.6, in accordance with the IOZ rule and the short 
range flavor correlation in the rapidity space in the frame where 

12) q and q are colmear. 
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In the above, the pair of momenta of q and q gives the driving 
2 2 

force to produce multiparticle final state, since (p +p-) *Q >0, 

even if we may treat the quark as exactly massless and on-shell. 

In contrast, massless particle cannot decay into massive particles 

spontaneously. 

As an underlying mechanism for the formation of the quark-chain, 

we may imagine that the color electric flux between separating 

triplet color and its complimentary color induces polarization of 

qq pairs, and then they recombine into hadrons attaining the color 
•5"5ii*Iu 25) 

neutralization,as suggested by*1cogut and Susskind. 
So much for the philosophy of the quark chain model, let us 

now consider the momentum distribution of produced hadrons in the 

process e e~ -»qq -»hadrons. Considering the light-like 

fractions x« of a hadron with respect to the momenta of q and q as 

in Sect.2.1, we may assume the cascade structure of * + from the 

parent quark and that of x_ from the parent antiquark. This 

assumption implies a dual partition of parents' momenta among final 

hadrons, in the sense that the quark chain emitting mesons between 

initial quark and antiquark can be regarded at the same time as the 

quark cascade from the initial quark concerning the fraction x , 

and also as the antiquark cascade in the opposite direction 

concerning x_, as illustrated in Fig.7. Since x +x_=m / S i w e 

may easily see that the ordering in x implies those in x_ in the 
opposite directions. 

Fcv7. 
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For the inclusive single hadron distribution, the above 
assumption leads to 

f = - - . (37, 
° y 9(0) 

which reduces to dN/dy-g(x+) at x+>0. For the case of f(z)=Az , 
we obtain 

||» A(l-x +) A' J.-xJ*"1 - AU-x)*- 1 

If we do not inquire into the quantum number structure of final 
states, we obtain in this case the same form of inclusive two 
hadron distribution as Eq.(IS) in the uncorrelated jet model. 

As an illustration to distinguish the quark chain model from 
naive fragmentation model, let us consider the upsilon decay into 
hadrons through three gluons. We assume that each gluon 
fragments into a qq pairs which forms color octet, and then hadrons 
are produced from color singlet qq' pairs where q and q' 
originate from different gluons, as shown in Fig.8. The 
circulation of the triplet colors is described in Fig.9. In this 
model we may predict various properties of the upsilon -»hadrons 
using the data on e e -*qq ->hadrons as inputs. 

i < \ •• -<- - ••'.•>) 

V/ 
V ,i t \ ii i 

1 
i 

ii i 
i 
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We note that the hadronic final state in the upsilon decay is 
not colinear as in e e -»qq -»hadrons, but coplanar in the plane 
determined by the momenta of three gluons, under the assumption of 
colinearity of gluon->qq. 

Now let us consider the momentum distribution of hadrons from 
a qq' pair, which is not at rest in the rest system of the upsilon. 
We can easily handle this [roblem without complicated Lorentz boost, 
by utilizing the Sudakov paramettrization of a hadron momentum p: 

PU ' «•„ + n b W + V < 3 B ) 

where a and b denote the momenta of parents q and q', respectively, 
2 2 

satisfying a «=b =0, and 

ac = be = 0. (39) 

2 
We note that £,n and c are all Lorentz scalars given by 

? = 2P b/ sab' n = 2P a / sab' 
(40) 

-2 2 
c = m h - Sns a b, 

2 where s ,=(a+b) =2ab. From these expressions, we can easily 
2 2 -

see that £,,r\ and -c coincide with x+,x_ and p* in the CMS of qq" 
with longitiinal axis directing the momentum of q. For completeness 
we show in Fig.10 how to perform the Lorentz boost from an arbitrary 
system to the CMS. 
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Fig. 10. a) Arbitrary system-»colinear system, 
b) Colinear system-* CMS. 

Thus, the properties of Lorentz invariant distribution in terms of 
2 -

;,n and c can be easily inferred in the CMS of qq', e.g., 

Ed3N 
dp" 

E*d3H (qg1-* hX) - Z-±f <qq'-» hX) - pU,n;pjp. (41) 
dp 

S imi la r l y , we may paramet r ize i n c l u s i v e two-hadron d i s t r i b u t i o n 

qq" -»h c h d X as 

c a 
* * 6 E„E .d N c d 

diTTdp"7 d P ; 3 d P * 3 
= P U c . 5 d . n c . n d ; P c * . P d * ) - (42) 

An immediate and important consequence of the hadron distribution 
2 -

with Pf + mh < < s
a b * s t n a t t n e Y a r e collimated along q or q' according 

2 2 to E>0 or n>0, respectively, since £n=(nv +p* )/s a b
=0. 

Therefore, at sufficiently high s , , final hadrons distribute as 
if they are independent fragments of q and q' as told in the naive 
fragmentation model. In contrast to the naive model, however, 
the quark chain model provides a smooth connection of the central 
region with the fragmentation regions of q and q'. 
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Therefore, the average multiplicity depends on s . which is affected 
by the opening angle of a and b, which is not the case in the naive 
model. The average multiplicity in the T decay is consistent 
with the data in this model, in contrast to too high result of 
the naive fragmentation model. 

A straightforward extention of the quark-chain model to e e~* 
qqG-» hadrons may be described by a webbed foot diagram shown in 
Fig.11. The quark chain model and similar approaches based on 

26) dual-sheet picture have been applied to hadronic and lepton-hadron 
reactions,where the diagrams such as shown in Figs.12 and 13 have 
been considered. We will come back to such processes in section 

_ 2 ^ cr > C 
Fc8.11. F t |J2 . Fi>13. 

3.3. Resonances, fireballs and the parent-child relation 

In the previous arguments in this section, we have discussed 
the distribution of hadrons directly produced from the quark chain. 
Rigorously speaking, what are produced directly are not restricted 
to stable hadrons. They may be hadrons, resonances and fireballs, 
considered as color neutral clusters of qq(or qqq) plus gluons 
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characterized by finite mass and limiting temper . ure. The mass 
of a fireball (or cluter) is estimated to be 1-2 GeV, and average 

27) decay multiplicity 3-5. 
In hadronic reactions, it is reported that only 30% of pions 

are produced directly, while others are decay products of resonances. 
Here we discuss briefly the distribution of indirectly produced 
particles through the decay of a resonance (or a fireball), given 
its distribution XdN/dX«G(X) in terms of the light-like fraction X 
with respect to some jet source. Since the decay is an on-shell 
process, the fraction 

. (e+P>child _ V * ,,,, 
( E + P > parent J^e1 

is invariant under longitudinal boost. Therefore, we may obtain 
invariant distribution zdN/dz»F(z) from the phase space integral. 
The final result of the particle distribution with respect to the 
jet source is the convolution (Fig.14), 

i I g(x) = / dXG(X)/ dzF(z)6(x-Xz) 

= / SS G(X)F(f). (44) 

FiJ-H. 

Recently, it was noted that F(z) can be approximated in may 
cases by the form 

F(z) = F Qz A(l-z) B, (45) 
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where F Q, A and B are constant to be adjusted according to the 
28) nature of the decayed state. 

If we may put 

G(X) = G 0X C(1-X) D, (46) 

we obtain, for C<A, 

g(x) =F 0G 0x C(l-x) B + D + 1q(x)< <47> 

where g(x) is a mild function for 0<x<l, written as 

J. [l-(l-x)t] 1 + c + D A . 

V/e see from Eq. (47) that directly produced particle tends to 
dominate over indirect one as x-»l, due to the penalty of extra 
factor (l-x) B + 1. 

4• Chromodynamic cascade shower of quarks and gluons 

Generally speaking, there are plenty of cascade processes in 
nature such as air shower of cosmic rays, reactions inside the 

•/ nuclearpower plants, and so on. They may be classified into two 
/•̂  

categories: recurrsive chain type and branching shower type, or, in 
other words, ivy and tree types, such as shown in Pigs. 15 and 16. 
Of cource, the quark chain model in Sect.3 belongs to the former. 
On the other hand, the jet picture in perturbative QCD approach 
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belongs to the latter, regarded as a cascade shower involving quarks 
and gluons. In this section we briefly discuss this picture. 

y / / / / 
Or 

- < < < < < < < < < 
Fig.15. Chain type cascade. Fig.16. Shower type cascade. 

4.1. Parton picture in QCD 

First of all, the p»rton pfcture in QCD is different from 
naive one with scaling distribution, but it belongs to the scale 
invariant parton model 29) in which definition of the parton changes 

For instance, a quark parton at with the resolution scale. 
2 

certain Q Q turns out to be a quark plusigluon or more with increasing resolution Q , which is the momentum squared characterizing the hard subprocess. Therefore, parton distributions inside a 
2 hadron changes with Q , as described by the Altarelli-Parisi 

evolution equations (see Fig.17): 

4 % ^ = ̂ 1 f [̂ (y.yp̂  (5) + G ( y,t,P G<J (£)], 
(49) 

•?G(x,t) 
•3 t 

where the index i runs over quarks and antiquarks of all flavors, 
2 2 

and the evolution variable is defined by t=lnQ /Q Q , which 



determines the coupling strength in the leading log approximation as 

,„, 33-2N. 
« ( t ) «<"> 2 , b = - T 2 i i , (50) 

l+ba(0)ln(QVQ0 ) 

N» being the number of flavors. The branching functions are 
given by the lowest order emission diagrams in QCD such as 
q(p) ->q(zp)+G, with the following results: 

PqG (2) = 4 usi-al f 

(51) 

P G
q (z) = -^[z 2+(l-z) 2l , 

where the distribution (f(z))+ is defined by 

j\f (z)) + g(z)dz = Jl
of(z)[g(z)-g(l)l dz. (52) 

2 Thus, from initial distributions at sufficently large Q. in the 
leading log approximation, we may obtain evolved distributions at 
2 Q . Standard technique to solve the evolution appeals to the 

Mellin trnasformation, as briefly discussed for the QCD jets in the 
next subsection. 
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Fig.17. Altarelli-Parisi evolution equation, 

4.2. Jet picture in QCD 

let us now consider a jet from a parton which is kicked out by 
2 a hard subprocess characterized by Q . Since the definition of 

2 partons depends on Q in QCD, the properties of the jet changes 
2 also with Q . Instead of considering a jet of hadrons, we may 

2 2 look at it as a jet of partons defined at Q Q« Q , bypassing the 
confinement problem related to hadronization. 

2 In the perturbative QCD approach, the kicked out parton at Q 
can be regarded as a jet of partons with degraded resolution 
2 2 Q. <Q , given by the branching process reciprocal to the evolution 

2 
of the parton distribution with Q such as shown in Fig.18. 



Inside a jet with Q , single parton distribution D a "* (x,t) for 
2 a(p) -»b(xp)+any thing, where b is defined at fixed Q Q , satisfies 

the evolution equation 

•5 | D
a - b < x , t ) - 2 ^ I ? ( ^D a-» i(|,t)P 1

b(«). (53) 
i '* 

where t=ln(Q /Q. ), and P. (z) are the same as in Eq.(51). 
Converting into the moment space, 

lDn(t) = J dx x n D(x,t), & n =\ dzz'ku). (54) 

and using the double log variable, 

Y = 2ib l n 1+a bln2_-|, (55) 
Q 0 ' 

we may rewrite Eq.(53) as 

dD a _ > b(Y) . . . 
" .f(fl^ • (56) 
aY n n 

The solution of Eq.(56) is 

D n(Y) = Dn(0) exp(anY) , 

=D (0) ? — S . (57) 
n 1=0 11 

Eq.(57) can be interpreted as summing up all possible pathes in all 
possible branching processes, as illustrated in Fig.19. 
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1 2 * 

Fij.fi. 

Furthermore, multiparton distributions inside a QCD jet can 
be computed as explored by Konishi, ukawa and Veneziano. 
For instance, inclusive two parton distribution D c(x,y;Y) for 
a(p)->b(xp)+c(yp)+anything satisfies the equafcionfsee Fig.20) as 

X r' 
Da^bC(x,y; ,„-£«.£ dwD"^1 (w, Y-Y') -dzdz -P1"*^ (z, z ') x 

^ D J * « ^ , ^ D k * C * ' Y , ) ' ( 5 8 ) 

where 

P^^fz.z') = ?(z+z,-l)PJ-"rJ(z). B 1 ^ , (59) 

T X' 

Fie..20. Two parton distribution a-»c+d+anything. 
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In terms of double moments. 

D

m n ( Y ) = \ d K \ d y x I I l y n D < X < Y ; Y > 
*6 *n 

P, ,, = / dz/ dz' Z V 4 ' P < Z , Z ' ) . 

(60) 

We may rewrite Eq.(58) as 

,Y 
D3"*° (Y) = \ dY ' D*"* (Y-Y')PX"*j* Dj"* (Y ") Dk"*? (Y ') . (61) mn \ m+n mn m n 'o 

Introducing E-variable conjugate to Y as 

5(E) = /™dY~EYD(Y), (62) 

we may further rewrite Eq.(61) as 

Da"^(E)=<a| (E-^ m. n)" 1|i>P i^<j,k| (E-A -A )_1|b,c>, (63) mn ' m+n ' mn ' m n ' 

where <j,k| (A m) £^ n) i'|b,c>=<j| ̂ jV**^! (A n) £ |c> is implied. 
Thus, the moment of the inclusive distribution in the E space 
satisfies a relation analogous to the amplitude in old fashioned 
perturbation theory, where inclusive distributions are regarded as 
Green's functions, and moments are conserved at the vertex given by 
the QCD branching functions. These results are generalized for 
inclusive multiparton distributions and summarized as an algorithm 

31) for QCD jets by KUV. Some result of application are the 
followings: 

1) Gluon jets are softer in x and wider in p_, than quark jets. 
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Quantitatively, the ratio of the multiplicity is determined by 
the color factor asymptotically as 

< n >G-iet . CA _ <i 
< n >q-jet CF " 4 ' 

2) Multiplicity distribution exhibits long range correlations 
as 

_p_ /<n(n-l)>-<n>2" f 1 / / J f o r G ^ e t ' 
1/3/2 for q-fet. 

3) The transverse structure of Q('.D jets is quite broad, as 

^ 1 , 2 * " < X 1 X 2 > Q 2 ° S ( Q 2 ) 

for the relative p of two partons in the jet. Here, the p 
structure can by treated because it is regarded as the merkmal of 

2 
the virtuality Q , although the formulation is explicitly concerned 
with longitudinal structure. 

In the above picture of QCD jets, as branching evolution of 
partons, we are not dealing with the hadronization problem, i.e., 
how partons recombine into hadrons without leaving colored quanta 
in the final state. Still, it is possible to show within 
perturbative approach that the QCD jets prepare the condition of 
confinement, in the sense that they evolve to form color singlet 

. . . 2 
clusters with finite mass, irrespective to initial Q as shown m 
Fig.21. This result found by Amati and Veneziano is called 

32) 
pre-conf mement . 



Colo* sin^Jtti ef*st«<T 

3 

R*.21. 

Finally, it should be stressed that the angular or transverse 
profile of QCD jets arc qualitatively different from naive parton 
jets of limited transverse momentum, as first noted by Stermann and 

33) Weinberg. First subtle evidence has been reported from 
PETRA experiments as the discovery of the qqG components in 
e e~ -» hadrons. 

5. Parton recombination models for spectator jets 

As a sii„ple approach to relate parton distributions inside a 
hadron with the inclusive hadron spectra in soft hadronic reactions, 
we now discuss quark recombination models for hadron production. 

5.1. Meson production 

4-It has been observed that the inclusive x distributions of it 
and n~ in pp collisions are very similar to the u and d quark-parton 
distributions inside a proton measured in deep inelastic scattering. 
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Since it -ud and Ti~"~du, this similarity indicates the important role 

of valence guarks-uud inside a proton. 

As a model to embody this similarity. Das and Hwa proposed 

a parton recombination model, as described in Fig.22 for pp 

collisions. Namely, an energetic meson in the fragmentation 

region is produced by recombination of a valence quark distributing 

as before the collision, and an antiquark which is created from an 

excited gluon. Here, it is presupposed that valence quarks pass 

through in the collision without interacting strowjly, while gluons 

surrounding them become turbulent on account of strong interaction 

during the collision. 

The longitudinal distribution is obtained as follows (xsx+=X|,): 

xdN f d x l d x 2 
^ ^ F l ^ . x ^ l x ^ x ^ x ) ^ ^ (64) 

where F(x.,x2) is the two-parton distribution function in the beam 

side just after the collision but before the hadronization, and 

R(x, ,x-;x) is the recombination function for q(x,)+q(x-) -»meson 

(x=x,+x,) . For pp-»itX, the following forms were adopted: 
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F(x1,x2)=Fu(x1)F^(x2)p(x1,x2) , 

p(xlfx2)=B. (l-x1-x2)':K 'efl-Xj-Xj) , 
(65) 

where F (x.) is the u-parton distribution measured in deep 
inelastic scattering, and 

Fg(x2) = Cg-(l-x 2) 7 , (66) 

while 

R(x 1 (x 2;x). R(? i r5 2) 4 (q+Cj-U , ^-Xj/x, 
(67) 

R ( W = V<«r«2>\ 

with the values k=l, a 6=4.3 which is within the constraint a<6 
and the expectation 6-1, and Cg=0.4 which is somewhat enhanced 
compared with the sea quark distribution measured in deep inelastic 
scattering, a reasonable fit to the data at large x(>0.5) was 
obtained. 

Here I make a few comments. First, Eq.(65) for the joint 
distribution function is very questionable in its construction. 
The behavior of j>(x-,x2) at x.+x2-l was obtained from the penalty 
to put two valence quarks in the wee region. Therefore, Eq.(65), 
with F (Xj) as the u-quark distribution which is also subject to the 
same penalty, contains double counting. Second, the value k=l 
was not in agreement with the dimensional counting, which gives 
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k=3 as the number of quarks udd in the anything state. Third, 
the value of of̂  may be quite small compared with its upper limit, 
which corresponds to the configuration that the produced meson is 
composed of bare qq without gluons, since half of the energy of a 
hadron seems to be carried by gluons. In addition to the 
recombination of bare qq, we may expect that many gluons take part 
in pushing the produced meson to large x. 

As an alternative to Eq.(65), the two-parton distribution 
given by the Kuti-Weisskopf model was also employed by DeGrand and 
Miettinen, in discussing associated meson distribution with the 

i n Drell-Yan process. Since the sea quark distribution in the 
Kuti-Weisskopf model is not soft enough, a detailed modification 
of it was considered and applied to the recombination model by 

36) Texas group. 
Prior to the ffourishing of the recombination models such as 

above, the quark fusion model was proposed by Biyajima and Miyamura, 
38) and explored by Bonn group. This is an extension of the 

Drell-Yan mechanism for massive photon(-»lepton pair) production to 
the meson production as follows: 

(6S) i! " C l W f g ( X - > + C2 fq (V V*-J 

C.f (x+)f-(0) , for x+>0 in pp-»TCX. 

Thus, the longitudinal distribution is almost proportional to the 
quark-parton distribution in this model. Although the fusion 
mechanism may be relevant for massive hadron production such as 
J/i|), it is not very plausible that the meson production in certain 
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fragmentation region is dominated by fusion of q and q from different 
hadrons colliding. Actually, the impulse approximation for the 
fusion picture breakc down it the produced meson mass is not large 
enough, since one of x becomes too small. 

5.2. Baryon production 

As a pioneering work to apply the quark-gluon dynamics to low 
p T hadron reaction, Pokorski and Van Hove proposed in 1974 a 
recombination model for pp-»pX. This was based on the 
observation that the same average 0.5 is found for the elasticity 
of the leading proton distribution from the proton beam and the 
total momentum fraction of quark-partons inside the proton. 
Presupposing that only the glues of colliding protons interact 
strongly and turn into multiparticle final state while quarks pass 
through and recombine into protons or its excited states as 
illustrated in Fig.24, they proposed the following for the (excited) 
proton distribution: 

!|I =^P v v v( X l-x 2,x 3) 6(x-x1-x2-x3)dx1dx2dx3, (69) 

, wv. . where f (x^x^x^ i s the joint valence distribution such as 
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P m ( x , , J , , x , | = - c o n c , t - ;, , x.+x.+x^l . (70) 
1 * J x£+x£+x~ i t s 

The single valence-quark distribution is obtained as (denoting i=l 
for the d-quark in the proton, for simplicity) 

P V(x 1) = ( ldxA X l 2dx 3 P v v v(x 1,x 2,x 3) , (71) 

which gives a reasonable description of the deep inelastic data 
although the fall off p'lj^) - U - x ^ 2 as x1-»l is too mild. 

The joint distribution (70) gives the flat proton distribution 
dN/dx=constant, in agreement with the data. However, it should 
be noted that the quantum number structure of the inclusive 
distribution indicates that the flat behavior is due to the 
contribution that two valence quarks of the beam emerge in one baryon, 
common to pp^»nX and AX, while the contribution that three valence 
quarks iiione baryon give diftractive peak at x-1, as illustrated 
in Fig..25.39) 

If we rewrite Eq. (69) as Eq.(64), the recombination function 
is written as 

R(x 1 #x 2,x 3) = Sd-^-^-tj) , q=x i/x , (72) 
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which implies that all of the valence quarks recombine into one 
(excited) proton with the probability one. Recently, an estimate 
of this probability was obtained to be 0.35~0.4, while the probability 
0.6-0.5 for two valence quarks in one baryon, from an analysis of 
hyperon productions in pp collisions 40) 

U •x<nvl 

Fig.25. Classification of baryon distributions. 

Recently, Ranft discussed the leading proton distribution 
4 1 ) • • triggering a large p_ meson or a massive dilepton, generalizing 

the recombination model of Pokorski and Van Hove. He put 

R(x1,x2,x3;x) = 120S1?253« U1+Z2H3-T-) . (73) 

P v v v(x 1,x 2,x 3) = B p-P vtx 1)P v!x 2)P v(x 3) (l-x1-x2-x3)"|f . (74) 

although the above form of three valence distribution is subject 
to the criticism mensioned before, it was claimed that the value 
=-0.3 gives acceptable approximation for single valence 
distribution. A reasonable fit was obtained :or the British-

42) Scandinabian-French data of large p_ meson trigger. 
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Thus, the parton recombination picture is still in some midway 
of its development. Anyhow, it is extremely interesting 
to explore joint parton distributions not measured in deep 
inelastic scattering. 

6. Dressed quark picture and fragmentation models 

We have seen that the role of gluons bearing ha]f of the 
energy momentum of a hadron is disregarded in the parton 
recombination models, except as the source of the qq pair creation. 
It is quite possible, however, that soft hadron reactions are 
described not by independent partons but in terms of dressed quarks 
with gluon clouds. We may regard the additive quark picture for 
multiparticle production shown in Fig.26 as a realization of this 

43) viewpoint. The additive quark picture, giving 
o (MB)/o (BB)~2/3, was also applied to give the production rate 

44) of various mesons in the fragmentation region. Now we discuss 
the problem of longitudinal distributions in this picture. 

Fig.26. Additive quark picture for multiparticle production. 
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6.1. Dressed quark distribution 

If a baryon is regarded as an additive system of three dressed 
quarks, which are called "constituent quarks", the baryon momentum 
is shared among themselves. Therefore, we have the joint 
distribution as 

P V V V(x 1,x 2,x 3) = F(x1,x2,x3)il(l-x1-x2-x3) . (75) 

A simple choice may be 

P(x,,x,txJ = r ( 3 A-l(x. x, x , ) A _ 1 , (76) 
1 2 3 ]-<A) L 2 3 

which gives 

A-l,, >2A-1 x » x(l-x )' 
PV(x.) = -± ± . (77) 

B(A,2A) 

Obviously, we have the equi-partition of x on the average, <x.>=l/3, 
as in the naive quark model with non-relativistic motion. 
However, the distribution in the full range of 0<x.<l may be taken 
as a result of highly relativistic internal motion. The above 

9 17 451 form is adopted in many papers, ' ' but with different values 
of A, as we discuss later. 

Previously, Altarelli et al. derived the constituent quark 
distribution in the nucleon from the broken SU(6) »0(3) scheme, 
regarding the constituent quark as a cluster of partons. 
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The result was rather complicated. Kanki applied the 
Kuti-Weisskopf type model for the parton distribution inside each 
constituent quark, consisting of one valence quark-parton and sea 
ot quarks and gluons. Taking the convolution of them with 
constituent quark distribution (77) with A=2, he obtained parton 
distributions inside a nucleon. The behavior of sea quark 
distribution at large x is too close to that of valence quark 
distribution. As an alternative in the constituent quark picture, 
Hirose and Kanki considered multiperipheral chain as the dress of 

47) the constituent quark, and explored phenomenological consequences. 
On the other hand, in the context of the QCD evolution picture, 

it was suggested that the constituent quark itself is a parton 
48) looked at with course resolution. 

6.2. Meson production in fragmentation models 

In the dressed quark picture, the meson distribution in pp 
collisions at large x is often attributed to the fragments of 
constituent quarks given by 

dN f 
dx y 

1 
t 
. z * v~z~' " Q r 
«* P V

(-^) D"( Z) , (78) 

ft /-WZZE 1̂1 

F c ^ l . 
where D^1 (z) is the fragmentation function of a constituent quark 
Q(p) into a meson(zp)+anything. If we identify D- (z) with the 

M —1 
quark-parton fragmentation function such as D (z)~z (1-z), and 
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use Eq.(77), we obtain the behavior 

if' dt t 2 
x|| . ( l. x,2&«\ dt t^ll-t) ( 7 9 ) 

X K tl-(X-x)t] i - A 

The value A=l is compatible with the data (1-x) , while A=2 is 
excluded. (By the way, if we consider the convolution of quark-
parton distribution in the proton and its fragmentation, we obtain 
xdN/dxMl-x) , similar to the case A=2, and the absolute 
normalization too small. ) As for the normalization in Eq.(78), 
we should subtract the possibility that some of the valence 
constituents go into the leading baryon. 

Similarly, we may discuss meson distribution from meson beams, 
starting from the joint distribution: 

Pvv(x.,x.) = ̂ Ai(x 1x,) A" 1S(l-x 1-x.) , (80) 

which gives 

A-l„ .A-l 
X. (1-Xj) 

P V( X l) = -± ± (81) 
B(A,A) 

Convoluting this with D (z)~z (1-z), we obtain 

*| « (l-x, A + 1[ d t t A" 1 ( 1^' (82) 
o 

In order to match with the data, which behaves roughly as -(1-x) ~ , 
45) the parameter A should not be as large as 1. Mmakata 

adopted A«l/2, requiring the Regge behavior P (x.)~x. ' at x,~0. 
An extreme possibility A-0, which implies 
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6(x1)+6(x1-l) PV(x,) - ± ± (83) 
x 2 

49) was suggested by Lund group, ' presupposing that the configuration 
x~l is biased leaving the other at x~0 so as to interact with the 
other hadron. They have also studied the role of vector meson 
production, and obtained the ratio 3:1 for direct vector and 
pseudoscalar productions in the quark cascade model, and the 
distribution of direct mesons, D ' (z)=const.. 

q 
Thus, the fragmentation of the constituent quark gives 

resonable results adjusting the value of A and identifying D Q (z) 
with the quark parton fragmentation. However, there is no firm 
reason that the dressed quark fragments in the same way as the naked 
one does. Actually the K /IT ratio from u-quark seems to be 
quite different between them: the data shows pp-»K /n -0.5 at large 
x_=2p //s and 90° which may be due to the u-parton fragmentation, 
while -0.1 at large x^and small angles where dressed u-quark may be 
dominant. 

7• Quark-diquark chain model and dual sheet picture 

In the additive quark picture, a baryon is regarded as a simple 
sum of three constituent quarks, and the effect of confinement is 
tentatively disregarded. However, there are some indications 
that, when we devide a baryon into a constituent quark and the rest, 
the remaining diquark system is more energetic than the shape of the 
baryon spectra in pp collisions, extending to large x. 
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Another indication is that the energy loss of the beam like state 
inside a nucleus in p-nucleus collisions seems to be quite small. 
Therefore, it may be fruitful to investigate the possibility that 
a baryon behaves as a quark-diquark system. If we incorporate 
this picture with the quark chain model discussed in section 3.2, 
we obtain a simple and unified model of meson, baryon and 

14) atibaryon productions from any beam of hadrons. Now we discuss 
this model and related problems concerning dual topological picture. 

7.1. Quark-diquark chain model 

Let us assume that mesons, baryons and antibaryons are emitted 
from the chains of quark and diquark such as illustrated in Fig.28. 

This assumption leads to the coupled cascade equation of 
q and qq (q and qq) for i ->c+anything where i=q,qq and c=M,B,B, as 
follows: 

g?(z) = k?(z) + M ^ f{(x) gj<-jr> • ( 8 4 ) 

This equation is a generalization of Eq.(28), characterized by basic 
subprocesses shown in Fig.29. 

**> - ' C 
% - \ 
- M —' - , B 

%% c 
F.-,.M. . F * ^ -



Given the function f(x), which determines (k(z) by a relation 
similar to Eq.(29), we may obtain the solution in moment space, 

g(J) = [l-f'(J)]"1 k(J) . (85) 

The hadron distribution from beam hadron a is obtained from the 
convolution 

c r1 

XdN° f dx. . 
-3sr"l\ ir"h>i^i^.> • < 8 6 ) 

i jj( i i 

where we put 

_ j^ A-l 
hg<*) = hg(x) = X P J ( X ) = X ^X) • < 8 7> 

as Eq.(81) for mesons, while 

A,, .A-l h|(x) = 2ULi=Sl 
B B(A,A) 

A,, .A-l 
h g g ( x , = * < i -«>— 

B(A,A) 

(88) 

for baryons. We may relate the parameters A and A to the 
r _ 

intercepts of ef fec t ive M, and M4 meson t r a j e c t o r i e s (M_~qq, M,-qqqq), 

2 , " M ' 0 ' " 1 

, q. m . -A 2 
h M ( x = — > - s ~ s 

(89) 

2 - QM ( 0 ) - 1 

, qq, / , -A n 4 
h B < X = - i - ' ~ S ~ S 
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(We note that o(0) is defined as the leading pole in moment (J) 
space.) 
Plausible values are 0.5<A<1, 1.5<A<2, corresponding to 
0<exM (0)<0.5 and -1<^-M (0)s-0.5. 

As for t h e emiss ion k e r n e l f ( z ) , we pu t 

f?(z) = (1- E) 2 ( 1 *> , f ^ u , = £ z ( 1 - z ) , 
q B(A,2A) q B(A,A+A) 

(90) 

Z - A / i ,A+A-1 A , - , 2 A - 1 
f q

a ( z ) - <l-n> ±-£=21 , f ^ ( z ) = n ^ - ^ , 
4 4 B(A,A+A) q q B(A,2A) 

where the exponents of z and 1-z are determined according to the 
quark and diquark contents of j and c, repectively, in i-»j+c. 
In Eq.(90), we have imposed the normalization condition 

I [ ^ f<J(z) = 1, (91) 

which implies the constancy of non-diffractive cross section. 
Since BB pair creations are very small, we can evaluate £1 from 
antibaryon production from meson beam, for example. On the 
other hand, y is related to the energy dependence of the pp 
annihilation cross section as 

•Ŝ pp •* mesons) - s , (92) 

since it is determined by the diquark cascade with meson emissions 
only. 

As a compromise of phenomenological survey, we found that 
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gross feature of meson, baryon and antibaryon distributions from 
14) meson and baryon beams can be described by putting 

A = 0.5, o.l5, = 0.25. (93) 

Aside from details of the model parameters, it is to be stressed 

that the above scheme gives a unified view oi multihadron production 

in soft, non-diftractive hadron collisions. 

1.2. Are quark jets universal ? 

Now we discuss the interrelation between jets induced by 

dressed and naked quarks. For simplicity, we tentatively 

disregard diguarks, baryons, and QCD hard interaction of 0(a ). 

According to the quark chain picture, multihadron processes in 

lepton- and meson-induced reactions are described as shown in Fig.30 
i2.« rj) 

uuuu UUUU uuuu uuuU 

r> UUU 

(«)eV-*Udrons tt>) VfcU-vce "Uv*v (C)Sftc, tev^v M)Pfo*qr "t*^*\ te)NWpl<iwr1«»"i. 
Fc a. 30. «•"•*» 

In the lepton-meson processes, (b) and (c), final state configuration 
can be regarded as essentially colinear J-.I the C.M.S. of the virtual 

photon (or W-boson) plus the target meson. 

It may be quite tempting to assume the universality of quark 

chains concerning their dynamical properties. Then, final states 

in (a), (b) and (d) turn out to be the same (except for the flavor 
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structure). On the other hand the non-planar term (©) should 

have hadron density in the central region twice as those in (a), (b) 

and (4), because of the two-chain structure, while the sea term (c) 

should have hadronic plateau as (6) and current plateau as (a), with 

a step in between. This possibility has been supported by 

majority of people relying on dual sheet picture reinforced by 1/N 

expansion argument, or from the fire-sau sage model. 

Different possibility should be kept in mind. Although net 

flavor flows of various processes are as described in Fig.30, 

dynamical contents behind them may be quite different. I have 

been insisting on two-types of quark-chains according to dressed 01 

naked quark as the parent. In other words, jets along initial 

hadron direction and along kicked parton direction in Fig.1 may 

be quite different, because the former comes from a bunch of partons 

hopefully described in terms of dressed quark, in contrast to the 

latter from single parton. If we adopt the dimensional counting 
54) for quark-par ton ->meson+any thing, we have g(z)~l-z at z~l. 

On the other hand, we have dressed-quark -»meson + anything as g{z)<v 
A—1 (1-z) with A~0.5, different from the above. 
Thus, in order to extract definite conclusion, much more 

studies are necessary. 

8. Space-time evolution of production processes 

For the through understanding of the dynamics of multihadron 

production, it is very important to investigate the space-time 

evolution of production processes, both theoretically and 
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experimentally. Of course, in high energy experiments we are 

only looding at the final states after a time scale quite longer 
-23 than that characteristic to strong interaction, -10 sec. 

Fortunatelly, the usage of nucleus targets provides a mean to look 

into the evolution of the processes by changing the size of the 

nucleus, as I will discuss in the next section. In this section 

I will briefly review theoretical arguments on space-time evolution. 

8.1. Realistic quark cascade 

9) As a basis of the cascade relation (28), Fukuda and Iso 
assumed a diffusion equation for the cascading quark density Q(z,t) 

in dz at time t as 

,1 
° Q ( Z , t > = -U+X')Q(z,t) + \\ ^ - F(4-, )Q(z',t) , (94) 
"3t J, z z 

where X is the emission probability for q -#q'+Meson per unit time. 

With the normal?zation 

/ dzF(z) = 1 , (95) 

X' is regarded as the absorption probability per unit time. 

Actually, in the proton beam jet, the absorption is due to the 

recombination with other cascading quarks to form a baryon, while 

X'=Q for the quark jet in the e e annihilation. 

The time dependence of the meson distribution is given by 

^ ' " ' ^ = d*Q( Z f t)XF(l-£-> . (96) 
-3 t '* z z 
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With the initial condition Q(z,t=0)=6 (1-z) and M(x,t=0)=0, we 

obtain the distribution at t=°° as follows: 

• f ¥ M(x) E M(x,t=») = \ ^ Q(z)AF(l—9-) , (97) 

where 

Q(z) = /"dtQ(z,t) . (98) 
o 

Since Q(z,t=<».)=0 for z>0, we obtain the following equation by 
integrating Eq.(94): 

(I 
Q ( z ) =JLrrsa-z) + X A X , ^ 1 F , ^ , 0 U . , 

? 

Substituting this into Eq.(97), we have 

,1 f \ 
H(x) = a-F(l-x)+ ^yaF(-|-. ) Q( (99) 

where a=A/(X-t-A ! j . We rewrite the second term in Eq.(99) as 

/ ~ / dz' / dX6(z-Xz')aF(X)Q(z')AF(l-—) 

1 r 1 

^ aF(X) ^ - Q(z') A F U - * ^ ) 
x (̂  

^ aF(X)M(-jj-) . •i 
Thus, we have 

,1 
-x) + a] -]f M(x) = aF(l-x) + a| ^ F(X)M(-£-) . (100) 



For a=l, the above equation reduces to Eq.(28), where g(x)=xM(x) 

and f(x)=xF(x). 

If we take into account the time dilation as Sawada, Eqs.(94) 

and (96) are to be slightly modified as 

^ 4 ^ = -^Ol'.t) + ( V f < T ) T S'2''^ • (101> 
? 

9M(x,t) _f Q t "I — Q ( z , t ) — F ( l ~ ) , (102) 

where the emission and absorption probabilities are denoted as A 

and A' at z~l, respectively, and they increase into tyz and \'/z 

at z<l. However, the final result of M(x)=M(x,t=») is the same 

as before. 

8.2. Tr.ward-outward cascade 

In the diffusion equation we have just discussed, the space 

time evolution of the hadronization proceeds as follows: an initial 

fast moving quark radiates mesons and gradually slows down to z=0, 

occationally recombines with others for A'=0. Therefore, 

relatively fast mesons are produced at stages earlier than slow 

mesons. This type of evolution is similar to successive decays 

of massive resonance and to the bremstrahlung process of high energy 

particle in a medium. 

However, as we have stressed in sect. 3.2, the hadronization 

of a quark jet is not an isolated decay process but the result of 

final state confinement interaction. Along this line of thought, 

we may take the picture that the hadronization is the color 
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neutralization process of qq-pair creations through the vacuum 

polarization by color flux and the recombinations of neighboring q 

and q* into colorless clusters which are hadrons or excited states. 

Then, it seems more reasonable that the creations of colorless 

clusters are independent of each other, occurring at relatively 

spacelike positions. Therefore, in the case of e e ->qq-> 

hadrons, the space-time evolution in the C.M.S. may be illustrated 

as Fig.31, where slow hadrons are produced first, and fast hadrons 

later. This type of evolution is named "inward-outward cascade" 

by Bjorken, in contrast to the "outward-inward cascade" shown 

in Fig.32, which i; often implicitly assumed in fragmentation models 

However, the face result of the diffusion equation may be described 

as Fig.33, where slowed down q and q become widely separated each 

other. 

Fig. -31. Fij.Vi. fta.VV 

Recently, a model of inward-outward cascade was presented by 

Toriu on the basis of string picture for the stretching qq state 

before the hadronization. He assumed that the hadronization 

ta^es place on a spacelike hypersurface characterized by a "life 

time" of the stretching string, as a break up into many short 

strings with uniform possibility of brealctng per unit length of 
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initial string. Regarding the short strings as final mesons, 

he obtained the same meson distribution g(x)-Xd-x) as due to 

the cascade relation with f (z)=^z , However, this nice result 

rests on the situation that a meson with large x should have large 

mass, which is determined by the length of the string. 
57 j The cascade relation was also derived by Lund group 

assuming pair creation of qq with uniform probability per unit 

length in a constant field in the (1+1)-dimension at arbitrary 

time. Although this is a semi-classical model and existence of 

hadrons with discrete masses should be put in by hand, it may be 
regarded as a very natural realization of the inward-outward cascade 
by the confinement force. 

8.3. Multiperipheral parton model 

In order to understand the evolution of multiparticle 

processes in Ladron-hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions, Koplik 

and Mueller examined the time development of the multiperipheral 
3 58) diagram in the scalar 41 theory. In the laboratory frame, 

the process is described as Fig.34, where the incoming hadron starts 

to dissociate before reaching a target and extends a multiperipheral 

arm down to the wee region, Y-,ab~^r s o as to be able to interact 

with the target. This is the multiperipheral parton picture and 

in accordance with the assumption of the short distance interaction 

in rapidity. However, it is not clear when and where final state 

hadrons are produced, since the difference between hadrons and 

constituents is not recongnized in this model. If we regard 

that the products from the arm are partons, we may take the picture 

that the recombination of them occurs at a spacelike surface after 
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the collision, described by the dotted line in Fig.35. Then, in 

the laboratory frame, the slow particles are produced first, as in 

the inward-outward cascade. 

Ffj."H. fcj-5*. F t > ^ -

K. 3 
Anotfer possibility may be to regard the $ irferaction as the 

dissociation vertex of a meson into q and q, and take the picture 

shown in Fig.36. 

It should also be mentioned that there are QCD motivated models 

which are against the hypothesis of short rapidity distance 

interaction which presumed the softness of strong interaction. 

Low and Nussinov adopted one gluon exchange between valence quarks 

in he beam and the target as a dominant mechanism giving constant 59) cross section. This mechanism leads to the multihadron 
production as the result of color neutralization process. 
Brodsky and Gunion considered the exchange of a wee quark between 
the beam and the target, so as to cause the triplet color separation 

as a pre-stage of multihadron production. 

In spite of such efforts as above, theoretical understanding of 

the time evolution of hadronic multiparticle processes is still in 

its infancy, because it is intimately related with the problems of 
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composite hadron structure and confinement. Therefore, at the 

present status, it may be fruitful to develop phenomenological 

models in close contact with the data on nucleus targets. 

9. Nucleus target as the apparatus to measure jet evolution 

The nucleus target is an essetial tool to study jet evolutions 

during microscopic time and distance, both in lepton- and hadron-

induced reactions. Deep inelastic lepton scattering on the 

nucleon inside a nucleus provides tagged quark-parton beam for 

quark-nucleon interaction, and the oppotunity to test the 

hypothesis of inward-outward cascade discussed in Sect.8.2, by 

studying how the kicked out quark traverses the nucleus and 

eventually turns into a jet of hadrons before or after coming out 

of it. Thus fascinating, however, experimental studies are still 

preliminairy and phenomenological analysis seems to require much 
62) devotion. 

On the other hand, there are accumulated data and analyses 

concerning hadron-nucleus reactions. In the following, I will 

discuss particle distributions in soft hadron-nucleus collisions. 

9.1. Characteristic features of the data 

We may summarize the prominent features of the data on hadron-

nucleus reactions at small p as follows: 

(A) The mean multiplicity depends only mildly on the mass 

number A of the nucleus. In terms of "mean collision number" 
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A h N 

- ^ S i , (103, 
G 
inel 

it is described by 

< n>hA = ^ < n > h N " ( l 0 4 » 

This excludes the naive intra-nuclear cascade in which all of the 

produced particles at each step of the collision with a nucleon 

inside the nucleus undergo secondary interactions with other 

nucleons downstreair in the nucleus as ordinary hadron-nucleon 

interactions, since this model gives too strong dependence of "rn>, , 

on A. 

(B) The single-particle distribution in pseudorapidity, 

n ., ^Lab , n = -In [tan — ~ — J 

which is approximately regarded as the rapidity y=-=-ln(p +/p_) in 

the laboratory system, shows overall increase in the central and 

target fragmentation regions. The ratio 

,..hA , M h A 

behaves as 

in the central region. 

S i in the beam frag, region. 
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This behavior indicates independent collisions with y nucleons in 

the nucleus. The behavior in the beam fragmentation region is 

constrained by overall energy momentum conservation. 

(B') In the target fragmentation region, n<l, it is observed 

that 

R h A ( " ; > "> • 

This trend is stronger for lower^ . Furthermore, anomalous 

backward production is observed beyond the kinematical boundary of 

independent hN collision. 

(C) For different beams (TT*,)C,P) and nuclei, the universality 

R, (n)=R-(n) is satisfied with remarkable accuracy, indicating M 

to be an excellent scaling parameter. 

(D) The Glauber-Gribov type multiple scattering theory works 

very well for the A and beam dependences of inelastic cross section 
hA -a. , within 10%. Therefore, \> can be regarded as the effective m e l 

thickness of the nucleus. 

(E) The leading nucleon distributions from the nucleon beams 

depend on A only weakly, exhibiting that the energy loss of the 

beam-like state is rather small, different from NN-»NX. 

Furthermore, there are interesting data on nuclear targets 

concerning large p T hadron production, which are not covered here. 

9.2. Multi-chain model 

Various models have been proposed to explain some of the data, 
based on field theoretical arguments, composite structure of hadrons, 

64) and/or empirical assumptions. Fortunately, the prominent 
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features of the data listed in 9.1, taken altogether, are already 
very restrictive for possible mechanisms. Namely, almost unique 
picture compatible with all of (A)ME) is that the beam-like state 
collides successively with nucleons traversing the nucleus, 
producing particles at each collision as in ordinary hadron-nucleon 
collisions, where produced particles comes out almost without 
secondary interaction, as illustrated in Fig.37. This picture 

65) 
is formulated as the multi-chain model of sequential collision type. 
In the following, I will briefly recapiturate this model. 

Fig.37. Multi-chain model of sequential collision type. 

We put the charged particle distribution in h-A collision as 

( S = Z W (n) " \ dx! F*(x!) G(-£-,x ) , (106) 
d y hA n=l ' i=l)„ 1 n 1 Xi " 

where w_(n) is the probability that n-collision process takes place 
inside the nucleus specified by v, F (x!) is the probability density 
that the i-th chain in the n-collision process has the momentum 
fraction x! of the incoming hadron, G(x ,x_) is defined by 

M) = G(x+,x ) , x = 5ZEL , (107) 
d y hN + " "N 

in the laboratory frame, and x=(E+p,)/(E+P), . In order to 
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accomodate the dissociation of the beam -like state at the final 
step, we identify x' for the last chain as indicated in Fig.37, for 
simplicity. We have seen that Eq.(106) reproduces the data with 

-i 66) 
wide choices F (x!), even including average equipartition <x!)=l/n. 
If we further require the property (E) for the leading nucleon 
spectra, we may single out the sequential collision type with small 
energy loss (-15%). The only defect of this model is R-tnl^v in 
the target fragmentation region, not in accord with (B')( which can 
be partly remedied by considering the secondary interaction of 67) recoil nucleons. 

It may be interesting to infer the above model from quark-gluon 
dynamics. The absence of the secondary interaction of produced 
particles, except for recoil nucleon or slow particles, indicates 
that the hadronization time is long enough, or the nucleus is almost 
transparent against newly born particles regarded as seeds of hadrons. 
In other words, it takes time for them to grow up to ordinary 
matured hadrons with enough glue. On the other hand, the beam
like state can interact with nucleons repeatedly in a way similar 
to the beam-nucleon collision, without much wounded at each step. 
This is in contrast to the additive quark model with inelasticity 
~1.0 for the quark-nucleon interaction. The energy loss in 
the q-N interaction ma - be rather small in the additive picture, or 
the interacting quark is already slow in the quark-diquark picture. 
Anyhow it is very important to clarify theoretical basis for 
sucessful picture of hadron-nucleus interaction. 
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10. Concluding remarks 

We have discussed various approaches to the dynamics governing 

the formation of jets of hadrons. Although different models do 

not converge into one goal so quickly, we may still extract some 

general instructions. In the following, I try to summarize them 

without suppressing my prejudice, and add a few remarks. 

(1) Physics in terms of the momentum fraction Xj or z, rapidity 

y and moment n or J ("angular momentum" conjugate to y) are mutually 

permutable. Therefore, central and fragmentation dynamics can 

be treated on the same footing. 

(2) The (1-x) behavior at large x comes out in various models 

owing to the energy momentum conservation. Furthermore, the beta 

distribution x (1-x) is a useful expression to discuss data and 

models, vhere exponents ran reflect the essence of underlying 

dynamics. 

(3) The memory of initial quark, irrespective to dressed or 

naked, is preserved in a fast hadron containing it, seen from the 

flavor structure of hadron distribution. At small p , this is 

realized in different ways, i.e., recombination and fragmentation 

(including cascade and chain) models. 

(4) The perturbative QCD approach provides jet shower of partons 

up to pre-confinement stage, which is expected to continue smoothly 

to non-perturbative, confinement stage of hadronization. 

(5) The quark-chain structure incorporating the cascade relation 

seems to embody essential features of hadronic final states in 

various reactions. This picture provides a unified understanding 
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of iclusive distributions and exclusive multiparticle distribtions. 

(6) The understanding of hadronization process on the basis of 

non-perturbative confinement dynamics is remaining as an open and 

challenging problem. The quark-chain model may be regarded as 

an intermediate goal to reach from theoretical side. There, the 

question is remaining : Are quark jets universal ? 

(7) Incorporation of baryons into the quark chain is easily 

done by treating the diquark as the additional link element of the 

chain. It is not yet clear whether it is deeply rooted on 

quark-diquark structure of baryons, or compatible also with some 

other model of baryon structure. 

(3) Multiparticle production on nucleus targets provides peculiar 

informations on the space-time evolution of the hadronization 

process. The hadron beam data are already restrictive enough to 

single out the multi-chain model of sequential collision type as 

the most successful one. Theoretical understanding of the mecha

nism enbodied in this model is remaining as very interesting problem. 

i9) The frontiers of the jet dynamics are widely open. 

Precise data of Ltfo-hadron distributions at Fermilab energies 

started to come out very recently. furthermore, there are new 

types of experiments not much explored. Some of them are gluon 

jets, heavy quark jets, associated hadrons with lepton-pair 

productions, lepton-nvcleus reactions, and so on. Let us look 

forward to make great advances in 1980's by working hard together 

experimentally, phenomenologically and theoretically. 

I wish to thank the Organizing Committee of the KEK Summer 
School (National Laboratory for High Energy Physics), and 
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Prof. K.Niu (Nagoya) for invited me to have the oppotunities to 
summarize the jet dynamics. I am also grateful to Prof. 
S.Kagiyama for valuable discussions and careful reading of the 
manuscript, and to Mis S.Wada for her devotion and perseverence in 
typing within limited term. 
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Introduction 

According to the theme of this summer school, the recent experiments 
at KEK on hadron physics are discussed by several other lecturers. I 
would like talk about the remaing experiments on weak interaction and 
the hadronic production of leptons. 

In the following table, the experiments with KEK 12 GeV-proton 
synchrotron have been listed up with each status. There are two weak 
interaction experiments within the table; E10: measurement of branching 

+ + - + 
ratio of K * T vv rare decay mode with storped K 's at K3 beam line, 
and E49: asymmetry measurement in A 0 ->• pev, puv decay at the hyperon 
beam line. 

The direct lepton production in collisions of hadrons has been 
investigated at Fermi Lab and CERN by very high energy nucleons or 
pions. Since the production mechanism would scale with the transverse 
momentum P-., the comparable phenomena based on the dynamics of constituent 
partons can be envisaged at the same P T region even in the present lower 
energy experiments. The two experiments on the direct electron production 
have been carried out at KEK; E45 (electronics experiments) and E50 
(bubble chamber experiment). 

The Fig. 1 shows the floor arrangement of the counter experimental 
area. In the following sections, the physics background zr.i the experimental 
set up are discussed for these experiments. 

Status of the experiments at 12 GeV P. S. 
(August, 1979) 

Beam Line Exp. No. Theme Status 

nl ( in preparation, unseparated ^8 GeV/c) 
E64 Study of 2it, 3ir states in ir~p CEX In preparation 

reactions 
IT2 (unseparated %4 GeV/c) 

E19 Meas. of D.C.S and polarization for Finished 
ir"p + 7T°n at 1.8 - 3.0 GeV/c 

E21 Meas. o f D.C.S and p o l a r i z a t i o n f o r F in i shed 

ir~p e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g a t 2 - 4 GeV/c 
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Beam Line Exp. No. Theme Status 

E63 Heas. of polarization in forward 
angles for ir"p ->• n°n at 3.5 and 4.0 
GeV/c 

K2 (separated 1 ^ 2 GeV/c) 
E34 Meas. of polar iza ' ion for K nt- -• K n, 

K°P 
K3 (separated %1 GeV/r) 

E10 Study of rare decay K -* IT VV 
E33 Study of narrow resonancr in pp 

below 1 GeV/c 
EP2-B (slow extracted proton beam) 

E45 Direct lepton production by protons 
E66 Meas. of TT°, n. n)(<t>) and detection 

of x(2820) at high PT 

A (inpreparation, hyperon beam l ine) 
E49 Study of asymmetry in A •+ pe"v and 

A •* pu"v decay 
iry (unseparted ^1 GeV/c) 

E65 Heas. of neutrons and y 's from n or 
v capture in nuclei 

Bubble Chamber 
E06 

El 2 

E50 
E53 
E57 

E62 

Study of ine last ic scattering of 
Tt'p a t 6 GeV/c 
Study of diffraction dissociation 
of Tt'p at 6 GeV/c 
Direct electrons in pp at 8 GeV/c 
TT" nucleus interactions at 4 GeV/c 
pp interaction in the range of 
0.8 - 2.0 GeV/c 
Study of exotic states in pp at 
3 - 5 GeV/c 

Finished 

Data taking 

In preparation 
Finished 

Finished 

In preparation 

Data taking 

Finished 

Finished 

Finished 
Finished 
Finished 

In preparation 
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BEAM LINES for COUNTER EXPERIMENTS 

Fig. 1 The floor arrangement of the counter experimental area at the end of FY 197*. The TV beam 
line and a part of the A beam line were assembled during the spring shutdown of 1979. 



(1) E49 Measurement of the decay asymmetry of A + pe~v and 
A ->• pw'v using a polarized hyperon beam. 

(Tsukuba Univ.-KEK) 

The aim of this experiment is to check the Cabbibo theory and to 
study the nature of the AS = 1 weak current. The experiment will start 
in the spring 1980. 

Physics Background 

The weak interaction can be described as the current-current 
interaction based on the Fermi theory. The decay process of hadrons 
including some leptons in the final state is expressed as the product of 
leptonic current: j^ and the weak hadronic current: 
jty. Then, the Hamilton!an is 

G = Fermi constant 1 x 10 5/MpZ 

( i ) 

J = U - U l t J L ) ^ . ru.r(i+n.)ii,. (2) . 

The hadronic current J , has complex nature caused from the structure 
11 of hadrons. Cabibbo ' proposed a theory 1963 which Incorporated many of 

the observed regularities in the semi-leptonic decay of hadrons, i.e. 
- Suppression of the semileptonic decay of hyperons 
relative to the nucleon p decay. 

- Al = 1/2 rule in semileptonic decays 
- AS = AQ rule 
- Absence of AS = 2 transition. 

Cabibbo hypothesis is that all hadronic weak currents have transformation 
properties as members of an octet under SlU, and that there is a mixing 
between the AS = 0 and AS = 1 parts of the hadronic current.2' The 
mixing is simply express with a parameter 8 as follows. 

<k) w o ) («•<) . J =. J cos S t J sm<9 

The hadronic transition in the semi-leptom'c decay are expressed by 
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a direct product of 2 octets. In the present case of baryon decay, the 
product is of a baryon and antibaryon octet where the octets are given 
by 

The tensor product of two octets give two types of the resulting 
octets; symmetric (D-coupling) and antisymmetric (F-coupling) with 
respect to the exchange of p**=", n<-#£* and so on. 

D-coupling: ( B ^ + ^ B p j 

=f^(AzM-A)*rr*fip]cose -r« 

F-coupling: ( 8 p
r B * - B ^ B p ) 

The each term of the above equations implies the hadronic current 
which has V-A structure of u 2 Y O + Y R ) U I - T n « n . t n e ™> st general 
formulation of the hadronic current is decomposed into vector and axialvector 
currents each of which is expressed by a linear combination of symmetric 
and anti-symmetric coupling term with the coupling constant; 0 and F, 

vector current: D^ [ w r x U ) p •+ ̂ v ( W * W — («) 

axi al vector current: D„ (ll XA ts U.) + F„ ( ̂  *> *y U ) F ~ <• ̂ > 

(u, u ) D and (u, u ) F mean the octet current of D and F type coupling, 
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respectively. The vector current of the symmetric octet must subject to 
the CVC hypothesis which fobids the transition between the different 
isospin multiplet like z -»• A. Since the (uY^u)n has such term as seen 
in Eg. (6), the D should be 0. Then, the F can be set equal to 1 
without losing the generality. 

The prediction for the decay amplitudes are 

•- (lo) 

The complete matrix element for the decay B-j + B 2 + £ + y is given 
as 

2 2 
where. f~(q ) and g,(q ) are form factors as a function of the momentum 
transfer q . Since the momentum transfer is almost 0 in the decay 
process, these form factors can be replaced with the coupling constant 
discussed above. Several of the form factors vanish due to various 
symmetry principles. T-invariance implies that the f. and g. are real 
and in the limit of exact SU(3) the absence of "second-class current" 
implies f, = g,= 0. According to the CVC hypothesis the weak vector 
current and the electromagnetic current are members of the same SU(3) 
octet, thus f,(0) is determined by the anomalous magnetic moments of the 
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proton (lip) and the neutron (u n). Since the contribution of the g, term 
is proportional to the lepton mass, it is negligible for electron decay 
modes. 

With these assumption, together with the Cabibbo theory one gets 
the following relations between f ^ O ) , g ^ O ) , and f 2(0). 

Decay mode 9 , / f , V f l 

n •* pev F + D ^p - "n 

^ •+ Aev 0 - WI/( |D) = f 2 / g , 

A •* pev F + 3 D Pp 

I •* nev F - D Mp + zvn 

s + Aev F - ^ 0 Up + u n 

E -» E°ev F + D Vp - W". 

•The magnitude of gi/f-i is determined primary by measurements of the 
lepton-neutrino correlation a, with 

< J - O l i - M i ) / ( M , + M i ) 
which is derived from the Eg. (11). 

For polarized hyperons the correlation between the directions of 
the decay particles and the hyperon polarization P v is described by the 
distribution. 

It?)' T tl-r^V* } 

where "q and (A.are the uni t vector of the momentum direct ion and the 
asymmerry parameter for the relevant decay par t i c le . The up-down asymmetry 
parameters with respect to the production plane are approximately expressed 
as follows 
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The present experiment measures these decay asymmetry parameters by 
using polararized A's which are produced in the reaction pp + A + x. 
The magnitude of the polarization is expected to be 30 - 50 % that will 
be measured prior to the data taking of B-decay. 

There have been three experiments with polarized A's and the results 
on asymmetry parameters obtained are summarized as below 

o'p de_ oly 

- 0.55±0.18 0.14*0.17 0.67*0.18 

- 0.5U0.09 0.15±0.09 0.33^-^j1 4 

0.89±0.08 O-SO^'Jg 5 

The relationship between g,/f, and these asymmetry parameters is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The 9i/fi expected from the Cabibbo theory is calculated 
from g-i/f-i = F + 5D where F and D are obtained from overall fitting of 
experimental data on the hyperon 6 decays. These numerical values are 

sine = 0.230 ± 0.003, D/(D + F) = 0.658 ± 0.007, and 
F + D = 1.250 ± 0.009. (16) 

Then, the predicted g,/f, is 0.702. There is large discrepancy between 
the prediction and the experimental results of 3 decay. 

Experiment 
In this experiment, the polarized A beam is produced by the reaction 

P + P " 7 \ + anything with the slow extracted 12-CeV proton beam. The 
polarization of A is presumed to be 50 % at the p-oduction angle of 6°. 
The final results of asymmetry parameters on A* pev and A -»• puv expected 
to have the statistical error less than A<* 1,0.01 and 0.02, respectively. 
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The experimetal set up is shown in Fig. 3. The produced 
A's are collimated through small hole of tungsten beam dump within the 
gap of "hyperon magnet" in order to suppress a number of charged particles 
background. The scintilation counter SI at the exit of the hyperon 
magnet vetos the charged particles. The A's which decay within the 
defined region between SI and S2 are analyzed its decay products. The 
proton from A •* pTv carries the most of the momentum of parent. The high 
momentum protons are analyzed with two successive spectrometer magnets; 
ML and MH and tracking wire chambers. The proton is identified negatively 
by the Cherenkov counter; CH whose threshold is set to detect all lighter 
particles than protons. The electrons of lower momentum is measured by 
the first spectrometer magnet; ML and the identification is carried out 
positively with the following gas Cherenkov counter; CL. 

The trigger logic for A g-decay is expressed as 
Trigg (A •* pev) = DECAY • PR • E • P 

DECAY: neutral particle decays ST-S2 
PR. no. of charged decay product is greater than 2 

multiplicity within the proportional chambers 2 
E: electron identified, CL 
P: proton identified, S3 . CH 

The A -*• PTT" decay mode is measured simultaneously for the monitoring of 
hyperon beam and detector system by the trigger 

Tigg (A-^PTT") = DECAY . PR • E • P 

The background from decays of other neutral particles; neutron, 
K° s, K° L can be rejected with Cherenkov counters and the kinematical 
constraint. 

The event rates are 
N(A + pev) M x 104/day, 
N(A + pyv) = 7 x 104/day, 

4 assuming the A beam intensity of 3 x 10 /burst with the primary proton 
intensity of 1 x 10 ppp. The group reguests 600 hour running to 
measure the asymmetry parameter with an accuracy of 0.01 and 0.0? for A •* 
pev and A •+ puv, respectively. 
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(10) E10 Measurement of the branching ra t io of K + i v » 
(KEK-Tokyo Univ.) 

This experiment aims to study the existence of the AS f 0 neutral 
current and to check gauge model of the weak interaction. The data 
taking starts this November. 

Physics Background 

Before the discovery of the AS = 0 neutral currents at CERN and 
FNAL in the neutrino induced reactions; \ie •*• ve and vN •* vX, the most of 
the information about the existence of the neutral currents came from 
studies on the decay of strange particles. Unfortunately the strangeness 
changing neutral current ( S 4 0) may have been suppressed with another 
mechanism as discussed below. Then, the existence of the S i 0 neutral 
current is still suspending. 

The neutral currents which change no electric charge states are 
expressed as follows for leptonic current and the hadronic ones in terms 
of the quark currents, assuming the V - A current. 

leptonic current: y ̂ (\+rs)V, p Hd+fe)/* ,1 ^{\^)1 -Ujl 

quark current - _ 

c Ji(i-"rj)c, H d t r f ) c , 

The kaon decay modes involving the possible neutal currents are K° + 

v v" • K + •>• ii +e e" and K + •* u Vv-
Their reaction diagrams are shown below. 

K+ •* u+v\i K+ - i rVe~ K° - u +u" 

" F i rs t order d igram 
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Fig. 2 Variation of the electron,neutrino and proton asymmetries 
as a function of Si/^i 

Hyperon ML 
magnetic channel 

Fig. 3 Experimental Set Up of / \ -» p e V, ff\i> 
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IT* - + -
N TT VV 

The experimental results of the branching ratios of the above decay 
modes are so small that the AS 1 0 neutral currents are fobidden at 
least in the first order. 

BR (K° - u V ) = 8 x 10" 7 

BR (K+ - itVe") = 3 x 10" 7 

BR (K + - ir+ w ) < 5.6 x 10 " 7 

The second order terms are also shown in the above figure. Since 
the decays of K° -*- u u" and K + , e e' contains the electromagnetic 
interaction term, these process are not adequate for studying the pure 
weak interaction. On the other hand K -• IT vvis pure weak process. 

If the decay K -*• IT vu proceeds with the second order diagram, the 
decay amplitude is proportional to the square of weak coupling constant: 2 2 (G .A ) with the cut off parameter /y, because the second order calculation 
has a difficulty of divergence in the frame work of current-current 
interaction. The relative strength of the second order interaction to 
the first is given as 5, 
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The characteristic strength of the weak interaction is defined as jT-
From ^ e kno»T. second order interactions of K.° K? nass difference and 
branching ratio (K? •» p y"), the cut off parameter A is derived to be 4 8 GeV. Then the characteristic strength is K - 2.6 * 10 . 

If the weak boson exists, the weak Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) becomes 

^ W = 
% 

m. IV 
J* T + — (2 0) 

where g is the character ist ic strength equivalent to Ji. According to 
the Weinberg-Salam gauge theory , g = e and A = in = 84 GeV, then t, = 
10" . This value is too large for explaining the above second order 
interact ion. To overcome th is d i f f i c u l t y , Glashow, I l iopoulos and 
Maiani introduced the cancellation mechanism in term of GIM current 
including the charm quark' .8) 

• j - l l ° = U (dcos6> + S s i n © ) + C ( - c U w ( S i + S c . o s C 9 ) 

$ : Cabibbo angle 

(2/J 

This theory called "standard model" includes the W-S gauge theory, 
existence of AS = 0 neutral current, suppression of the AS f 0 neutral 
current, and quark model. The suppression of the AS f 0 neutral current 
is illustrated for K? •* v \f as follows, 

<JsiYi<9 <} c*5<9 

n / % 

<Jc<?5(9 
W~ % 

•J* 
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If the mass of c is equal to that of u, two diagrams cancel each other 
due to the opposite sign of the coupling. 

The expected value of the branching ratio of K •+ it vv from the 
standard model is 10" 1 0, hard to detect it. The predictions for other 
kaon decay channels are listed below. 

Comparison of AFGT predictions for 3 quark quartet model with expetiment 

Process Branching ratio 
prediction (AFGT) 
m\ - 30 GeV 2 

P 

Experimental 
rate 

K L - « i i ~ 1 0 " s 10"» 

K* ~ »*»» 3X 10"'° < 5.6 X 1 0 " ' 

Kl~rtQw forbidden -
K|->i.°«i: 2X 1 0 " " -
K L ~ r r 3 X I 0 " s < (4.9 i 0.4) X 10"* 

K*-»*„ 3 X I f f 8 < (3.5) X 1 0 " 5 

K[~"°r, - t o - ' <(2.4)X 10" ' 

K§—°rr 3X 10""> -
K * ~ » * e e 5X 1 0 - ' 3X 10" ' 

K ° L ~ , ° c e strongly suppressed -
K | - » 0 e e 2 X 10" ' -

From the phenomenological point of view, let us see the AS = 1 
neutral current by expressing the effective Hamiltonian in the first 
order form, 

where e„.i is effective coupling constant of complex number. 
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If T (CP) invariance holds, E , »/ should be real. However, it is expected 
that the CP violation occurs in the present case in the same order of 
magnitude with K° - complex. Assuming the V - A interaction, 

9) E / can be estimated from the experimental results such as, 
r „ -8 

| i | - I , 5 y l 0 ^ f7vw^BRllC^irV£)O.3vi0 

«.«. 
- C * J ; 

and y-e universal i ty . Further assumptions of Re £ ^ t = 0 re lat ive to Im £^_e 

a n d **.*.= \ v e -

| 2*« |a : | l w e - € J= i /.ix/P , | P t £ t e | = ° - ( * » ; 

give the predicated branching rat ios as below, 

<pR (|t t-*ic"VvJ=<'n/ft — R f ; 

The branching ra t io of K + TT vv is jus t in the range approached by the 
present experiment. The predictions of BR (K -• IT v\i) from di f ferent 
models are summarized below. 

2nd OriiY Int. Stawdavd ?Kenol««J>olojicfl| 

• B R C ^ ^ i ' y ) ~ , o S ~--ixit>° -trio1 

Another challenging aspect of th is experiment is the poss ib i l i t y to 
f ind 'axion' a kind of Higgs scaler meson required from QCD. I ts mass 
is estimated to be a few MeV and the l i f e time of a few minutes. I f i t 

+ + —7 8 
exists with BR (K + TT + 'axion') = 10 ^ 10 as expected, we can 
see a steep peak in the pion energy d is t r ibut ion jus t below the kinematic 
l i m i t for K -» i r u i / . 
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Experiment 

The experiment is set at K3 beam line where low momentum Kaon beam 
ranging from 300 MeV/c to 1 GeV/c is available. The experimental apparatus 
is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

The incident K of 400 MeV/c loses its energy in the Cu degrader 
and the shower counters to stop in the target. Pions from the decay K •>• 
TI vv are detected by scintillation counters (PI, P2, P3, P4) and 4 
layers of proportional wire chambers (pel - pc4). The identification of 
pions is carried out by Tr-y-e decay chain in the muon decay counter and 
the water Cherenkov (wc). The range of pions from K -• TT V V is less than 2 45 g/cm as illustrated below and distributes continuously. In order to 
separate strong background of n from K ->• n w°, t,;s acceptance of pion 
range is limitted as shown in the figure. For the precise measurement 
of IT range, the target is a stack of 10 imi thick scintillation counters 
end tapered-ion-degrader is placed between PC2 and PC3. Further the 
"muon decay counter" consists of 7 layers of scintillators, each signal 
of which is fed to the high speed wave form digitizer. The pulse height 
and time information are used to identify -n and to measure the range of 
pions. 

In order to overcome the 10 times higher background from K -+ T,+ 

TT° decay mode, the complete rejection of r° is essentially important in 
this experiment. As shown in Fig. 5, three quarters of 4-rr are surrounded 
with leadglass Cherenkov counters. 

About 10 K + events will be available for analysis if the 600 hours 
4 + running is finished with the incident intesity of 10 K per burst. 

Fig. 4 Spectrum of TT range 

K W n " 
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Fig. 5 K + DECAY EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

fi*-+e++i'i' 

3—P4 
muon decay counter 

-P3 
PC 4 

WC 

PC 3 
ir+ rr77777m 

I \ PC 2" P2 
Fe degroder 

Shower Counter ( Fe fiucite ) 

KI .K2.K3.K4 beam counter 

P I .P2 .P3 .P4 pion defining counter 

PCI.PC2.PC3.PC4 multiwire proportional chamber 

WC water C'erenkov counter 

A antl counter 
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(3) E45/E50 Measurement of direct lepton production in 
p + p ->• 1* + X and p + P - 1 + + 1" + X 

E45 (KEK-Osaka city-Kyoto-Saitama) 
E50 (Tohoku-Tohoku Gakuin-Nara Homens 

-KEK) HBC experiment 

These two experiments were carried out to study the excess yields 
of leptons directly produced in the proton induced reactions. The data 
taking runs of both experiments have been finished. The data analysis 
is now in the progress. 

Physics Background 
The direct lepton production in liadronic reactions is defined as 

the prompt production, not the secondary sources from long-lived .hadrons 
decay. 
(1) Single lepton inclusive production 

The published data of lepton/pion ratio and their kinematic ranges 
are shown in Fig. 6. 
The several features are pointed out as follows. 

(a) No strong kinematic dependence of the ratio is seen in 
the range of 7s~= 10 to 50 GeV. The ratio is around 8/TT 

-4 = 10 . However, there is confusion among experiments 
about the /s dependence in the ranqe of 4 to 12 GeV 

n -4 
region. Some experiments show still V/TT ^ 10 while -4 -3 some others see a clear rise from 10 to 10 in this 
range. This ambiguity should be clarified since it can 
offer a definite clue as to the nature of the lepton 
production mechanism, whether or not a threshold exists. 

(b) The P T distribution is smooth up to 5 GeV/c, which implies 
that a low P T produced source with two body decay is very 
unlikely. The shape of the inclusive invariant cross 
section plotted as function of P T are the same for pions 

n -4 
and leptons by a normalization factor of */TT % 10 . 
This suggests us a rather similar production mechanism 
for pions and leptons. 
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(c) The ratio appears to be independent of the target nuclear 
size 1 0', 
to hold. 
size '. The u-e universality and charge symmetry seem 

£ 0" pair production 
The experimental situation has the following properties. 

(a) There is a very steep falling continuum as a function 
of the effective mass m. as shown in Fig. 7. ' *•* 

(b) There have been observed a rise of the muon pair cross 
121 section below the f region in the experiment of SLAC ' 

and FNAL 1 3 ' (Fig. 8) . 

Interpretation of the data 
Several candidates of the source are examined below. 

(a) Leptonic decay of strange part ic les 
The contribution from the leptonic decay of strange 

+ 
part ic les such as K°, K~ , A, Z is estimated assuming 
the production cross section is the same with pion 
production. The results show that the hyperon con t r i 
bution is negl igible while the kaon decays contribute 
at about 10 %.U^ 

(b) Leptonic decay of vector mesons 
The vector meson p , ID and <t> can contribute to the 
lepton production. However, f and ui y ie ld pions 
in the i r decays and therefore provide a l i m i t on the 
ra t io l/n i f a l l the pions come from f andcodecays. 
The l i m i t is (v . + /T r + ) f ( U ) < 4.6 * 10" 5 . In the 
case of f decay, the l i m i t is ( f y i ) ^ * 10 - But f 
production may be suppressed re lat ive to p andoJ. 
Although the branching ra t io of >C into JL Q." i s as 

_2 
high as 7 * 10 , the contribution to the low mass 

_2 
region (less than 1 GeV) is as small as 10 or less 
due to the low production rate of UJ in hadronic process. 
The weighted avera 
PT = 1 - 2 GeV/c. 

-5 The weighted average of rat ios reaches 5 * 10 in the 



Decay of new particles 
One of the interesting source of the large lepton 
yields is the production of new particles with weak 
leptonic and semi-leptonic decays. Such a possibility 
will probably have to wait for the low /s situation 
to settle whether the threshold exists or not in the 
lepton/pion ratio. 

Electromagnetic {[ £~ production 
One of the electromagnetic process is the bremsstrahlumg 
of charged hadrons which implies that a mass distri
bution of j[ £ pair should be dN/m. ^ 1/ra- for small 
m,. Since the production rate of leptons has to be 
proportional to log ("Lav/mj). t n e e/v ratio would 
be (log n ^ / m ^ / d o g W > ) c = 3 ( m ^ - 1 GeV). 
This is inconsistent with the experimental data. ' 

The electromagnetic process due to the quark-
antiquark annihilation so called Drell-Yan mechanism 
can contribute to lepton production. However, the 
estimated yield is one or two order of magnitude less 
than the experimental result. ' 

The recent theoretical work done by K. Kinoshita 
15) et al. shows that the P~ and P, distributions, as 

well as the energy dependence, of lepton pairs of 
fixed lepton pair mass are essentially the same with 
the ones found in inclusive meson production. Actually 
they have slnwn the £ (f mass spectrum could be fitted 
with a phenomenological parametrization based on the 
meson production data. It is likely that the lepton 
pairs which contribute to the continium spectrum at 
the low mass region (< 3 GeV) are produced via the 
hadronic process instead of Drell-Yan type mechanism. 
Examples of these Feyman diagrams are illustrated 
below. 
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i 
i 

Drell-Yan "Hadronic" 

Experiment 
The experiment E45 is counter experiment carried out at EP2-B line 

with a double arm spectrometer. The experiment E50 is the bubble chamber 
experiment with KEK 1-m HBC. Both experiments have been completed the 
data taking. The preliminary results are discussed. 

E45 
The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 9. The slow extracted 

proton beam was used with the intensity (1 - 2) x 10 protons per 
burst. The produced charged particles from 5 sheets of Be (1.2 mm 
thick) target are analyzed with the spectrometer. The particle identi
fication has been done by two successive gas Cherenkov counters (RC1, 
RC2, LCI, LC2) and the sandwitch shower counters (RSSC, LSSC) made of Pb 
and scintillators. The particle tracks were measured with 9 sets of 
proportional wire chambers for each arm. The all counters and wire 
chambers were located down stream of the analyzing magnet to avoid the 
high rate background. Between the target and the magnet were inserted 
He-bags enclosing the target itself in order to reduce the material for 
gamma ray convertion. To deduce 6/it ratio free of this Y ray convertion 
effect, the test data with aluminum radiator sheets of thickness 1, 2, 3 
and 4 mm added have been taken. Fig. 10 show this results at different 
p r 

The single arm data were taken to measure thee/ i t ra t io at 8, 9, 13 
GeV/c. The available PT is from 0.3 to 1.5 GeV/c. 

The e/ir rat ios obtained at 9 GeV/c are plotted in Fig. 11(a) as a 
function of PT and the so l id l ine shows the contribution from the n° 

+ - + 

Dalitz decay ir° -» ye. ? assuming the TT° y i e ld equal to -n . The^iL 
rat ios subtracted out th is background is shown in Fig. 11(b). 
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The comparison with the previous data is seen in Fig. 6. The S/-n 
ratio seems to inclease as Py decreases in the P T range 0 - 1 GeV/c. 
The dependence on P T is likely to scale regardress to /s. The existence 
of a threshold in the C/TT ratio is not there down to the present VT = 
4.33 GeV from the preliminary data. 

The double arm runs to measure the electron pair production have 
been done at 13 GeV/c. The mass range measured is from 0.3 to 2 GeV. 
The data analysis is now in progress. 

E50 
The bubble chamber was installed with four Ta plates to convert 

Y's and one million pictures were taken. Events with two identified 
unlike charge electrons were collected. For the identification of 
electrons were used all signatures observed in bubble chamber pictures, 
such as spiraling, bubble density, bremsstrahlung in hydrogen and showr 
in Ta plates. 

The e e" effective mass distribution is plotted in Fig. 12. There 
is excess pair events around 300 MeV over the Dalitz pair background 
from 7T°, f° and u". 

The excess above M(e +e") > 140 MeV is found to be e/Tr = (1.4'± 0.7) x 
ID" 4. 
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p > - MASS (G«V) 

F ig . 7 Dimuon mass spectrum with 9000 events above 5 GeV. 
(1000 events in the i f peak). 

Fig. 8 Dircuon mass spectrum 
a f t e r sub t rac t ion of the c a l 
cula ted hadron punchthrough 
and the l a r g e s t p o s s i b l e 
con t r ibu t ion from n and i> 
Da l i t z decays. 12) 
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H : Horlzontol MWPC 
V •• Vertical MWPC 
S • Scintillation counter 
SEC s Secondary emission chamber 
SWIC s Segmented wire ionization chamber 
SSC s Sompiing shower counter 
C ' Threshold type gas Cerenkov counter 
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Proton 
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Fig. 9 DIRECT LEPTON 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
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! — ) t — I 

Fig. 12 Mass distribution of e e pairs 
(top) and the typical bubble 
chamber picture (bottom). 

Mass distribution of e*e~ pairs for (a) all 
events. The dashed histogram shows the simula
tion for Dalitz pair events from -\ rt

Q and <u°. The 
dotted one shows the simulation neglecting the 
experimental resolution, (b) Excess events o\er 
the dashed histogram, corrected for detection 
efficiency [No. 553, TohokuJ. 
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Measurement of a. t(pp) in the Momentum 
Range between ^00 and 700 MeV/c 

— Physics Background and Technical Aspects — 

K. Nakamura 
Apartment of Physics, University of Tokyo 

(Talk presented at the 7th KEK Summer School, August, 1979) 

1. Introduction 
A group from University of Tokyo and Hiroshima University 

has just finished a low momentum pp experiment performed at 
the K3 beam channel of KEK. The primary purpose of this ex
periment is to investigate the famous S(1936) resonance, which 
is a candidate of a baryonium, an exotic meson composed of 
two quarks and two antiquarks. Although the observation of 
the S(1936) resonance has been reported in several experiments 
so far, its very existence has come into question quite 
recently. 

In our experiment we have measured o t o t(pp) with good 
precision and good mass resolution at beam momenta between 
400 and 700 MeV/c. At the same time, we have measured c(pp • 
all neutral final states) and forward dcr/dc (pp » pp) in the 
same momentum range. Through these measurements, it is hoped 
to obtain firm evidence on the existence or non-existence of 
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the S(1936), and to determine its properties if it exists. 
Although the analysis of the experiment is in progress, 

we do not yet have much results even in a preliminary form. 
Thus my talk will be mainly concentrated on physics background 
and technical aspects of the experiment. First, a short review 
will be presented on the baryouium and especially previous experi
mental results on the S(1936). Next, I will summarize basic 
knowledge on the total cross section and forward elastic 
scattering. Various methods to measure the total cross section 
will then be discussed. Finally, description of the experiment 
will be given, emphasizing its technical aspects. 

2. Baryoniums 
2. 1. Quark model and exotic states 

Before discussing the o -. ••*- -iJLUE , ;.*: !.s necessary to explain 
exotic states (or exotic resonan .-3.' o oh are not expected to 
exist in a standard quark model . A "standard quark model" 
I mean is the one which has the following three basic ingredients: 

(i) A quark bears a flavor which is connected to the observa
ble quantum numbers. There are quark flavors of u, d, s and c, 
which are firmly established; b, which is believed to compose 
the T family together with its antiquark b; t, which is under 
extensive search at high-energy e e~ colliding-beam facilities; 
and even more ? 

(ii) A quark also bears a hidden degree of freedom, which 
makes an SU(3) colour space. The observable states must be 
colour-singlet, or colourless. 
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(ill) Mesons and baryons are composed of qq and qqq, respec
tively, where q stands for any quark and q for any antiquark. 

Here we admit the first two statements and pay our attention 
to the last statement. This only reflects rather conservative 
view on hadron spectroscopy, i.e., the established mesons and 
baryons can be classified by only considering the qq and qqq 
quark configurations. In fact, multiquark states such as (qq) , 
n i 2 or q q can have an integral baryon number and can make a 
colour-singlet. To summarize, a stable (in a sense that the 
width p < 100 MeV) hadron is called exotic if its quark configu
ration is other than qq or qqq. The following are some examples 
of exotic hadrons. 

(Example 1) A baryonium is an exotic meson whose quark con
figuration is qqqq. (A baryonium is frequently denoted as M, 
while an ordinary meson is denoted as M p.) 

* * + + 

(Example 2) If there exists Z, or Z Q resonance in K p or K n 
system; it must have the qqqqq configuration, since for example, 
the proton and K have the quark configurations of uud and us, 
and none of constituent quarks can annihilate with its antiquark. 

(Example 3) There are some experimental evidence for dibaryon 
resonances , which may have a six quark configuration -*'. 

2..2. Theoretical requirement for the existence of the baryoniums 
and their expected properties 
The existence of the baryoniums was first predicted by a 

duality argument . Duality 'as applied to the meson-meson 
and meson-baryon system has achieved much success. For baryon-
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antibaryon scattering, one can write a dual quark diagram shown 
in fig. 1, and it is clearly understood that ordinary-meson 
Regge poles are exchanged in the t-channel. If one applies 
duality to the baryon-antibaryon system, it requires the 
s-channel resonances whose quark configuration is qqqq. 
Therefore whether the required exotic iqqq resonances (baryoniums) 
exist or not is a critical problem to duality. 

Some of the important properties of baryoniums are as 
follows: 

(i) A baryonium is inhibited to dacay into two ordinary 
mesons (figs. 2a and 2b). Its allowed decay modes are baryon-
antibaryon pair (fig. 3a) or baryon-antibaryon plus one or more 
ordinary mesons (fig. 3b). 

(ii) A baryonium has high mass, yet it has a narrow width 
near the baryon-antibaryou threshold. 

(iii) A baryonium can have exotic quantum numbers. In 
particular, charge -2 states are possible. 

Property (i) is required to suppress the appearance of a 
baryonium in the lowest order duality diagram of meson-meson 
scattering, since otherwise it would upset the successful duality 
constraints in meson-meson scattering. To inhibit dual quark 
diagrams shown in fig. 2, the usual OZI rule must be extended 
to the following form [̂ Freund-Waltz-Rosner rule ' ] : 

(A) At the vertex of three hadrons, at least one quark (or 
antiquark) line should be exchanged between any pair of hadrons. 
(This inhibits the diagram shown in fig. 2a.) 

(B) A quark line and an antiquark .line originating from the 
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same hadron should not annihilate, (This inhibits the diagram 
shown in fig. 2b.) 
Property (ii) is a direct consequence of property (i). Property 
(iii) is an interesting consequence of the qqqq configuration. 
Exotic quantum numbers are the quantum numbers which ordinary 
mesons cannot take. Denoting the total spin, total orbital 
angular momentum and total angular momentum of the qq system 
as S, L and J, the quantum numbers of ordinary mesons are 
constrained as J = L + S, P = (-1) L + 1 and C = (-1) L + S. Thus 

PC ~~ ordinary mesons cannot take exotic quantum numbers, J = 0 , 
1~ etc., which however baryoniums can take. Charge -Z is also 
clearly impossible for qq states. 

2. 3. Experimental search for baryoniums 
A good deal of experimental effort has been made in search 

of baryoniums . The key signals of the baryonium are the 
properties just mentioned. Experiments are mostly classified 
into two categories; one is resonance search in the pp direct 
channel and the other is bump hunting in production experiments 
in effective mass distributions of BB, BBTI etc., or charge -2. 

meson states. Listed below are some baryonium candidates 
which have been reported. All narrow resonances, however, have 
yet to be confirmed to be there. On the other hand, wide 
enhancements seen in the direct pp channel seem established, 
but at present it is not clear whether they are really baryoniums. 

Baryonium candidates reported in the pp interactions 
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(i) The S(1936) resonance. This will be discussed in detail 
in the next subsection. 

(ii) Wide enhancements observed in o t t(pp), o(pp » pp), 
o(pp -*-nn), and various annihilation cross sections ". 
They are called T (mass ~ 2190 MeV, P~150 MeV) and U (mass 
~2350 MeV, f<- 200 MeV). In addition, some evidence is reported 
on V (mass ~ 21&0 MeV, P ~ 250 MeV). 

(iii) Pavlopoulos et al. ' observed a few narrow enhancements 
in the energy spectrum of r~rays in a stopped p experiment. 
Possibly they are signals of baryonium states below pp threshold. 

Barvonlum candidates reported in production experiments 
(i) Benkheiri et al. "' observed two narrow enhancements 

(2020 MeV with T- 24 MeV and 2200 MeV with [""-16 MeV) in the 
pp effective mass distribution in the reaction x"p •*• x~Vforvar& 

(pp) (see fig. k). The experiment was performed at CERN using 
the Q spectrometer. However, these enhancements are not seen 
in the reaction 11 p •» <*p- o r w a rj (PP)» recently performed at 
BNL using the Multi-Particle Spectrometer '. 

(ii) Armstrong et al, ' observed a narrow enhancement 
(2460 MeV, r~ 15 MeV) in the Apx* mass spectra in the reaction 
K P "* ̂ forward **" n ' P e r f o r m e d a t C E B N using, again, the Q 

spectrometer. It should be noted that Apu system has an exotic 
quantum number (charge +2). 

2. if« The S(1936) resonance 
At the time of the Tokyo conference, the S resonance seemed 
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to be firmly established. Four different experiments 12~1^' 

reported its observation in a t o t
 1 2» 13.15) > a(g p .» J p ) 13,1k) 

and charged-prong annihilation cross sections •5' , These 
experiments are summarized in table 1 and their main results 
are shown in figs. 5 - 8 . It should be also noted that in an 

a) 
a spectrometer experiment a narrow enhancement was observed 
at the pp effective mass corresponding to the S resonance, 
although it was statistically less significant than the 2020 
and 2200 MeV enhancements. 

The observed properties of the S resonance are: 
(i) mass ~ 1936 MeV, very near the pp threshold; 
(ii) very narrow width, r<k MeV; 
(iii) large elasticity, o(pp •*• pp)/a t 0 t -& 0.7; 
(iv) peak observed in the elastic channel, but not in the 

charge-exchange channel. 
From the first three properties, the S resonance has been con
sidered almost certainly to be a baryonium. The last observation 
would be puzzling if the S resonance should have a definite 
isospin, 0 or 1. This can be seen as follows. Denoting the 
isospin 0 and 1 amplitudes as A Q and A,, the elastic and charge-
exchange amplitudes are written as 

A(pp * pp) = |(AX + AQ) 

A(pp -»-nn) = "(Aĵ  - A Q ) . 

To explain the observed fact, one needs both isospin 0 and 1 
amplitudes; they destructively interfere in the charge-exchange 
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channel. Both amplitudes might be resonant, or either might be 
resonant and the other non-resonant background. Certainly it 
seemed an urgent problem to determine the quantum number, 
especially the lsospin of the S resonance. 

To our surprise, however, an LBL group, which has performed 
a series of pp experiment at BNL, has recently reported ' ' 
that no S-resonance enhancement has been observed in all of 
their measurements 

(i) o(pp *nn) 
(ii) backward elastic scattering cross section 
(iii) a t o t(PP). 

Non-observation of the S resonance in the charge-exchange 
reaction is consistent with the previous results. Also, con
sidering the peculiarity of the backward direction and interfer
ing 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 amplitudes, some sophisticated theory might 
succeed in explaing the disappearance of the S-resonance enhance
ment in the backward elastic scattering. However, the total 
cross section result of the LBL group shown in fig. 9 is defi
nitely in disagreement with the previous results. 

After all, the very existence of the S resonance has become 
a burning question, together with the disappearance of the 2020 
and 2200 MeV enhancements in the MPS production experiment ' 
(see subsect. 2.3)• New measurements with fine mass resolution 
and good accuracy (both statistical and systematic) are highly 
needed to settle the problem. Our experiment is clearly the 
one required, and we hope we can shortly give an answer to this 
question. 
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2. 5. Note added: some models for the baryonium 
Before closing this section, I would like to briefly 

mention some models for the baryonium. 
There are mainly two alternative views on the nature of 

the baryonium. In one view, which is prevailing, a baryonium 
is composed of two quarks and two antiquarks, as already dis
cussed. In the other view, however, a baryonium is a baryon-
antibaryon system held together by nuclear forces . The 
latter view, which is mainly developed by nuclear physicists, 
might be appropriate for subthreshold baryoniums. 

19) In a string-junction model of Rossi and Veneziano , and 
PQ) Imachi, Otsuki and Toyoda , a conserved pair of junction and 

antijunction is introduced in addition to the quarks and anti-
quarks. There appear three types of baryoniums; M^(qqqq;JJ), 
M|(qq;JJ) and SQ(JJ). In this type of model, the selection 
rules of Freund-Waltz-Kosner °' are extended to include junctions, 
and topological structure of diagrams is closely connected with 
decay rates of baryoniums. 

Of particular interest is a colour molecule model of 
M pi \ 

Chan Hong-Mo and Hogaasen ', in which a baryonium is realized 
as a diquark (qq)-antidiquark (qq) system (which is called 
"diquonium") bound by colour confining forces. A diquark is 
a coloured object (colour non-singlet), and hence the name of 
"colour molecule". In order that such a system be metastable, 
the diquark is separated from the antidiquark by an orbital 
angular momentum L > 0, and this condition naturally suppresses 
the baryonium decay into two ordianry mesons without resorting 
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to new, ad hoc, and therefore unsatisfactory (as Hong-Mo says) 
selection rules. Exploiting the knowledge obtained for ordinary 
hadron dynamics, this model has a great predictive power for 
the rich spectrum of the baryonium. In this regard, however, 
the model is being challenged by the recent experimental indi
cations that the narrow baryonium candidates reported so far 
do not really exist. 

3. Total cross sections and forward elastic scattering 
3. 1. General 

Let me now turn to a quite different subject, total cross 
sections and forward elastic scattering . 

We write the differential cross section for the elastic 
scattering in the c.m. system as 

(d25->el = l f ( E*' 9* )| 2 • ( 1 > 
do ej- ' 

which defines the scattering amplitude f(E , 9 ). We also define, 
for later convenience, another amplitude F(t) by 

The optical theorem relates the imaginary part of the forward 
scattering amplitude to the total cross section: 

Im f<8*«0) = fc a t o f c (3) 

Im F(O) = - ^ °t o t • (4) 

From eqs. (1) - (4 ) , we obtain 
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(*»?> , = (^i^) 2 d +P 2) (5) 
dc e =o w 

where p is the real-to-imaginary ratio of the forward scattering 
amplitude 

in f(e =0) I m n o ) 

Let us now consider the angular distribution of the elastic 
scattering. It is customary to divide the angular interval into 
the following five regions according to the values of t ': 

(i) Coulomb region [t < 0.001 (GeV/c)2] 
(ii) Coulomb-nuclear interference region £o.001 < t < 0.01} 
(iii) Diffraction region [0.01 < t < 0.5 J 
(iv) Large angle region [t >. 0.5 3 
(v) Backward region [u ~ o]. 

Region (i) is well understood and not very interesting. 
Region (ii) is most interesting for the present experiment and 
is further discussed below. The diffraction region is charac
terised by a smooth exponentially falling differential cross 
section: in a limited t interval, it can be parametrized as 

f£ = a exp(-bt) . (8) 

Regions (iv) and (v) are not relevant to the present experiment, 
and are not discussed here. 

When the Coulomb amplitude Fc(t). is non-negligible compared 
to the nuclear amplitude F N(t), the full amplitude is given by 
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a coherent sum of both amplitudes, and »re write the differential 
cross section as 

dSL F„(t) * F„(t) c = |Fj + 2Re(F„ F„) + |F„ 
dt " r r " *c v wi " I'NI L " c u » ' c rci 

dfj dojj. doj, 
dt dt dt • t y J 

The Coulomb amplitude for pp or pp scattering is known to be 

F§P(t) = - F ^ t ) = ̂ SfiSfi ̂ (t) e"i6(t) ^ ( 1 0 ) 

where a is the fine structure constant, 3 is the lab, velocity 
of the incident particle, 6(t) is the Coulomb phase which is 
calculated with slight model dependence, and ^(t) is the 
Coulomb form factor given by 

5?(t) = G 2(t) = (1 • t/0.71) - Z f , (11) 
where G(t) is the electromagnetic form factor of the proton. 
For small t, the elastic differential cross section due to the 
nuclear interaction is assumed to be extrapolated from the 
diffraction region: 

d o w d a N 
53* = (dA=o e x* (" b t ) • <12> 

Then the nuclear amplitude is written as 

F N(t) = 1m F N(0) (p+i) exp(- |bt) 

= -te±- {p+1) exp(- ibt) , (13) 

whare p is assumed to be constant for small t (t S; 0.01), Putting 
eqs. (10) and (13) into eq. (9), the pp forward differential 
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cross section i s written in terms of <7 t o t» p and b as 

^ = im(ft^) 2 ^ 2 (t) • (-^at_) 2

 ( l t 2j exp(-bt) 

+ ~3t a £ ^ ( t ) e x p ( " 2 b t ) <>Pc°sb " s l n 6 > • (̂ > 

As an example, fig. 10 shows the forward pp defferential 
cross section at 1.2 GeV/c , where the distribution is fitted 
using eq. (lif) and components of da/dt, i.e., Coulomb part, 
nuclear part and interference part are separately indicated. 

3. 2. How to measure the total cross section 
There are basically three methods to measure the total 

cross section. One is to directly count the number of inter
actions. This method is mostly used in bubble chamber experi
ments or pp total cross section measurements at the CEKN ISR. 
In either case, the elastic scattering in extreme forward 
directions cannot be measured and so must be corrected. The 
second method to measure the total cross section is known as 
the transmission method, where one counts particles transmitted 
a target without interacting in it. Since we adopted this 
method in the present experiment, a further discussion is 
given below. The last method is an indirect method where one 
deduces ff+0j. from the forward elastic differential cross section, 
using the optical theorem. This method has been applied at 
the CERN ISR and gas-jet target experiments at Fermilab and 
IHEP. It should be stressed that in all three methods, we 
need to know the parameters p and b in order to make corrections 
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or to apply the optical theorem. These parameters must be 
taken from other experiments, or determined in the same 
experiment, or guessed from theoretical considerations. 

I now explain the transmission experiment in some detail. 
The standard equipment (see fig. 11) consists of a system of 
counters to count the incoming particles and a series of 
concentric transmission counters, each subtending a different 
solid angle 2. with respect to the target. We can define the 
partial cross section a. measured by the i-th transmission 
counter: 

«i=Pd£^^J--inel. («> 
The total cross section is written as 

C kit da M r a, da N "tot • J <*?> dQ + J 7 ̂  dS + <W ' (16) 

From eqs. (15) and (16) we have 

and j, . is obtained by the extrapolation to zero solid angle. 
In a so called good geometry transmission experiment, each 
transmission counter subtends the solid angle well within the 
diffraction peak, and the smallest counter covers the Coulomb 
regies completely. Then the doc/da term in eq. (17) is negli
gible and do„/dQ term can be extrapolated to zero solid angle. 
However the doNC/dQ term must be corrected before the extra
polation is performed (see fig. 12) ; and for this purpose the 
parameters p and b must be known. In eq. (15), particle 
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emission into the solid angle a, from the inelastic reactions 
is neglected. However, it can also be extrapolated to zero 
solid angle on an equal footing with da„/da in eq. (17). 

In practice, the incoming beam is absorbed not only by 
the target, but also by other materials before and behind the 
target. To take account for this effect, we usually prepare 
two identical target cells: one i6 full of target material and 
the other is empty. Let N.j, and N Q E be the number of incident 
particles and NJ F and NJ E the number of particles counted by 
the i-th counter, where the subscripts F and E represent full 
target and empty target, respectively. For the case of full 
target we have the relation 

N1F = N0F Jl?2 ̂ PV-^n) , (18) 

where 7, and 7 2 account for the absorption before and behind 
the target and n is the number of target particles per cm . 
For the case of empty target, 

4 E = N0E ll \ • < 1 9 ) 

I"- * -qs. (18) and (19), we thus obtain the expression for a. 

:.-. terms of measurements with both targets: 

N1F W1E 

/).. Description of the experiment 
i+. 1. General 

The main purpose of the present experiment is to investi-
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gate possible narrow structures (in particular the £ resonance) 
in the pp total cross section in the momentum range between ifOO 
and 700 MeV/c. It is also aimed to measure the cross section 
of the all neutral final states and forward elastic differential 
cross section at the same time. 

The requirements to be met to investigate narrow structures 
are good mass resolution, high statistical accuracy and small 
systematic errors. In the present experiment, the mass reso
lution for the pp system of within 12 MeV has been achieved 
and the pp total cross section has been measured with statistical 
accuracy of 11.5 % in the S region and 12 % otherwise, and with 
a total systematic error of order 1 %. 

A unique feature which distinguishes the present experi
ment from other total cross section measurements is the use of 
multiwire proportional chambers and a magnetic spectrometer 
instead of conventional transmission counters. This fact has 
been essential to achieve small and well controlled systematic 
errors. The most important features are: 

(i) The momentum and trajectory of the incoming and trans
mitted antiprotons have been measured event by event. Specifi
cally this means that we can always use the same beam phase 
space by making appropriate cuts on the incoming trajectory. 

(ii) Particle identification has been done with a good 
accuracy (fractional TI~ contamination ~ 1/5000). 

(iii) The beam momentum has always been calibrated using 
precisely measured magnetic field of the spectrometer magnet to 
an absolute accuracy of 10.5 % and relative (point-to-point) 
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accuracy of 10.05 %. 

It should be noted that some total cross section measurements 
were made with better statistical accuracy than ours, but the 
systematic errors originating from usually not well-known beam 
quality could be rather large and difficult to estimate. 

During data-taking runs, we have also taken care of the 
following points so as not to produce spurious narrow structures, 
or not to miss real narrow structures: 

(i) Avoid the momentum-dependent systematic errors. 
(ii) Avoid time-dependent variation of the systematic errors. 
(iii) Each measurement at a certain beam momentum has a 50 % 

overlap in the beam momentum acceptance with the measurements 
at the neighbouring beam momenta. 

k. 2. Apparatus 
A plan view of the apparatus including the beam transport 

system is shown in fig. 13. 
Beam channel 

The experiment has been performed at the K3 beam line of 
the KEK proton synchrotron. A partially separated antiproton 
beam has been produced from a Pt target (40 mm long and 10 mm 
in diameter or 6 X 10 mm in cross section) in a slow extracted 
proton beam. The K3 beam line has the two operation modes: 
one is the long-focus mode (K3-L) with high momentum resolution 
at the sacrifice of a beam intensity, and the other is the 
short-focus mode (K3-S) with the maximum beam intensity at the 
sacrifice of the resolution. We have taken advantage of the 
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high resolution of the K3-L mode. The parameters of the K3-L 
mode are listed in table 2 and the beam optics is shown in 
f±6. U . 

The momentum bite of the antiproton beam has been limited 
to Z.2. % by the momentum slit at the momentum-dispersive focus. 
The beam momentum has been measured by a hodoscope placed also 
at the momentum-dispersive focus. The momentum resolution is 
calculated to be±0.3i8at 500 MeV/c, taking into the Coulomb 
multiple scattering by thin metal windows of a vacuum duct, 
scintillation counters, proportional chambers, and etc. Fig. 15 

IP shows a flux of the antiproton beam per 10 extracted 12 GeV 
protons on the Pt target ifO mm long and 6 X 10 mm in cross 
section. It should be noted that the focusing of the extracted 
proton beam on the K3 target was not satisfactory, resulting 
rather low targetting efficiency. This is the reason why we 
used a production target of wide cross section at the sacrifice 
of the u/p s e p a r a t i o n . (At 500 HeV/c and 800 MeV/c it/p ~ 300 

and 100, respectively.) If the focusing of the primary proton 
beam is improved, the flux of the antiproton beam would increase 
at least by a factor of 1.5. 

Liquid hydrogen target 
Two identical target cells, one filled with liquid hydrogen 

and the other empty, were placed in the same vacuum chamber. 
To change full and empty targets, the vacuum chamber could be 
moved in a few minutes by a step motor along a rail fixed to a 
support structure. The reproducibility of the target positions 
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was excellent (of order 10 urn). The target cell had a double 
cylinder structure: the Inner cylinder 65 mm in diameter was 
made of thin Al and the outer one 74 mm in diameter was made of 
stainless steel. The outer cylinder had flanges at both ends 
to which mylar sheets were glued and tightly held by cover 
flanges. The length of liquid hydrogen along the beam axis 
was 85 mm. The temperature of the liquid hydrogen has been 
controlled to within 0.1°K. 

The above described liquid hydrogen target system was 
designed to meet the requirement on the mass resolution for 
the pp system and to minimize various systematic errors in the 
total cross section measurement. Some important points are: 

(i) With 85 mm long liquid hydrogen target, the mass reso
lution for the pp system is about 2.2. MeV at 500 MeV/c and il.5 
MeV at 700 MeV/c. 

(ii) The density of the liquid hydrogen p„ depends on the 
temperature T. At around 21°K the relation Ap„/p„ ~ 0.024T 
holds. Since the temperature has been controlled to within 
0.1°K, the error of o t o t resulting from the uncertainty of p„ 

is only about 0.2 %. 
(iii) Bubbles in the liquid hydrogen effectively reduces p„. 

With the target cell of the double cylinder structure, it was 
possible to suppress bubbles inside the inner cylinder, since 
bubbles were mostly produced by absorbing heat radiation from 
outside. 

(iv) Since the pressure difference between inside and outside 
of the target cell is about 1 kg/cm , the shape of the mylar 
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window Is convex and the length of the liquid hydrogen traversed 
Is dependent on the trajectory of the beam particles. The flange 
structure of the target cell allows a rather small curvature of 
the mylar windows. 

Counters and multlwlre uroporti m™l rhamhm-R 

The scintillation counters CI, C2 and C3 defined the 
incoming antiprotons and C+ and C6 detected transmitted anti-
protons. The 3 nm thick counters C3 and Ck placed just before 
and behind the liquid hydrogen target had circular shapes of 
40 mm and 70 mm in diameter, respectively. The counter C6 was 
placed behind the spectrometer magnet and its dimension was 
660 X W X 5 mm . The counters CI ~ Ci» were viewed by two 
KCA 8575 photomultipliers, while C6 was viewed by four. Pulse 
height and time of flight information from each counter was 
recorded. For pulse height measurement, photomultiplier outputs 
were added and fed to an ADC channel. For time of flight 
measurement, the counter CI provided common start signal to 
a TDC module, and signals from C2 ~ C6 stopped each TDC channel. 
Mean timer modules were used for wide counters C2 and C6 to 
improve time resolution. For C6, time differences between up 
and down, and between right and left photomultipller signals 
were recordsA, giving a rough two-dimensional coordinate where 
the particle traversed it. 

In order to detect charged particles coming from the target, 
a cylindrically shaped scintillation counter surrounding the 
target was placed inside the vacuum chamber and was optically 
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coupled to a photomultiplier outside the chaaber. Before and 
behind the target vacuum chamber there were also scintillator 
walls having 45 mm and 75 mm diameter holes through which 
incoming and transmitted antiprotons passed. These counters 
covered about 95 % solid angle around the target and served to 
measure o(pp *-all neutrals). An exploded view around the 
target region is shown in fig. 16. 

The beam momentum was measured by a 36 channel nodoseope 
placed at the momentum-dispersive focus of the K3 beam line, 
and the momentum of the transmitted particle was measured by 
a hodoscope placed at another momentum-dispersive focus behind 
C6, which consisted of 26 overlapping scintillation counters 
making 51 channels. Additionally, a 5 X 5 thin hodoscope was 
placed between the quadrupole magnets Q9 and Q10 to aid the track 
reconstruction using multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC). 

The trajectories of the incoming and transmitted anti-
protons were measured by five MWPC's of two-dimensional readout. 
Cathode readout was done by means of delay lines, and position 
resolution of *1 mm was obtained. Fig. 17 shows schematic repre
sentation of the MWPC readout. Each cathode wire was connected 
to a tap of the delay line (2 mm cathode wire spacing, and 20 
nsec delay per tap for the small chambers 1 ~ 4 and 10 nsec delay 
per tap for the large chamber 5). Induced charges on the cathode 
wires propagated to both ends of the delay line and were ampli
fied and discriminated by constant-fraction discriminators. 
The discriminator outputs were fed to a TDC module and the time 
difference of the signals from both ends of the delay line gave 
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the center of gravity of the induced charges. To improve inher
ent limitation on counting rates of the delay line readout, a 
double TDC stop circuits were introduced so that we could still 
obtain position information even though another stop signal 
came while the TDC gate was open. 

Magnetic spectrometer 
The magnetic spectrometer consisted of a quadrupole doublet 

and a bending magnet (max. field 20 kp). Its angular acceptance 
was x' = 1120 mr, y' = li|0 mr and AQ = 15 msr, and the maximum 
transmissible momentum bite wa6 dp/p = Il5 %. The magnetic fields 
of the bending magnet were measured as precisely as possible, 
and provided a powerful means to calibrate the beam momentum. 
The beam momentum could be known to the absolute accuracy of 
-0.5 % and the relative (point-to-point) accuracy of 10.05 %. 

If. 3. Experimental procedure and very preliminary results 
The data-taking has been carried out from May to July 1979, 

over six KEK accelerator operation periods (one period is two 
weeks long). The measurements have been performed with a 2 % 

step in the beam momentum from 410 to 720 MeV/c. Since the 
momentum bite of the beam has been -2 %, we have never missed 
possible structures in the total cross section as narrow as the 
mass resolution of the present experiment. To avoid systematic 
errors due to possible long-term variation of the detector system, 
each momentum interval was measured several times in different 
accelerator periods. The alternation of the full and empty tar-
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gets was done within one hour. A total of about 1.5 X 10' events 
were recorded, of which about 60 % were taken with target full 
and the rest with target empty. About 50 % of events will be 
retained for the final analysis after various cuts to guarantee 
clean incoming antiprotons of known momentum and trajectory. 

An event was triggered by a time coincidence C1«C2»C3 and 
all relevant information was written on magnetic tapes. 
Although the timing of the trigger counters was adjusted to the 
antiproton, high counting rate of CI caused considerable amount 
of accidental triggers due to pions when the discriminator 
threshold for CI was set low enough to register all minimum 
ionizing particles. To suppress these accidental triggers, the 
discriminator threshold for CI was .set high to reject almost 
all minimum ionizing particles. In this way, more than 90 % 

triggers were due to antiprotons. 
In the offline analysis, the identification of the antiproton 

was performed using pulse height and time of flight (TOF) infor
mation from trigger counters to a level of fractional pion 
contamination of 1/5000. Since the flight path length from 
CI to C6 was about 16 m, those antiprotons and pions reached 
C6 were very cleanly separated. Using these events we could 
precisely determine the pulse height and TOF distributions from 
CI ~ Ck for antiprotons and pions. In this sense, the linear 
electronics channels of the present experiment were self-cali
brating and required no special calibration runs. 

As a very preliminary analysis of the pp total cross section 
we have counted the number of antiprotons reached the counter 
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C6. The quantity In Ng/NT is plotted in fig. 18 for both full 
and empty targets, where N B is the number of incoming antiprotons 
and N_ the number of transmitted antiprotons which reached C6. 
From this, the total cross section is calculated and plotted in 
fig. 19. The events used are about 60 % of those usable for 
the final analysis. The error bars are statistical only and 
no corrections are made for the effects of the Coulomb-nuclear 
interference and contamination of forward elastic scattering 
events. However, it is estimated that the net correction is 
not large (less than -2 % ) . Although this result is very pre
liminary, we see that there are no narrow structures in the 
entire momentum range with more than one-standard-deviation 
effect. 

5. Conclusion 
As we have seen in section 2, the baryoniums with the 

exotic quark configuration qqqq have been extensively investi
gated both theoretically and experimentally. Until quite 
recently, it has generally been believed that there exist some 
narrow pp resonances which have expected properties of the 
baryoiiium. Thus, the recent experimental indication aga-. nst 
the existence of the S resonance °» '' has brought much 
surprise. Our preliminary result on the pp total cross section 
is also consistent with the nonexistence of the S resonance. 
These experimental results are clearly requiring reexamination 
of the baryonium physics. 
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Table 1. Summary of the experiments reported the observation of the S resonance. 

... 
Carrol et at. 
BNL 
Ref. 12) 

Chaloupka et al. 
CERN etc. 
Ref. 13) 

Bruckner et al. 
CERN-Heidelberg 
Ref. U ) 

Sakamoto et al. 
Tokyo 
Ref. 15) 

Method Transmission 
counter 

Bubble chamber Counter Bubble chamber 

Measured °tot ( 5 p ) 

"tot <Pd> 

°tot (PP> 
o( pp "*• pp) 

°inel <-°>2'k>° Prongs) 

o(pp - pp) 
o(pp •* charged mesons) 
a(pp •* all neutrals) 

°tot ( P P } 

S resonance 
parameters 

Mass (MeV) 

T (MeV) 

°tot ( m b ) 

1932 I 2 

i s : | 

1935.9 - 1.0 

8.8 _ 3 # 2 

10.6 I 2.k • 

1939 - 3 

£4 

1935.? 1 1.0 

2.8 1 l.if 

14.5 ^ 3.9 

Other 
information 

Possibly 1 = 1 , but 
1 = 0 not ruled out. 

o(pp -»• pp) = 7.0 I 1.4 
mb 



Table 2. K3 beam parameters (L-mode) 

Momentum range <1.0 GeV 
Production angle 0° 
Solid angle acceptance if msr 

Horizontal 1120 mr 
Vertical n.0.5 mr 

Maximum transmissible 
Momentum bite -2.7 % 

Momentum resolution -0.15 % 

Electrostatic separator 
Electrode length 1.9 m 
Gap 15 cm 
Max. field (E m a x) 50 kV/cm 

At the momentum slit 
Horizontal magnification -4.39 
Momentum dispersion 3.40 cm/(l % 6p/p) 
Chromatic aberration 7.23 mm/U % 6p/p) 

At the mass slit 
Vertical magnification -0.423 
Vertical chromatic aberration 3.04 mm/(l % 6p/p) 
Image separation between 

it and p at 500 MeV/c 58.3 mm at E 

At the experimental focus 
Horizontal magnification 3.12 
Vertical magnification 1.35 
Momentum dispersion 0,0 
Horizontal divergence 69.3 mr l 
Vertical divergence 24.5 mr J ''-"' 
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Figure captions 
Fig. 1. Dual quark diagram for the baryon-antibaryon scattering. 
Fig. 2. Inhibited diagrams for the baryonium decaying into the 

two ordinary mesons. 
Fig. 3. Allowed diagrams for the baryonium decay. 
Fig. 4. pp invariant mass distribution in the reaction n p •*• 

^"Pforward ^ p ^ a t ' a n d 1 2 G e V / c » t a k e n f r o m r e f- 9). 
Fig. 5. PP and pd total cross sections measured by Carrol et al. 

[ref. 12)]. 
Fig. 6. pp total, inelastic {Q*2.*h*i prongs), elastic and 

0,2,4,6 prong cross sections measured by Chaloupka et al. 
[ref. 13)]. 

Fig. 7. pp inelastic (two or more prongs), elastic and neutral 
cross sections measured by Bruckner et al. [ref. 14)1. 

Fig. 8. pp total cross section measured by Sakamoto et al. 
[ref. 15)]. 

Fig. 9. pp total cross section multiplied by the beam momentum, 
measured by the LBL group [ref. 17)). The data are 
preliminary and uncorrected. The dasheu curve represents 
the results of Carrol et al. ' 

Fig. 10. Forward elastic pp differential cross section at 1.2 
GeV/c measured by Jenni et al. f ref. 2.3)~\. (a) shows 
the details of the region of t where the Coulomb-nuclear 
interference is important. The individual contributions 
due to the nuclear scattering (curve b ) , the Coulomb 
scattering (curve c) and their interference (curve d) 
are shown, (b) displays the complete t-region used 
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for the fit. 
Fig. 11. Typical experimental setup for a transmission counter 

experiment. 
Fig. 12. Schematic representation of the dependence of OAQ) 

on the solid angle a.. 
Fig. 13. Plan view of the experimental arrangement. 
Fig. Ik. Beam optics of the K3-L mode. 
Fig. 15. Flux of the p beam as a function of the beam momentum, 

corresponding to 10 extracted protons at 12 GeV/c on 
p a Pt target lg> mm long and 6 X 10 mm in cross section. 

The momentum bite accepted is lz %. 

Fig. 16. Exploded view around the liquid hydrogen target region. 
Fig. 17. Schematic representation of the MWPC readout. 
Fig. 18. ln(N„/NT) plotted versus the uncorrected beam momentum, 

where Nfl is the number of incoming antiprotons and H™ 
the number of transmitted antiprotons which reached C6. 

Fig. 19. pp total cross section plotted versus the corrected 
beam momentum. The data are preliminary and uncorrected. 
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KEK ACCELERATORS AND FUTURE PROJECTS 

Toshlo SUZUKI 

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics 
Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 300-32, Japan 

Abstract 

The constructional and working aspects of the KEK 12 GeV proton 
synchrotron are described. Then, we outline the Photon Factory project, 
which is a dedicated synchrotron radiation source facility now under 
construction. Finally, we explain the TRISTAN project which is an 
electron-proton colliding beam machine project now under detailed design 
study. 
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§1. Introduction 

KEK Is an Institute established in 1971 with the 12 GeV proton 
synchrotron as its main facility. The construction of the proton 
synchrotron started in 1971 and completed in 1976. The physics experi
ments using the proton beam started tn 1977. Now, we have achieved the 

12 
design energy and Intensity of 12 GeV and 2 * 10 ppp (protons per 
pulse). Still, much effort is being made to Improve the Intensity and 
beam characteristics of the machine. In 1976, a project started to 
utilize the 500 NeV booster beam for pjlsed-neutron diffraction experi
ments, n-v physics experiments, medical and biological applications etc. 

1M 1977, a new project started 1n KEK. It 1s the Photon Factory 
project which is a combination of a 2.5 GeV electron linac and a 2.5 GeV 
electron storage ring aimed at a dedicated synchrotron radiation source. 
The design study of the machine was formerly in progress at the Institute 
for Nuclear Study (INS), University of Tokyo and KEK. The construction 
of this machine is expected to be completed in 1981. 

We are now working on the design of the TRISTAN project as a future 
extension of the present 12 GeV proton synchrotron and the 2.5 GeV 
Photon Factory electron linac. It is a project to construct an electron-
proton colliding beam machine of 20 GeV electrons and 300 GeV protons. 
Since such a new machine requires many technical developments, we are 
now working on the developments of the superconducting magnet system, 
the ultra-high vacuum system etc, in addition to the design study of the 
machine. 

In this short talk, we outline the design, constructional and 
working aspects of the 12 GeV proton synchrotron, the Photon Factory 
synchrotron radiation source and the TRISTAN project. Since the time is 
limited, we only describe the essential features of the machines. Fcr 
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the detailed description of the principles of accelerator physics, the 
reader is referred to the references cited at the end of this note. 

§2. General Description of the 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron 

Fig.l shows the layout of the accelerators in the KEK site which 
has an area of 1 Km * 2 Km. Only the 12 GeV P.S. (Proton Synchrotron) 
1s now under operation. The 2.5 GeV electron linac and the electron 
storage ring are now under construction. The TRISTAN ring is a future 
project now under design study. The 200 MeV high intensity electron 
linac and the 3 GeV stacking ring are designed for positron stacking 1n 
the TRISTAN ring. 

Fig.2 shows the layout of the 12 GeV proton synchrotron complex. 
It consists of four separate accelerators; the 750 keV preinjector, the 
20 MeV linac, the 500 MeV booster synchrotron and the 12 GeV proton syn
chrotron (main ring). The protons Ionized In the ion source are accel
erated by these four accelerators, fast extracted for bubble chamber 
experiemnts and slow extracted for counter experiments. Extraction 
using an internal target is also used for counter experiments. A part 
of the beam from the 500 MeV booster, which is not used for Injection 
into the main ring, is shared by pulsed magnets and used for the facilities 
utilizing the booster beam. 

The average radius (circumference divided by 2n) of the booster 1s 
6 m and that of the main ring Is 54 m. Since the circumference of the 
main ring 1s nine times larger than that of the booster, it requires 
nine booster acceleration cycles to fill the main ring with protons as 
shown in Fig.2. The time sequence of the accelerators 1s shown In 
Fig.3. The repetition rate of the booster synchrotron Is chosen to be 
20 Hz, and the injectors, i.e. the preinjector and the linac are accordingly 
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operated at 20 Hz. Since nine booster beam pulses are injected into the 
main ring, it takes about 0.5 sec for beam Injection Into the main ring. 
During injection, the magnetic field of the main ring is held constant. 
Then, as the beam 1s accelerated, the magnetic field rises and again 
becomes flat for beam extraction. The magnetic field then decreases to 
the injection field. The magnetic field is about 1.5 kG at the injection 
energy of 500 MeV and about 17.5 kG at 12 GeV. The cycle time of the 
main ring is 2 sec. Since only nine booster pulses are necessary to 
fill the main ring, the other eleven pulses are used for the booster 
beam facilities and far the llnac beam measurement. 

More detailed time sequence up to the booster 1s shown in F1g,4. 
The booster magnetic field changes sinusoldally with the Injection field 
of about 2 kG and the maximum field of about 11 kG, The linac beam 
pulses are injected during about 10 ysec. The revolution time of the 
proton beam in the booster at 20 NeV 1s 1.5 usee so that the llnac 
pulses are injected during about seven turns. 

Fig.5 shows a photograph of the main ring Intensity. We see that 
the intensity goes up step by step at injection while nine booster 
pulses are injected. The intensity is almost flat during acceleration 
with a small loss at transition energy (which will be explalend 1n §6) 
and decreases as the beam 1s extracted. In the same figure, the traces 
of the magnetic field and the extracted beam intensity are also shown. 
The maximum intensity in the main ring achieved so far is 2.3 * 1 0 1 Z 

protons per pulse. 

§3. Preinjector and Beam Transport System 

Fig.6 shows the preinjector. It Is a high voltage DC accelerator. 
A high voHage of 750 kV is applied to the accelerating COIUKO shown 
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at the left of the figure. Proton;, emerging from an 1cn source are 
accelerated by a DC potential. Quadrupole magnets are installed in the 
accelerating column to ensure transverse focusing. The high voltage Is 
generated by a Cockcroft-Walton type high voltage generator shown at 
the right of the figure. It essentially consists of rectifiers and 
capacitors, and in one stage, a DC potential which 1s twice as high as 
the applied AC potential 1s obtained. Since the generator -insists of 
four stages, the DC potential at the top of the generator 1s eight tines 
as high as the applied AC voltage. Note that the applied AC voltage of 
80 kV denotes an effective voltage and that Its amplitude Is 113 kV. 

F1g.7 shows the 1on source. The hydrogen gas from a gas bombe is 
Ionized by the electrons emitted from the heated cathode and forms a 
proton-electron plasma. The protons are extracted electrostatically by 
the electrodes. The plasma 1s confined in a small region by the geometrical 
configuration of the electrodes and by the longitudinal magnetic field 
produced by a solenoid. Since this type of ion source has a dual focusing 
fuction, it Is called a "duoplasmatron". 

Focusing of charged particles 1s very Important In accelerators. 
There are two methods of focusing. The first one is the focusing by 
solenoids shown in Fig.8. Charged particles are trapped in the magnetic 
field and does not diverge. The focusing force Is rather weak compared 
to the second method of focusing by quadrupole magnets and. In high 
energy accelerators, the quadrupole magnets are mainly used for focusing. 

The quadrupole magnet is shown In Fig.9. It consists of four poles 
which have a hyperbolic profile. The magnetic field Is zero at the 
center and Increases linearly with the distance from the center. I.e. 
the field "gradient" 1s constant. In F1g.3, the force exerted on protons 
Is such that it is focusing vertically and defocuslng horizontally. The 
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reverse focusing is obtained by reversing the current flowing through 

the colls of the magnet. Since the quadrupole magnet is focusing in one 

direction and defocusing in the other, i t is necessary to combine a 

horizontally focusing (F) magnet and a horizontally defocusing (D) 

magnet as shown at the right of Fig.9 to obtain net focusing. 

Quadrupole magnets are much used in beam transport systems. Fig.10 

shows the low energy beam trasnport system between the prelnjector and 

the linac. In this system, a quadrupole quadruplet (a combination of 

four quadrupoles) and five quadrupole triplets (a combination of three 

quadrupoles) are used to achieve focusing. The quadrupole strengths ire 

so adjusted that the beam shape in phase space (emlttance) from the 

preinjector is matched f.o the shape (acceptance) which is accepted by 

the linac. F1g.ll shows a beam transport system between the linac and 

the booster. In this systMi, twenty-three quadrupole magnets are used. 

94. Linear Accelerator (Linac) 

The 20 MeV linear accelerator (linac) Is shown in Fig.12. The main 

constituents of the linac are the resonator tank (cavity), in which a 

standing wave electromagnetic f ie ld 1s excited, and the dr i f t tubes 

which shield the electromagnetic f ield and through which the proton beam 

passes. The frequency of the electromagnetic wave 1$ 200 HHz. Since 

the frequency lies in the range usually used in radio applications, 

the high frequency electromagnetic wave used in high energy accelerators 

1: called an RF (radio frequency) wave. 

The RF power Is fed from the outside source by way of the two feed 

lines as shown in the figure. The mode of the electromagnetic wave Is a 

so-called TH.-.-mode which has a longitudinal electric f ie ld component 

used for acceleration. The dr i f t tubes are metallic tubes which shield 
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the electromagnetic field so that the beam does not receive any force 
when it is inside the drift tubes. The beam receives an accelerating 
force in the gaps between the drift tubes when the electric field is in 
the accelerating direction, when the electric field is in the wrong 
direction, the beam 1s inside the drift tube and receives no decelerating 
force. The length of the drift tubes increases as the energy and 
accordingly the velocity of the protons increases. The total length of 
the linac tank is about 16 m and the diameter of the tank is about 0.9 m. 

Stability of longitudinal motion (phase stability) 1s very Important 
in understanding the operation of the linac. The beam must pass through 
the gaps between the drift tubes when the electric field is rising as 
shown at the left of F1g.l3. The particle having a right energy determined 
by the length ov' the drift tubes 1s made to pass at a certain fixed 
phase of the RF voltage called a synchronous phase angle » and that 
particle is called a synchronous particle. The particles having an 
energy larger than the synchronous particle travels with a greater 
velocity and passes through the next gap ahead of the synchronous particle. 
The particles then receive less electric field since the field is rising 
and the energy gain becomes less. Thus, the particles initially having 
a larger energy tend to be accelerated less. The opposite holds for 
particles having a lower energy. Thus, the particles oscillate in 
energy and phase around the synchronous energy and phase (phase oscil
lation or synchrotron oscillation, since this fact was first found In 
connection with synchrotrons) and phase stability Is assured. Phase 
stability breaks down if the particles pass through the gaps when the 
electric field 1s falling. 

The condition of phase stability makes the transverse motion unstable. 
This is seen with reference to the right of Fig.13. The electric field 
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in the gap is bent Inward as shown in the figure. At time t,, the 
protons receive a focusing force and at time t,, they receive a defocusing 
force. Since the field is rising, the defocusing force is greater and 
we get transverse Instability. In order to compensate this defocusing 
force of RF, we install small quadrupole magnets Inside the drift tubes 
as shown in the figure. 

§5. Booster Synchrotron 

The 500 HeV booster shown in F1g.l4 is • circular accelerator 
called a synchrotron. The ieam 1s confined 1n a circular orbit by 
bending magnets, and the beam energy 1s slowly Increased by — ."<F cavity 
while the beam revolves many turns. The momentum p of • particle expressed 
In GeV/c Is related to the bending field B expressed 1n Tesla {1 Tesla « 
10 kG) and the radius of curvature p expressed In m by the following 
relation, 

p (GeV/c) * 0.3 B (Tesla) p (m). (1) 

As the energy Increases, the bending field increases correspondingly to 
fix the radius of curvature constant. The maximum energy gain per 
revolution In the booster is 7 keV. The RF frequency ranges from 1.6 
MHz at injection to 6.0 MHz at 500 MeV to fit the revolution frequnecy 
of the beam. 

The whole circumference is divided into eight identical sections 

called cells or periods, and each cell consists of a magnet (M. t. Mo) 

and a field-free straight section (Sj ** Sg). The straight sections are 

used to install equipments for beam injection (injection septum magents 

and injection bump magnets), equipments for beam ejection (ejection 
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septum magnets, an ejection kicker magnet, ejection bump magnets), RF-
eavitfes, beam position monitors (Pos), intensity monitors (I, •>. Ig), 
profile monitors (Pr) and other auxiliary equipments. 

The particle having a right momentum and injected at right angle 
and position travels in a circular path, but most other particles wi<l 
be lost unless means are provided to focus the beam. Longitudinal 
stability Is obtaled by accelerating the beam In the rising part of RF. 
quite similarly to the phase stability explained in the section on the 
Hnac. The transition energy to be explained 1n connection with the 
main ring 1s 1.23 GeV and well above the maximum energy of 500 HeV. 

Transverse stability 1s achieved by using magnets as shown In 
Fig.15. The magnet his a pole shape which Is a part of a hyperbola and, 
In addition to the bending field, It has a constant field gradient and 
thus a focusing power. It can be considered to be a part of a displaced 
quadrupole magnet. It has a horizontally focusing (F) property or a 
horizontally defocuslng (D) property. By combining F and D magnets we 
obtain focusing action In both horizontal and vertical directions. 
Since the type of magnet has a bending as well as focusing property. It 
Is called a "combined-function" type magnet. Another focusing scheme 1s 
a "separated function" type focusing employed in the main ring which 
uses dipole magnets having a flat pole shape as a bending unit and 
quadrupole magnets as a focusing element. 

The particles Injected at wrong angle and position with respect to 
an equllibirum orbit (the orbit on which travels a particle Injected 
with right momentum, angle and position) oscillate stably about the 
equilibrium orbit due to the focusing action of the magnets. This oscillation 
is called "betatron oscillation" since it is first analyzed in detail 
with respect to an accelerator called a betatron. The number of betatron 
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oscillations per revolution Is called a "tune" and i t plays an Important 

role 1n synchrotrons. An Integral or half-Integral tune Is dangerous 

and should be avoided because 1t leads to a dangerous linear resonance 

and thus to beam loss. The tune 1s chosen to be 2.2 horizontally and 2.3 

vertically in the booster. 

S6. Main Ring 

Fig.16 shows the layout of the main ring and Fig.17 shows its 
lattice structure. It 1s a synchrotron having an average radius of 54 m 
and a bending radius of 24.6 m. There *rt cells called normal cells 
which consist of two quadrupole magnets and two bending magnets and 
cells forming a long straight section In which one bending magnet 1s 
removed from the normal cell. Five normal cells (N, t «.) and two long 
straight section cells (I.,, L 2) form « superperlod and there are four 
superperiods In the main ring. The four long straight sections tre used 
for beam Injection, Installing RF cavities, fast extraction for bubble 
chamber experiments and slow extraction for counter experiments. One of 
the short straight sections Is used for an internal target beam as shown 
in Fig.16. The focusing scheme of the main rinj is a separated function 
type focusing which uses dipole bending magnets for bending and quadrupole 
magnets for focusing. The cross section of the magnets is shown in 
Fig.18. 

Phase stability of the main ring is somewhat complicated due to the 
presence of transition energy. We consider phase stability of the 
circular machine in some detail. In circular machines in contrast to 
linear machines like a linac, the factor determining phase stability 1s 
not a linear velocity v, but rather an angular velocity u. v and u are 
related by 
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u'h (2) 

where R Is the average radius (circumference divided by 2ir) of the 
machine. A small change 1n u due to small change In momentum p is 
expressed as 

Au . AV AR 
u v " ~R~ 

•(f j ) ^ , (3) 
Y Yj ¥ 

where the relations 

v T p K*> 
Y 

r t 

are used. Eq.(4) 1s a usual relat iv lst lc kinematlcal relation, where 

Y is a Lorentz factor. Eq.(5) is a relation which is determined by the 

latt ice structure (the way of arranging magnets). The momentum compaction 

factor a or the t ransi t ion^. Y t . 1s a constant determined by the latt ice 

structure alone. By looking at eq. (3) , we see that Au > 0 when y < y . , 

i .e . the particle having a larger momentum revolves faster, but that 

Am < 0 when y > y . , i .e . the particle having a larger momentum revolves 

slower above the transition energy. The transition energy 1s usually 

expressed by the kinetic energy or m f lc c(Y t - 1) where n^c 1s the rest 

mass energy of the particle. I t 1s about 5.4 GeV in the main ring. 

Phase stabil i ty below and above transition energy is explained In 

Fig.19. The mechanism 1s similar to the one encountered in the llnac case. 
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He only replace the linear velocity by the angular velocity. Below 

transition, phase stability is achieved by accelerating particles in the 

rising part of the RF wave, whereas above translton, the particles 

should be accelerated In the falling side of the RF wave. At translton. 

the phase of RF should be switched by 18Q'-2»S in a short tine of the 

order of 100 usee. Instability Is likely to occur at transtion and 

there Is some beam loss at transition as shown in Fig.5. 

At the maximum operating energy, the beam Is extracted fastly or 

slowly. The principle of fast shaving extraction is simple as shown In 

Fig.20. The bean is displaced by bump magnets towards an electric 

septum in which an intense electrostatic field of 60 kV/em is applied. 

The particles which enter the septum are deflected and extracted, while 

the other particles receive no force and circulate in the machine as 

before. The bean 1s thus extracted 1n a tine interval of the order of 

usee. (The revolution time is about 1.1 usee.) 

In slow resonant extraction, the beam Is extracted slowly in a time 

interval of 500 msec. The process uses a nonlinear resonance of betatron 

oscillations. The horizontal tune is moved towards a half-integral 

value where half-integral resonance is excited and particles become 

unstable. By use of an octupole magnet <n this case, 1t is possible to 

make those particles having a small oscillation amplitude stable and to 

make only the particles having large oscillation amplitudes unstable as 

shown in Fig.20. The unstable particles rapidly go outside and Inside 

alternately by steps of two turns, jump Into the septum and become 

extracted. As the tune becomes closer to a half-integral value, the 

stable region shrinks. I t 1s therefore the essential point of the 

resonant slow extraction to finely control the tune and to move the tune 

to a half-Integral value as slowly and smoothly as possible. Fig.21 
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shows the stable regions and the motion of unstable particles (denoted 

by dots) expressed In the phase space diagram (x: horizo;n*l coordinate, 

x ' : horizontal angle). 

57. Photon Factory Storage Ring 

The Photon Factory 1s a fac i l i ty dedicated for synchrotron l ight 

source. The electrons passing through a bending magnet are accelerated 

by a centripetal force and emit x-rays called synchrotron radiation as 
— r 

shown 1n Fig.22. The rms emission angle /<8'> 1s nearly equal to 1/y 

and Is extremely small, where Y 1s * Lorentz factor. The x-rays are 

used for various experimental purposes. The spectrum of synchrotron 

radiation 1s shown In Fig.23. The energy of the storage ring 1s 2.5 GeV 

and the bending f ie ld Is 1 Tesla (•» 10 MS). The wavelength Is 1n the A 

range, tn a straight section high f ield superconducting magnets of 6 

Tesla called wigglers are added. Then the wavelength goes to down to 

0.1 A range. 

The lattice structure of the storage ring Is shown in Fig.24. The 
storage ring has a race - track shape and has two long straight sections. 
The average radius 1s 28.4 m and the bending radius Is 8.33 m. The 
lattice Is of a separated-functlon type. It has 28 bending magnets and 
58 quadrupole magnets. 

The electrons are injected from the 2.5 GeV llnac repetitively and 
12 

500 mA of current (1.9 x i o " electrons) is stored in the ring. The 
injection system consists of the four kicker magnets (Kl i K4) and two 
septum magnets (SI, S2). The energy loss due to synchrotron radiation 
1s compensated by RF cavities. 

The injection Unac 1s a travelling wave type llnac in contrast to 
the standing wave structure of the proton llnac. The electromagnetic 
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wave travels 1n the llnac tank with the velocity of l ight and the electrons 

travel with the sane speed as the electromagentlc wave while lying on 

the crest of the wave as shown 1n Fig.25. In a simple wave-guide structure, 

the phase velocity of the electromagnetic wave Is generally greater than 

the velocity of l ight. So, the disks are Inserted 1n the wave-guide as 

shown In Fig.26 in order to slow down the phase velocity of the wave to 

the velocity of l ight . 

The energy of the llnac 1s 2.5 GeV and I ts peak current Is 50 mA In 

10 usee pulse length. The llnac 1s operated with « repetition rate of 

50 Hz. The RF frequency 1s 2856 MHz. 

58. TRISTAN Project 

The TRISTAN project 1s a project to construct a colliding beam 

machine of 20 GeV electrons and 300 GeV protons. As an option, an 

electron-positron colliding beam machine of 25 GeV 1n each energy Is 

envisaged. The electron-proton colliding beam machine has a center-of-

mass energy of 155 GeV and corresponds to an ordinary accelerator of 

12.8 TeV. 

Luminosity L Is an Important quantity In storage rings. I t Is 

defined by the relation 

Y(sec _ 1) * Ucm^sec-V fcm 2 ) , (6) 

where Y 1s the yield expressed 1n sec , <j Is the cross section expressed 
2 2 - 1 

1n cm and luminosity L is expressed In unit of cm sec . The luminosity 
31 -2 -1 proposed for TRISTAN Is 3 x 10 cm sec for electron-proton collision 

32 -2 -1 • 

and 1 x 10 cm sec for electron-positron collision. The luminosity 

for electron-proton collision 1s achieved by 1* A of protons (7.7 x 10 

protons) and 200 mA of electrons (1.1 * 10 electrons). 
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The layout of the TRISTAN rings Is shown in F1g.27. TRISTAN con
sists of three rings, Rings I, II end III. Ring I Is *n electron or 
positron storage ring. The Injector 1s the Photon Factory llnac. Ring 
II 1s a proton booster ring which accelerates protons from 12 GeV to 50 
GeV. The injector is the 12 GeV proton synchrotron. Ring III 1s a 
proton storage ring made of superconducting magnets. The protons from 
Ring II are Injected and accelerated to 300 GeV. The colliding region 
has a magnet-free space of 20 m. The total length of the straight 
section 1s ISO m. The ring has four intersecting regions. 

The average radius of the TRISTAN rings 1s 420 m. The bending 
radius of the three rings differs slightly from ring to ring and lies 1n 
the range of 220 to 250 m. The maximum bending field of the superconducting 
magnets 1s *.S Tesla. 

He hope that the construction of TRISTAN will start 1n 1982 and 
will be completed 1n 1986. 
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